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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

ABSTRACT

FACULTY OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING

School of Electronics and Computer Science

Doctor of Philosophy

DETECTION FOR MULTIPLE-INPUT MULTIPLE-OUTPUT SYSTEMS:

PROBABILISTIC DATA ASSOCIATION AND SEMIDEFINITE PROGRAMMING

RELAXATION

by Shaoshi Yang

As a highly effective physical-layer interference management technique, the joint detection

of a vector of non-orthogonal information-bearing symbols simultaneously transmitted over

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels is of fundamental importance for high-

throughput digital communications. This is because the generic mathematical model of

MIMO detection underpins a wide range of relevant applications including (but not limited

to) the equalization of dispersive band-limited channels imposing intersymbol interference

(ISI), the multiuser detection (MUD) in code-division multiple-access (CDMA) systems and

the multi-stream detection for multiple-antenna based spatial-division multiplexing (SDM)

systems. With the evolution of wireless networks, the “virtual MIMO” concept was con-

ceived, which is also described by the generic mathematical MIMO model. MIMO detection

becomes even more important, because the achievable performance of spectrum-efficient

wireless networks is typically interference-limited, rather than noise-limited.

In this thesis, a pair of detection methods that are well-suited for large-scale MIMO systems

are investigated. The first one is the probabilistic data association (PDA) algorithm, which

is essentially an interference-modelling approach based on iterative Gaussian approximation.

The second one is the semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation based approach, which

approximates the optimal maximum likelihood (ML) detection problem to a convex opti-

mization problem. The main advantage of both methods is that they impose a moderate

computational complexity that increases as a polynomial function of the problem size, while

providing competitive performance.

The contributions of this thesis can be broadly categorized into two groups. The first group is

related to the design of virtually antipodal (VA) detection of rectangular M -ary quadrature

amplitude modulation (M -QAM) symbols transmitted in SDM-MIMO systems. As a foun-

dation, in the first parts of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 the rigorous mathematical relationship

between the vector space of transmitted bits and that of transmitted rectangular M -QAM
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symbols is investigated. Both linear and nonlinear bit-to-symbol mappings are considered.

It is revealed that the two vector spaces are linked by linear/quasi-linear transformations,

which are explicitly characterized by certain transformation matrices. This formulation may

potentially be applicable to many signal processing problems of wireless communications.

For example, when used for detection of rectangular M -QAM symbol vector, it enables us to

transform the conventional three-step “signal-to-symbol-to-bits” decision process to a direct

“signal-to-bits” decision process. More specifically, based on the linear VA transformation,

in Chapter 2 we propose a unified bit-based PDA (B-PDA) detection method for linear

natural mapping aided rectangular M -QAM symbols transmitted in SDM-MIMO systems.

We show that the proposed linear natural mapping based B-PDA approach attains an im-

proved detection performance, despite dramatically reducing the computational complexity

in contrast to the conventional symbol-based PDA detector. Furthermore, in Chapter 3 a

quasi-linear VA transformation based generalized low-complexity semidefinite programming

relaxation (SDPR) detection approach is proposed for Gray-coded rectangular M -QAM sig-

nalling over MIMO channels. Compared to the linear natural mapping based B-PDA of

Chapter 2, the quasi-linear VA transformation based SDPR method is capable of directly

deciding on the information bits of the ubiquitous Gray-mapping aided rectangularM -QAM

by decoupling the M -QAM constellation into several 4-QAM constellations. Moreover, it

may be readily combined with the low-complexity bit-flipping based “hill climbing” tech-

nique for exploiting the unequal error protection (UEP) property of rectangular M -QAM,

and the resultant VA-SDPR detector achieves the best bit-error rate (BER) performance

among the known SDPR-based MIMO detectors conceived for high-order QAM constella-

tions, while still maintaining the same order of polynomial-time worst-case computational

complexity. Additionally, we reveal that the linear natural mapping based VA detectors

attain the same performance provided by the binary reflected Gray mapping based VA de-

tectors, but the former are simpler for implementation. Therefore, only if there are other

constraints requiring using the nonlinear Gray mapping, it is preferable to use the linear

natural mapping rather than the Gray mapping, when the VA detectors are used in uncoded

MIMO systems.

The second group explores the application of the PDA-aided detectors in some more sophit-

icated systems that are of great interest to the wireless research community. In particular,

the design of iterative detection and decoding (IDD) schemes relying on the proposed low-

complexity PDA methods is investigated for the turbo-coded MIMO systems in Chapter 4

and 5. It has conventionally been regarded that the existing PDA algorithms output the es-

timated symbol-wise a posteriori probabilities (APPs) as soft information. In Chapter 4 and

5, however, we demonstrate that these probabilities are not the true APPs in the rigorous

mathematical sense, but a type of nominal APPs, which are unsuitable for the classic archi-

tecture of IDD receivers. Moreover, our study shows that the known methods of calculating

the bit-wise extrinsic logarithmic likelihood ratios (LLRs) are no longer applicable to the
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conventional PDA based methods when detecting M -ary modulation symbols. Addition-

ally, the existing PDA based MIMO detectors typically operate purely in the probabilistic

domain. Therefore, the existing PDA methods are not readily applicable to IDD receivers.

To overcome this predicament, in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 we propose the approximate

Bayes’ theorem based logarithmic domain PDA (AB-Log-PDA) and the exact Bayes’ theo-

rem based logarithmic domain PDA (EB-Log-PDA) detectors, respectively. We present the

approaches of calculating the bit-wise extrinsic LLRs for both the AB-Log-PDA and the

EB-Log-PDA, which makes them well-suited for IDD receivers. Furthermore, we demon-

strate that invoking inner iterations within the PDA algorithms – which is common practice

in PDA-aided uncoded MIMO systems – would actually degrade the IDD receiver’s perfor-

mance, despite significantly increasing its overall computational complexity. Additionally,

we investigate the relationship between the extrinsic LLRs of the proposed EB-Log-PDA

and of the AB-Log-PDA. It is also shown that both the proposed AB-Log-PDA- and the

EB-Log-PDA-based IDD schemes dispensing with any inner PDA iterations are capable of

achieving a performance comparable to that of the optimal maximum a posteriori (MAP)

detector based IDD receiver in the scenarios considered, despite their significantly lower

computational complexity. Finally, in Chapter 6, a base station (BS) cooperation aided dis-

tributed soft reception scheme using the symbol-based PDA algorithm and soft combining

(SC) is proposed for the uplink of multiuser multicell MIMO systems. The realistic 19-cell

hexagonal cellular model relying on radical unity frequency reuse (FR) is considered, and

local cooperation based message passing is used instead of a global message passing chain for

the sake of reducing the backhaul traffic. We show that despite its moderate complexity and

backhaul traffic, the proposed distributed PDA (DPDA) aided SC (DPDA-SC) reception

scheme significantly outperforms the conventional non-cooperative benchmarkers. Further-

more, since only the index of the quantized converged soft information has to be exchanged

between collaborative BSs for SC, the proposed DPDA-SC scheme is relatively robust to

the quantization errors of the soft information exchanged. As an appealling benefit, the

backhaul traffic is dramatically reduced at a negligible performance degradation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

THE multimedia data traffic conveyed by the global mobile networks has been

soaring [1–5], and this trend is set to continue, as indicated by Cisco’s visual

networking index (VNI) forecast [6,7]. More specifically,1 as predicted in Fig. 1.1,

the global mobile data traffic will increase 13-fold between 2012 and 2017, which translates

to a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 66% for the period spanning from 2012

to 2017, reaching 11.2 exabytes (EB), i.e. 1018 bytes per month by 2017 [6, 7]. As seen

from Fig. 1.2, this explosive growth is mainly fuelled by the prevalence of smartphones and

tablets, as well as by the emergence of machine-to-machine (M2M) communications [8–19].

As a consequence of the combined effect of this trend and the constraints imposed by the

paucity of radio spectrum, as exemplified by the overcrowded frequency allocation chart

of the United States [20], future communication systems have to resort to the employment

of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) transmission techniques for achieving both high

spectrum-efficiency [21–25] and high energy-efficiency [25,26].

The joint detection of multiple symbols in MIMO systems is of central importance for

the sake of realizing the substantial benefits of various MIMO techniques. This is be-

cause the co-channel interference (CCI) routinely encountered in MIMO-based communi-

cation systems constitutes a fundamental limiting characteristic [24,27–36]. Unfortunately,

the optimum MIMO detection problem was proven nondeterministic polynomial-time hard

(NP-hard) [37–39], thus all known algorithms conceived for solving the problem optimally

have a complexity exponentially increasing with the number of decision variables. As a

result, the computational complexity of the optimum maximum-likelihood (ML) criterion

or the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion based MIMO detection algorithms become

excessive as the number of decision variables increases. Hence low-complexity, yet high-

performance suboptimum MIMO detection algorithms are needed for practical MIMO ap-

plications.
1Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 1.2 are reprinted from the Cisco VNI white paper [6], with permission of Cisco.

1
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Figure 1.1: Cisco VNI: global mobile data traffic forecast, 2012-2017.

Figure 1.2: Cisco VNI: share of different devices in the global mobile traffic forcast,
2012-2017.
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In this thesis, complexity-scalable MIMO detection methods are conceived for large-scale

MIMO systems [25]. The first method considered is the probabilistic data association (PDA)

algorithm [40–47], which is essentially an interference-modelling approach based on iterative

Gaussian approximation. The second method considered is the semidefinite programming

relaxation (SDPR) based approach [48, 49], which approximates the optimal ML detection

problem by a readily-solvable convex optimization problem. The greatest advantage of

both methods is that they impose a low computational complexity, which increases as a

polynomial function of the number of decision variables, while providing a competitive

performance. Compared to other mainstream suboptimum MIMO detection methods [50–

53] such as the linear zero-forcing (ZF) detector, the linear minimum mean-square error

(MMSE) detector, the successive interference cancellation (SIC) detector, and the sphere

decoding (SD) detector [54–83], neither the PDA nor the SDPR method has been well

investigated in sufficient depth, and hence there remains some significant open problems to

be solved.

To gain profound insights into the intricacies of the MIMO detection problem, and in par-

ticular into the PDA and the SDPR based MIMO detectors, let us briefly reflect on the

nature of the CCI in the following section.

1.1 The Nature of Co-Channel Interference

The nature of CCI depends on the specific context. In this thesis, it is defined in its most

generic form as the interfering signal imposed by multiple transmissions taking place on

channels which are mutually correlated. The channel-induced correlation may be observed

in one or more domains of frequency, time and space, as shown in Fig. 1.3. To recover

the desired signal at the receiver, the desired signal has to be distinguishable from the

interference in at least one domain. In the extreme case, if the multiple transmissions are

highly correlated in all domains, then it may become impossible to recover the desired signal

by any means.

In essence, the CCI originates from signal-feature-overlapping of multiple transmissions. For

example, in spectrum-efficient communication systems such as the code-division multiplex-

ing /multiple-access (CDM/CDMA) systems [84–86] and the space-division multiplexing

/multiple-access (SDM/SDMA) systems [21,36,87–93], multiple transmissions are often de-

liberately arranged to take place simultaneously over the same frequency band. These

“frequency sharing” and “time sharing” strategies result in a “frequency-overlapping” and a

“time-overlapping” phenomenon, respectively. It is worth pointing out that as far as radio

waves are concerned, rigorously the CCI always tends to exist in the frequency, time and

space domains. For example, when no deliberate frequency-overlapping is arranged, the

“frequency-overlapping” is due to the underlying fact that for all realizable, time-limited
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Figure 1.3: The multiple signals have to be distinguishable in at least one of the three
fundamental domains of time, frequency and space.
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Figure 1.4: All realizable, duration-time limited waveforms has a infinite frequency band.

radio waveforms, their absolute bandwidth is infinite [94, 95], as shown in Fig. 1.4. In

other words, every active radio transmitter has an impact on every operating radio receiver.

Similarly, for a strictly bandwidth-limited signal, its time duration has to be infinite. With

respect to the space domain, it is well known that the propagation of electromagnetic energy

in free space is determined by the inverse square law [21, 93, 96], i.e. we have S = Pt/4πd2,

where S is the power per unit area or power spatial density (in Watts per metre-squared)

at distance d, and Pt is the total power transmitted (in Watts). Hence, theoretically, the

radio signals cannot be stopped, they are only attenuated in the frequency, time and space

domains.

In engineering practice, fortunately, by using well-designed filters [97,98], typically the wave-
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form of the time-limited signal can be shaped so that most energy of the signal can be kept

within a given limited frequency-band, and thus the signal energy leakage outside the target

frequency-band can be reduced to a sufficiently low level. Similarly, in the space domain,

two transmissions taking place at a sufficiently far distance can also be regarded as non-

interfering with each other. Therefore, despite the fact that the signal-feature-overlapping

in frequency, time and space domains is inevitable from the theoretic point of view, in prac-

tical spectrum-efficient systems we can typically assume that the signal-feature-overlapping

in these three domains is a result of a deliberate design. In this context, the signals are made

as much distinguishable as possible in one domain, and as much overlapping as possible in

the remaining domains. Our task is to recover the desired signal based on this deliberate

arrangement.

Since the frequency, time and space domains represent the fundamental physical features

of signal transmission, each of them corresponds to a distinct multiplexing/multiple-access

scheme [99], namely the frequency-division multiplexing/multiple-access (FDM/FDMA),

time-division multiplexing/multiple-access (TDM/TDMA), and SDM/SDMA, respectively.

It is worth noting that compared to these three fundamental domains, the spreading code

sequences used in CDM/CDMA systems do not constitute an independent domain. This

is because the orthogonality of the spreading code sequences is essentially a special case

of time-domain orthogonality. In systems using spreading codes, in principle we pursue to

transmit orthogonal code sequences to minimize the inter-code interference. Although it is

mathematically possible to contruct perfectly orthogonal code sequences, the orthogonality

of these code sequences is typically degraded in practical transmissions [86]. Moreover,

since the number of theoretically orthogonal code sequences is rather limited, often quasi-

orthogonal code sequences are adopted in practice [86]. Therefore, typically substantial

interference is imposed by the non-orthogonality of spreading code sequences in practical

CDM/CDMA systems [100].

In analogy to CDM/CDMA, the conventional frequency division pattern, time division pat-

tern and space division pattern can also be regarded as a special case of “spreading codes”

in the frequency domain, time domain and space domain, respectively. Note, however, that

there exist a certain degree of differences in terms of their multiplexing/multiple-access res-

olution in these three domains. More specifically, in practice, by using guard intervals in

the corresponding domain, a good resolution of frequency division and time division may be

readily maintained – in other words, the orthogonality of “spreading codes” in frequency-

and time-division systems may be relatively easy to obtain [99]. By contrast, the resolution

of space division tends to be undermined by the physical size of transmitters/receivers and

by the random propagation channel, hence typically substantial interference is imposed by

the non-orthogonality of “spreading codes” in practical space-division systems [21,36,87–93].

This is similar to the case in CDM/CDMA systems, and explains why MIMO detection typ-

ically represents a more significant problem in CDM/CDMA systems and in SDM/SDMA
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systems than in FDM/FDMA and TDM/TDMA systems.

In this thesis, the CCI considered mainly refers to the interference in SDM/SDMA or CD-

M/CDMA systems, where multiple transmissions often take place simultaneously, or par-

tially simultaneoulsy over the same frequency. Depending on specific applications, CCI is

often alternatively termed as intersymbol interference (ISI), interchannel interference (ICI),

interantenna interference (IAI), multiuser interference (MUI), multiple-access interference

(MAI), and multiple-stream interference (MSI) etc.

1.2 Concept and Generality of MIMO Detection

As a family of physical-layer CCI management techniques, MIMO detection deals with the

joint detection of several information-bearing symbols transmitted over a communication

channel having multiple inputs and multiple outputs. This problem is of fundamental impor-

tance for modern high-throughput digital communications. Rigorously, the MIMO detection

problem arises if and only if the multiple inputs are not orthogonal to each other, and hence

there exists interference between the outputs. As a generic mathematical model, the MIMO

detection problem underpins numerous relevant applications, and the physical meaning of

the inputs and outputs herein may vary in different contexts. For instance, in single-user

SDM-MIMO systems equipped with multiple transmit and receive antennas [101–103], the

inputs refer to the vector of modulated symbols that are transmitted from multiple colocated

transmit antennas, while the outputs refer to the vector of received signals recorded at mul-

tiple colocated receive antennas, as shown in Fig. 1.5. This is indeed a canonical scenario of

investigating MIMO detection algorithms [104]. A second example is the uplink of multiuser

multiple-antenna systems [105,106], where the inputs may be multiple transmitted symbols

belonging to a cluster of geographically distributed single-antenna mobile stations (MSs),

Noise

Channel

OutputsInputs

.

.

.

.

.

.

Figure 1.5: Point-to-point MIMO channel.

and the outputs may be the signals received at the serving base station (BS) equipped with

multiple colocated antennas, as shown in Fig. 1.6. This is actually the so-called SDMA

system [21,36,87–93]. Yet another important example represented by Fig. 1.6 is the uplink

of CDMA systems [50–53], where the inputs are the transmitted symbols of distributed

single-antenna MSs, and the outputs are typically generated by filtering the signal received
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Figure 1.7: MIMO broadcast channel.

at the single-antenna BS with a bank of matched filters (MFs), whose impulse responses are

matched to a set of a priori known user-signature waveforms.

Here, it should be emphasized that whether the multiple inputs and/or the multiple outputs

are “colocated” or not is extremely important in determing the signal processing techniques

to be used. If multiple inputs/outputs are colocated, the cooperative joint encoding/de-

coding of the inputs/outputs can be conducted [21, 36, 93, 107–113], which renders joint

MIMO transmission/detection feasible. For example, the single-user MIMO system shown

in Fig. 1.5 has both its transmit and receive antennas colocated, hence it enjoys the privi-

lege of performing both joint encoding and joint decoding. As a benefit, both simultaneous

transmission and simultaneous reception can be attained relatively simply. By contrast,

the multiple-access MIMO system of Fig. 1.6 is typically not capable of joint encoding

at the user side, hence the uplink transmissions of both CDMA and SDMA systems are

asynchronous by nature.

Additionally, as far as the downlink of multiuser MIMO systems, namely the multiuser

MIMO broadcast channel of Fig. 1.7 is concerned, typically most of the sophisticated

signal processing tasks are conducted in the form of transmit preprocessing (i.e. precoding)

at the BS, where colocated inputs are available for cooperative joint encoding [114–119].

As a result, detection at the user becomes less challenging. Since the investigation of

MIMO transmit preprocessing techniques is beyond the scope of this thesis, they will not

be discussed in detail.

Finally, when both the transmitters and the receivers are geographically distributed, the

MIMO channel turns into an interference channel [120–128], which is shown in Fig. 1.8.
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Figure 1.8: MIMO interference channel.

An interference channel characterizes such a situation where each transmitter, potentially

equipped with multiple antennas, only wants to communicate with its dedicated receiver,

and each receiver, possibly equipped with multiple antennas as well, only cares about the

information arriving from the corresponding transmitter. There is a strict one-to-one cor-

respondence between the multiple transmitters and the multiple receivers. Therefore, each

transmission link interferes with the others. The distributed nature of transmitters and

receivers makes the signal processing required for mitigating the detrimental effects of the

MIMO interference channel far more challenging compared to the single-user MIMO chan-

nel. In fact, the capacity analysis and the signal processing techniques for MIMO interfer-

ence channel still constitute a largely open field, and most of existing efforts have aimed for

transforming the MIMO interference channel so that cooperation at the transmitter/receiver

side can be exploited to some degree, at least in some specific scenarios. For example, in

multicell systems, BS cooperation [42,43,117,129–137], also known as joint multicell process-

ing [24,117], has been advocated for the sake of transforming the MIMO interference channel

to a number of cooperative multiuser MIMO channels, as will be discussed in Chapter 6 of

this thesis. Additionally, the recent advances in the capacity evaluation of the MIMO in-

terference channel have stimulated significant interests in interference alignment [138–145],

which is essentially constituted by a family of precoding techniques for the MIMO interfer-

ence channel. The problems related to interference alignment are also beyond the scope of

this thesis and will not be discussed in detail.

1.3 Formal Definition of the MIMO Detection Problem

Despite the fact that similar problems have been known for a while [38,52,53,146–181], the

term “MIMO detection” became widespread mainly with the advent of multiple-antenna

techniques since during the late 1990s [87–91, 101–103, 182–189]. As a result, in the nar-

row sense, MIMO detection usually refers to the symbol detection problem encountered in

narrow-band SDM based multiple-antenna systems, such as the vertical Bell Laboratories

layered space-time (VBLAST) system [101–103]. However, we emphasize that as a family

of important signal processing techniques, MIMO detection should be interpreted based on

a generic mathematical model, as detailed below.
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In the generic sense, the MIMO detection problem can be defined for a system having NI

non-orthogonal inputs and NO outputs contaminated by additive random noise, which does

not necessarily follow the Gaussian distribution. The multiple inputs can be denoted as a

vector s, which is randomly drawn from the set ANI composed by NI -element vectors, whose

components are from a finite set A = {am|m = 1, · · · ,M} and the a priori probability

of selecting each vector from ANI is identical. The set A is usually referred to as the

constellation alphabet, whose elements can take either real or complex values. Additionally,

sn, n = 1, · · · ,MNI , represents the realizations of s, hence they are the elements of ANI .

Then the relationship between the inputs and the outputs of this system can be characterized

by

y = Hs + n, (1.1)

where y ∈ FNO is the received signal vector, H ∈ FNO×NI is the channel matrix of the

system, and n ∈ FNO represents the additive random noise vector. Depending on the

specific considered applications, F can be either the field of real numbers, R, or the field

of complex numbers, C. Concisely speaking, any system having multiple inputs, multiple

outputs and subject to additive random noise can be regarded as a MIMO system, but the

MIMO detection problem considered herein is only confronted in MIMO systems that have

non-orthogonal inputs. It is worth noting that the constellation alphabet A, the number of

inputs NI , and the number of outputs NO are typically regarded as constant values for a

given system. Hence, they are assumed to be known by default, although this will not be

explicitly emphasized, unless necessary.

Based on the generic mathematical model of (1.1), the basic task of MIMO detection is

to estimate the input vector s relying on the knowledge of the received signal vector y and

the channel matrix H. Note that for y, typically its exact value has to be known, while

for H, sometimes the knowledge of its statistical parameters is sufficient. To elaborate a

little further, if the instantaneous value of H is known from explicit channel estimation, the

detection of s is said to rely on coherent detection. By contrast, if the explicit estimation of

the instantaneous channel state is avoided, the detection of s belongs to the familiy of non-

coherent detection schemes. In the latter case, the channel estimation is either performed

implicitly in signal detection, or it is completely avoided, whereas typically the statistical

knowledge of the channel matrix H is invoked for supporting signal detection. Addition-

ally, the noncoherent MIMO detection schemes typically require that the input symbols

are subject to some form of differential encoding, which imposes correlation on the input

symbols, and as a result, a block-by-block based sequence detection has to be employed.

This so-called multiple-symbol detection typically leads to higher computational complex-

ity than the symbol-by-symbol based detectors of coherent MIMO systems. Moreover, the

noncoherent detectors typically exhibit degraded power efficiency, which results in an in-

herent performance loss compared to their coherent counterparts. In this thesis, we focus

our attention on coherent MIMO detection. Then, from the perspective of mathematical
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of VBLAST-style SDM-MIMO systems.

mapping, a coherent MIMO detector is defined as:

ŝ = D(y,H) : FNO × FNO×NI 7→ ANI , (1.2)

where ŝ is the estimate of s.

1.4 MIMO System Model for Linear Memoryless Channels

Bearing in mind specific applications, the system model of (1.1) may be established either

in the time domain or in the frequency domain, and may be applied to both memoryless

channels and dispersive channels exhibiting memory [21, 36, 52, 53, 93, 181]. With respect

to linear memoryless MIMO channel, a canonical example is the narrowband synchronous

VBLAST-style SDM-MIMO system [101–103] communicating over flat fading channels, as

shown in Fig. 1.9. Because the system’s outputs at the current time interval are independent

of the system’s inputs at previous time intervals, its baseband equivalent discrete-time (i.e.

sampled) system model, representing an instance of the generic model (1.1), can be written

as 
y1

y2

...

yNr

 =


h1,1 h1,2 · · · h1,Nt

h2,1 h2,2 · · · h2,Nt

...
...

. . .
...

hNr,1 hNr,2 · · · hNr,Nt




s1

s2
...

sNt

+


n1

n2

...

nNr

 . (1.3)

In this specific application, we have Nt = NI and Nr = NO, which represent the number of

transmit and receive antennas, respectively. Furthermore, hj,i denotes the impulse response

between the ith transmit antenna and the jth receive antenna, with i = 1, 2, · · · , Nt and

j = 1, 2, · · · , Nr. For this memoryless MIMO channel, the one-shot detection which relies

only on a single received signal vector y = [y1, y2, · · · , yNr ]T is sufficient.
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1.5 MIMO System Model for Dispersive Channels Exhibiting

Memory

On the other hand, when considering the wideband VBLAST system communicating over

frequency-selective MIMO channels [190–194], the link between each input-output pair may

be modelled by a linear finite impulse response (FIR) dispersive channel, whose sampled

version can be denoted as the (possibly complex-valued) vector hj,i = (h0
j,i, h

1
j,i, · · · , h

L−1
j,i )T .

Here L is the maximum number of multipath components in each link, and it is also known

as the channel memory length. In this case, the one-shot detection which utilizes a single

Nr-element received signal vector is not optimal. Instead, the sequence detection using

multiple Nr-element received vectors has to be used.

We assume that a block-based transmission structure relying on zero-padding for eliminating

the interblock interference is used, which is beneficial for alleviating the performance degra-

dation imposed by noise enhancement or error propagation [195]. Following zero-padding, a

transmission block becomes a frame which occupies K = N+P sampling intervals, where N

is the number of sampling intervals occupied by information-bearing symbol vectors in the

frame, while P ≥ L− 1 represents the number of sampling intervals during which P consec-

utive Nt-element zero vectors are inserted at the tail of the frame. Here we set P = L− 1.

Given the above-mentioned transmitted frame, the entire received signal vector may be gen-

erated by a concatenation of K noise-contaminated sampled received signal vectors, namely,

y = (yT [0],yT [1], · · · ,yT [K − 1])T , where y[k] = (y1[k], y2[k], · · · , yNr [k])T represents the

Nr outputs at the kth sampling instant, k = 0, 1, · · · ,K − 1. Then, the baseband signal

received by the jth receive antenna at the kth sampling instant is given by

yj [k] =
Nt∑
i=1

L−1∑
l=0

hlj,isi [k − l] + nj [k], (1.4)

where hlj,i, the lth element of hj,i, l = 0, 1, · · · , L − 1, denotes the channel gain of the lth

path between the ith transmit antenna and the jth receive antenna. Furthermore, si[k] is

the symbol transmitted from the ith transmit antenna at the kth sampling instant, and nj [k]

represents the noise imposed on the jth receive antenna at the kth sampling instant. Similar

to y[k], we define s[k] = (s1[k], s2[k], · · · , sNt [k])
T and n[k] = (n1[k], n2[k], · · · , nNr [k])

T .

Additionally, similar to y, we may construct s = (sT [0], sT [1], · · · , sT [N − 1])T and n =

(nT [0],nT [1], · · · ,nT [K − 1])T . Then, the received signal corresponding to a transmitted

frame can also be written following the matrix notation of (1.1), where the size of y and

n is NO = KNr = (N + L − 1)Nr, while that of s is NI = NNt, and the MIMO channel
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matrix H exhibits the banded Toeplitz structure [195] of:

H =



H0 0 · · · 0
... H0 . . .

...

HL−1
...

. . . 0

0 HL−1 . . . H0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · HL−1


, (1.5)

whose dimension is (KNr×NNt), and each entry Hl of (1.5) is an (Nr×Nt)-element matrix

containing the channel gains between all pairs of transmit and receive antennas for the lth

path, i.e. we have

Hl =


hl1,1 hl1,2 · · · hl1,Nt

hl2,1 hl2,2 · · · hl2,Nt

...
...

. . .
...

hlNr,1
hlNr,2

· · · hlNr,Nt

 . (1.6)

It is worth noting that the linear memoryless MIMO model and the linear MIMO model

exhibiting memory may also be used for characterizing the familiy of synchronous and

asynchronous CDMA systems, respectively. Additionally, the asynchronous CDMA systems

can also be characterized by (1.1) in the z domain [52].

1.6 Complex-Valued versus Real-Valued MIMO System Model

As we mentioned in Section 1.3, the generic MIMO system model of (1.1) can be defined both

in the field of real numbers, R, and in the field of complex numbers, C. Since the complex-

valued modulation constellations, such as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), are

often employed in digital communications, the complex-valued MIMO system model is typ-

ically a natural and more concise choice for the formulation and performance analysis of

the algorithms considered. However, naturally the complex-valued system model requires

the handling of complex-valued variables, which might result in more complex hardware

implementations or reduce the manipulation freedom in signal processing. For example, the

tree-search based MIMO detectors, which will be introduced in Section 1.8.4, are typically in

favor of the real-valued MIMO system model from a hardware implementation perspective.

Fortunately, the complex-valued and the real-valued MIMO system models are often mu-

tually convertible. More specifically, if we assume that the generic MIMO system model of

(1.1) is defined in C, and assume that the real part and the imaginary part of H, s and n,
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and hence of y, are mutually independent,2 then the complex-valued MIMO system model

of (1.1) can be transformed to an equivalent real-valued system model of

ỹ = H̃s̃ + ñ, (1.7)

where ỹ =

[
ℜ(y)

ℑ(y)

]
, s̃ =

[
ℜ(s)

ℑ(s)

]
, ñ =

[
ℜ(n)

ℑ(n)

]
, and H̃ =

[
ℜ(H) −ℑ(H)

ℑ(H) ℜ(H)

]
.

Note that as expected, in most cases signal processing algorithms based on the complex-

valued model of (1.1) and the real-valued MIMO system model of (1.7) deliver an equivalent

performance. For example, [185] showed the equivalence between the complex-valued and

the real-valued MIMO system models in the derivation of the optimal ML detector and the

MIMO channel capacity. However, this equivalence does not always hold. For example, it

was shown in [196] that the real-valued VBLAST detector outperforms its complex-valued

counterpart, owing to its additional freedom in selecting the optimum detection ordering.

Hence a beneficial performance gain may be gleaned from transforming the complex-valued

system model to the dimension-doubled real-valued system model. More generally, for all

MIMO detection algorithms whose performance is related to detection ordering, the real-

valued system model based formulation may provide a better performance than its complex-

valued counterpart.

Finally, it is worth noting that the real-valued formulation of the complex-valued MIMO

system model is not unique. For example, a pairwise real-valued MIMO system model was

used in [197, 198], which was shown to result in a reduced complexity compared to the

conventional real-valued MIMO system model of (1.7). A more comprehensive investigation

of the complex-valued versus real-valued MIMO detectors was presented in [199].

1.7 An Introductory Example of SDM-MIMO Systems

For the convenience of later exposition, let us consider a (2×2)-element SDM-MIMO system

employing 4-QAM as our introductory example, which complies with (1.3), and is given by[
y1

y2

]
=

[
h1,1 h1,2

h2,1 h2,2

][
s1

s2

]
+

[
n1

n2

]
, (1.8)

where si assumes values from A = [1 + i, 1 − i,−1 − i,−1 + i], and E(|ni|2) = N0 =

0.01, i = 1, 2. Since our main goal of using this introductory example is to illuminate the

operation of MIMO detection algorithms, the energy normalization of E(si) = 1 or E(s) = 1

is not imposed on the transmitted symbols. Considering a specific channel use, we assume

2This independence assumption is almost always adopted for ease of decoding, even in single-input single-
output systems.
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that

[
h1,1 h1,2

h2,1 h2,2

]
=

[
5 + 2i −2 − i

3 − 2i 4 + 3i

]
,

[
s1

s2

]
=

[
1 + i

−1 + i

]
,

[
n1

n2

]
=

[
0.5 + 0.4i

0.2 − 0.6i

]
.

Then we have

[
y1

y2

]
=

[
6.5 + 6.4i

−1.8 + 1.4i

]
. This example will be revisited from time to time

for explaining the principles of the advanced MIMO detectors considered.

1.8 History and State-of-the-Art of MIMO detection

1980 − 1990s

1960 − 1970sCombating crosstalk in FDM/TDM systems 

2000 − presentSymbol detection in multi−antenna systems

Multiuser detection in CDMA systems

Figure 1.10: Development of MIMO detection.

The research of MIMO detection is a broad and vibrant area. Its embryonic concept dates

back to the 1960s [146]. The earliest contribution on MIMO detection [146] was sparked

off by the classic Nyquist’s problem [200], which aims for the joint optimization of the

transmitter and receiver for the sake of combating the ISI when communicating over a

conventional single-input single-output channel. Since then, it has been studied in the

context of diverse applications and under possibly different names. This half-century his-

tory can be roughly divided into three periods, as seen in Fig. 1.10, namely the period

of combating crosstalk in the context of the early single-user FDM/TDM systems (1960s

– 1970s) [146–149, 152], the period of multiuser detection (MUD) during the prevalence of

CDM/CDMA systems (1980s – 1990s) [38,52,53,150,151,153–181], and the period of joint

symbol detection in the cutting-edge multiple-antenna systems (2000s – present) [54,55,58–

65,69–73,81,83,102,103,181,193,201–257]. Diverse MIMO detectors have been proposed for

meeting the requirements imposed by a multiplicity of applications. These MIMO detectors

can be categorised from various perspectives, such as optimum/suboptimum, linear/non-

linear, sequential/one-shot, adaptive/non-adaptive, hard-decision/soft-decision, blind/non-

blind, iterative/non-iterative, synchronous/asynchronous, coded/uncoded etc. The repre-
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PDA SDPR   

MIMO Detectors

MMSE

Nonlinear
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ZF MBER

Linear

PIC/MICSIC/DFD

IC

Depth−First Breadth−First Best−First
(SD)

Tree Search

(K-Best) (A∗)

Figure 1.11: Overview of representative MIMO detectors considered in this thesis. The
novel contributions of this thesis are focused on the PDA and the SDPR detectors.

sentative MIMO detectors considered in this thesis are summarized in Fig. 1.11.

Owing to the similarities between the classic equalization problem encountered in channels

imposing ISI and the generic MIMO detection problem defined by (1.1) and (1.2), it is not

surprising that the techniques, which were found to be effective in combating ISI were also

often extended to the context of MIMO detection problems [258]. Some of the equallization

algorithms which have been adapted for MIMO detection include, but not limited to, the ML

sequence estimation (Viterbi algorithm) [259–263] based equalization, linear ZF equalization

[96], linear MMSE equalization [96], ZF/MMSE aided decision-feedback equalization [96],

adaptive equalization [264,265], blind equalization [266,267] etc, as detailed below.

1.8.1 Optimum MIMO Detector

The earliest work on optimum MIMO detectors dates back to 1976, when van Etten [149]

derived an ML sequence estimation based receiver for combating both ISI and interchannel

interference (ICI) in multiple-channel transmission systems. Explicitly, he demonstrated

that under certain conditions, the performance of the ML receiver asymptotically approaches

that of the optimum receiver of the idealized system which is free from both ISI and ICI. The

significance of this work was not widely recognized until the research interests in commercial

CDMA systems and multiple-antenna systems intensified.

Although it is widely recognized at the time of writing that MIMO detection provides

significant performance gains compared to conventional single-stream detection, there was
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a widespread misconception until the early 1980s that the MUI can be accurately modelled

as a white Gaussian random process, and thus the conventional single-user MF (SUMF)

based detector was believed to be essentially optimum. In 1983, this conventional wisdom

was explicitly proven wrong by Verdú [155,156] with the introduction of the optimal MUD

in the context of asynchronous/synchronous Gaussian multiple-access channels shared by K

users. The full analysis and derivation of the optimum MUD was reported later in [157,268],

demonstrating that there is, in general, a substantial gap between the performance of the

conventional SUMF and the optimal MUD performance. Additionally, upon identifying the

non-Gaussian nature of the MUI, Poor and Verdú [269] also designed nonlinear single-user

detectors for CDMA systems operating in diverse scenarios such as weak interferers, high

spreading gains and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

There does exist some situations where a bona fide application of the central limit theorem

is feasible and hence the MUI can be rigorously proven to be asymptotically Gaussian.3

However, even if the MUI may be accurately modelled as a Gaussian variable, the SUMF is

still not the optimal receiver. This is because the output of the MF for the desired user does

not constitute a sufficient statistic in the presence of MUI [270]. In other words, the SUMF

is optimal only in the context of the single-user channel contaminated by additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN). By contrast, in multiple-access systems, unless the multiplexed

signals are orthogonal, the outputs of the MFs corresponding to the interfering users contain

valuable information which may be exploited for the detection of the symbol of interest, and

hence more intelligent joint detection strategies capable of exploiting all MFs’ outputs are

required for achieving better detection performance.

In general, the optimum decision criterion is the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion.

When considering the MIMO system model of (1.1), the MAP criterion based MIMO de-

tector is formulated as

DMAP : ŝ = max
s∈ANI

Pr(s|y). (1.9)

Using Bayes’ rule, the a posteriori probability (APP) in (1.9) may be expressed as

Pr(s|y) =
p(y|s) Pr(s)

p(y)
=

p(y|s) Pr(s)∑
s∈ANI

p(y|s) Pr(s)
, (1.10)

where Pr(s) is the a priori probability of s, and p(y|s) is the conditional probability density

function (PDF) of the observed signal vector y given s. The MAP criterion can be simplified

when each vector in ANI has an identical a priori probability, i.e. we have Pr(s) = 1/|A|NI

for all realizations of s, where |A| represents the number of elements, i.e. the cardinality of

the constellation alphabet A. Furthermore, considering the fact that p(y) is independent

3A specific example of such a situation is that an infinite-population multiuser signal model with the
individual amplitudes going to zero at the appropriate speed – in other words, when the overall interference
power is fixed and the number of equal-power interferers tends to infinity [270].
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of which particular signal vector is transmitted, then the MAP detector of (1.9) becomes

equivalent to the ML detector of

DML : ŝ = max
s∈ANI

p(y|s). (1.11)

Therefore, the MAP criterion is usually used in the iterative detection and decoding (IDD)

aided receiver of forward-error-correction (FEC)-coded systems, where the a priori proba-

bilities of the transmitted symbols, Pr(s), may be obtained with the aid of a backward-and-

forward oriented iterative information exchange between the signal detector and the channel

decoder. By contrast, the ML criterion is usually used in FEC-uncoded systems, where the

a priori probabilities of the transmitted symbols cannot be made available by the channel

decoder. If n is AWGN, then we have

p(y|s) ∝ exp(−∥y − Hs∥2
2), (1.12)

where the symbol ∝ represents the relationship “is proportional to”. Consequently, we have

max
s∈ANI

p(y|s) ⇔ min
s∈ANI

∥y − Hs∥2
2 , (1.13)

where the symbol ⇔ represents the relationship “is equivalent to”. Therefore, the ML detec-

tion problem for the system model of (1.1) can be reformulated as the finite-set constrained

least-squares (LS) optimization problem of

ŝML = arg min
s∈ANI

∥y − Hs∥2
2 , (1.14)

which can also be interpreted as the minimum Euclidean distance criterion. The opti-

mization problem of (1.14) can be solved by “brute-force” search over ANI , resulting in an

exponentially increasing computational complexity of |A|NI .

To elaborate a little further, let us consider the example shown in Fig. 1.12, where binary

phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation (M = 2) and NI = 2 are employed. Hence, there

are a total of MNI = 4 possible realizations for the transmitted symbol vector s, and they

are denoted as s1 = [1, 1]T , s2 = [1,−1]T , s3 = [−1,−1]T , s4 = [−1, 1]T .

As a beneficial implementation of the optimum MIMO detector formulated in (1.11), the

optimum MUD proposed in [157] for asynchronous CDMA systems consists of a bank of

MFs followed by a dynamic programming algorithm of the forward (Viterbi) type [259–263]

(for ML criterion based detection) or of the backward-forward type [271–275] (for minimum

error probability criterion based detection). As mentioned in Section 1.5, asynchronous

CDMA systems can be modelled relying on the MIMO system model given in Section 1.5

for transmission over linear dispersive channels exhibiting memory. Therefore, the optimum

MUD conceived for asynchronous CDMA constitutes a sequence detector, while the optimum
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Figure 1.12: Example of the optimal ML based MIMO detector in the context of NI = 2
and BPSK modulation.

MUD of synchronous CDMA is a one-shot detector, and as such it is a special case of the

asynchronous optimum MUD. Additionally, the optimum MUD relying on brute-force search

[157] requires that the transmitted energies of each user were known to the receiver. More

critically, the time-complexity of the optimum decision algorithms suggested in [157,274,275]

increases exponentially with the number of active users, i.e. it is on the order of O(2K)

per bit for asynchronous transmission and O(2K/K) per bit for synchronous transmission,

where K is the number of active users. This is because the optimum MUD of both the

synchronous and asynchronous CDMA scenarios was proven by Verdú4 to be an NP-hard

and a nondeterministic polynomial-time complete (NP-complete) problem [38, 268]. Thus,

all known algorithms designed for solving this problem optimally exhibit an exponentially

increasing time-complexity in the number of decision variables. Therefore, the optimum

MUD becomes computationally intractable for a large number of active users. It should be

noted that this problem would only have a polynomially increasing complexity if and only if

a polynomial-time solution could be found for any NP-complete problem, such as the famous

travelling salesman problem and the integer linear programming problem which have been

so far widely believed insolvable within polynomial time. However, the question of whether

there exists a polynomial-time solution for NP-complete problems has not been answered by

a rigorous proof to date. It is widely recognized that in computational complexity theory,

the complexity class of “P” represents one of the most fundamental complexity classes, and

it contains all decision problems that can be solved by a deterministic Turing machine using

a polynomially increasing amount of computation time, which is conventionally abbreviated

to the parlance of “polynomial-time” for convenience. In fact, the most important open

question in computational complexity theory [276,277] has been the formal proof of “Is P =

4In fact, the optimum MIMO detection problem of (1.14) constitutes an instance of the general closest
lattice-point search (CLPS) problem, whose complexity had been analyzed by Boas [37] in 1981, showing
that this problem is NP-hard. Additionally, Micciancio [39] provided a simpler proof for the hardness of the
CLPS problem in 2001.
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Figure 1.13: Euler digram for P, NP, NP-complete, NP-hard set of problems under both
P̸=NP and P=NP assumptions [276,277].

NP?”, which explicitly poses the dilemma whether polynomial-time algorithms actually do

exist for NP-complete problems, and by corollary, for all NP problems. Fig. 1.13 concisely

depicts the Euler digram characterizing the relationships amongst the P, NP, NP-complete,

and NP-hard set of problems under both the P̸=NP and P=NP assumptions.

For the sake of clarity, the main contributions to the development of the optimum MIMO de-

tector are summarized in Table 1.1. The substantial performance and complexity differences

between the optimum MIMO detector and the conventional SUMF detector stimulated a lot

of interests in the development of suboptimum MIMO detection algorithms that are capable

of achieving good performance at a low computational cost. Some representative classes of

suboptimum MIMO detectors include the linear detectors, the interference cancellation (IC)

aided detectors, the tree-search based detectors, the PDA based detectors, and the SDPR

based detectors etc., as detailed below.

1.8.2 Linear MIMO Detectors

The linear MIMO detectors of Fig. 1.11 are based on a linear transformation of the output

signal vector y. In general, they are known for their appealingly low complexity, but suffer

from a considerable performance loss in comparison to the ML detector. More explicitly,

the decision statistics of linear MIMO detectors may be expressed as

d = Ty, (1.15)
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Table 1.1: Milestones in the development of the optimal MIMO detector

Year Authors Contributions

1976 van Etten [149] Derived an ML sequence estimation based receiver for combating both the
ISI and ICI in multiple-channel transmission systems and demonstrated that
under certain conditions, the performance of the ML receiver is asymptotically
as good as if both the ISI and ICI were absent.

1981 Boas [37] Analyzed the complexity of the generic problem of “closest point search in an
NI -dimensional lattice”, which is identical to the optimum MIMO detection
problem, as a function of the dimension NI of the decision-variable vector, and
proved that this problem is NP-hard. Thus, all known algorithms conceived for
solving the generic MIMO detection problem optimally have an exponentially
increasing time-complexity.

1983 - 1986 Verdú
[155–157,268]

First presented a full derivation and analysis of the ML based multiuser de-
tector for asynchronous/synchronous CDMA systems; showed that there is,
in general, a huge gap between the performance of the conventional SUMF
and the optimal attainable performance; showed that the infamous near-far
problem was not an inherent flaw of CDMA but a consequence of the inability
of the SUMF to exploit the structure of the MUI; introduced the performance
measure of multiuser asymptotic efficiency, which was later widely used in the
asymptotic analysis of multiuser detectors at the high-SNR region.

1984 - 1989 Verdú [38, 268] Independently proved that the optimum MUD problem in CDMA systems is
NP-hard and NP-complete.

2001 Micciancio [39] Presented a simpler proof of the NP-hardness of the problem of closest point
search in an NI -dimensional lattice.

where T is the linear transformation (or filtering) matrix to be designed using various

criteria.

For the sake of illuminating the philosophy of linear MIMO detectors, let us consider (1.3)

as an example. Assuming that the noise vector is zero, (1.3) becomes a system of linear

equations, and the MIMO detection problem becomes equivalent to “finding the solution for

Nt unknown variables subject to Nr linear equations”. Therefore, if H is a square matrix

(i.e. Nr = Nt) and of full rank, the solution of this system of linear equations is given by

s = H−1y. To generalize this problem a little further, if the matrix H satisfies Nr > Nt

and has a full column rank of Nt, we have s = H†y, where H† = (HHH)−1HH is the left-

multiplying Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of H. This example actually conveys the essential

idea of the ZF criterion based MIMO detector, for which the linear transformation matrix

is given by

TZF = H†, (1.16)

and if H is invertible, the left-multiplying pseudoinverse H† and the inverse coincides, i.e.

we have H† = H−1. Upon using the ZF detector, we have d = s + H†n, which indicates

that the interference amongst the multiple inputs is completely eliminated, albeit the noise

power is augmented.

The ZF criterion based linear MIMO detector of Fig. 1.11 was first proposed by van Etten
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[148] in 1975 for a multiple-channel multiplexing transmission system subjected to both

ISI and ICI. As far as CDMA systems are concerned, this solution was first proposed by

Schneider [151] in 1979 for synchronous CDMA systems transmitting equal-energy multiuser

signals, where he sought to minimize the probability of bit error, but erroneously arrived

at the ZF detector. From 1986 to 1990, Lupas and Verdú systematically investigated this

detector in the context of both synchronous [159, 278] and asynchronous [160, 279] CDMA

systems. They referred to it as the linear decorrelating multiuser detector. It was shown

that if the transmitted energies of each user are unknown to the receiver, then both the ML

amplitude estimates and the ML decisions on the transmitted bits are obtained by the ZF

detector, regardless of the values of the received energies of each user. As a beneficial result,

the ZF detector achieves the same degree of resistance to the infamous near-far problem as

the optimum ML detector, despite its significantly computational complexity. The insight

that the near-far problem was not an inherent flaw of CDMA but a consequence of the

SUMF’s inability to exploit the non-Gaussian structure of the MUI [157], and the fact that

the joint detection based MUDs, including its linear versions, achieve a significantly better

near-far resistance [159, 160, 278, 279] became another major incentive for the subsequent

research activities dedicated to MUD in CDMA. With the advent of the multiple-antenna

technologies since during the late 1990s, the ZF detector was first studied by Wolniansky,

Golden, Foschini and Valenzuela in the SDM-based VBLAST systems [102,103].

As seen in Fig. 1.11, the linear transformation matrix T of (1.15) can also be designed

according to the MMSE criterion, which minimises the mean-square error between the actual

transmitted data and the channel’s output data after using the linear transformation matrix

T. To be more specific, T is obtained by solving the optimization problem of

TMMSE = arg min
T

E
(
∥s − Ty∥2

2

)
. (1.17)

Using the orthogonality principle [280], we have

E [(s − Ty)yH ] = 0, (1.18)

then TMMSE may be derived as

TMMSE = (HHH + 2σ2I)−1HH , (1.19)

where σ2 is the noise power per real dimension. Compared to the linear ZF detector, the

linear MMSE detector achieves a better balance between the MUI elimination and noise

enhancement by jointly minimizing the total error imposed by both the MUI and the noise.

Hence, the linear MMSE detector achieves a better performance at low SNRs than the ZF

detector.

The MMSE criterion based linear MIMO detector was first proposed by Shnidman [146]
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in 1967, and hence it is the oldest MIMO detector found in the literature. Shnidman

formulated a generalized Nyquist criterion first pointing out that the ISI and crosstalk5

between multiplexed signals essentially represent identical phenomena. Then, relying on

this insight, he proposed a linear receiver that is optimal in the sense of the MMSE criterion

for combating both the ISI and crosstalk in single-channel multiple-waveform-multiplexed

pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) systems. In 1970, Kaye and George [147] explicitly

extended the MMSE receiver of [146] to the family of general multiple-channel systems

transmitting multiplexed PAM signals and/or providing diversity. The MMSE criterion

based linear detector designed for CDMA systems was proposed by Xie, Rushforth and

Short in 1989 [173, 281]. A decade later, it was also revisited by Wolniansky, Golden,

Foschini and Valenzuela in the context of SDM-based multi-antenna systems [102,103]. The

probability of error experienced at the output of the linear MMSE detector was analyzed

by Poor and Verdú [282] in 1997.

As observed in the family-tree of Fig. 1.11, there are a range of other criteria for designing

the linear transformation matrix T.

• For example, in [159, 278], Lupas and Verdú also proposed a maximum asymptotic-

multiuser-efficiency (MAME) based linear detector, which is capable of minimizing the

probability of bit errors in the limit as the noise approaches zero. In other words, the

asymptotic-multiuser-efficiency (AME) metric [38] characterizes the detector’s perfor-

mance in the high-SNR region. The linear MAME detector was designed by exploiting

the assumption that the individual tranmitted energies of all the users are fixed and

known to the receiver. By contrast, the ZF detector does not require the knowledge of

the transmitted energies of the users.

• Additionally, since a common disadvantage of the ZF and the MMSE detectors is that

their estimates of the transmitted symbols are biased, Xie, Rushforth and Short [173,281]

proposed the so-called weighted least-squares (WLS) linear detector, which is capable of

providing an unbiased estimate of the transmitted symbols. It is worth pointing out that

except for the linear ZF detector, other linear MIMO detectors – including the linear

MMSE detector, the linear MAME detector and the linear WLS detector – were typically

derived under the assumption that the system parameters such as the signal’s phase,

power and delay are known. As a result, in practice these parameters must be estimated

and the receiver’s structure has to be regularly modified to reflect the updated estimates.

• Another important class of linear MIMO detectors are constituted by the family of min-

imum bit-error rate (MBER) criterion based linear MIMO detectors. The linear MBER

detector is capable of outperforming the linear MMSE detector when either the signa-

ture cross-correlation is high or the background noise is non-Gaussian [287]. The MBER

based MIMO detector was first considered by van Etten [148] in 1975 in the context

5Crosstalk may be interpreted as a special case of ICI. For example, in [146], crosstalk means the inter-
ference between the multiplexed different waveforms.
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Table 1.2: Milestones in the development of linear MIMO detectors

Year Authors Contributions

1967 Shnidman [146] First formulated a generalized Nyquist criterion, which pointed out that
the ISI and crosstalk between multiplexed signals are essentially identical
phenomena; he then proposed a linear MMSE receiver for combating both
ISI and crosstalk in single-channel multiple-waveform-multiplexed PAM sys-
tems.

1970 Kaye et al. [147] Extended the MMSE receiver of [146] to the general multiple-channel sys-
tems transmitting multiplexed PAM signals and/or providing diversity.

1975 van Etten [148] Developed linear receivers based on both the ZF criterion and the minimum
error probability criterion for a multiple-channel transmission system similar
to that of [147]; these two detectors heralded the linear ZF and the linear
MBER multiuser detectors of CDMA systems.

1975 Horwood et al.
[150]

Proposed two linear signal-correlation based detectors for synchronous digi-
tal multiple-access systems; one of them assumes that each user only knows
its own signature, while the other assumes that each user knows all users’
signatures; this is the first attempt in multiple-access systems to exploit the
structure of the signals simultaneously sent, which is the key idea of MUD
in CDMA systems.

1979 Schneider [151] First made an attempt to conceive MUD for CDMA systems; he proposed
the linear decorrelating detector, namely the linear ZF detector, which rep-
resents one of the mainstream MUD approaches conceived for CDMA sys-
tems; this detector was also extended to the scenario of combating crosstalk
in M -ary multiplexed transmission systems in 1980 [152].

1986-1990 Lupas et al. [159,
160,278,279]

Systematically investigated the linear ZF MUD in the context of both syn-
chronous [159,278] and asynchronous [160,279] CDMA systems; they showed
that the ZF detector achieves exactly the same degree of resistance to the
infamous near-far problem as the optimum ML detector, despite its much
lower computational and implementation complexity; they also first pro-
posed a linear MAME MUD, which is capable of equivalently minimizing
the probability of bit error in the limit as the noise approaches zero.

1989 - 1990 Xie et al. [173,
281]

First proposed the MMSE criterion based linear MUD, the modified linear
equalizer based MUD, and the WLS linear MUD for CDMA systems. In
contrast to the linear ZF detector, to the linear MMSE detector, and to the
modified linear equalizer based detector, the linear WLS detector is capable
of providing an unbiased estimate of the transmitted symbols.

1993 - 1997 Mandayam et al.
[283–286]

First proposed the MBER criterion based linear MIMO detectors for CDMA
systems; the linear MBER detector is capable of outperforming the linear
MMSE detector when either the signature cross-correlation is high or the
background noise is non-Gaussian.

1999 Wolniansky et al.
[102,103]

First discussed the application of linear ZF/MMSE detectors in multiple-
antenna aided SDM-MIMO systems.

2006 Chen et al. [204] Proposed the MBER criterion based linear detector for multi-antenna aided
MIMO systems.
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of a multiple-channel multiplexing transmission system subjected to both ISI and ICI.

This MBER criterion was later studied in the context of CDMA systems [283–292] and

multi-antenna systems [204,205].

• Finally, we would like to mention that the linear MIMO detector can also be designed

from the perspective of a linear equalizer [173,281], since the mathematical models of the

MIMO detection problem and of the equalization problem are similar [258]. To elaborate

a little further, in MIMO systems each symbol’s interfering signal may be interpreted as

though it is a specific tap of the dispersive channel impulse response (CIR).

The main contributions to the development of linear MIMO detectors are summarized in

Table 1.2.

1.8.3 Interference Cancellation Aided MIMO Detectors

Another important class of suboptimum MIMO detectors portrayed in Fig. 1.11 are con-

stituted by the interference cancellation based MIMO detectors, which are nonlinear and

generally achieve a better performance than linear MIMO detectors. The concept of in-

terference cancellation was first studied in 1974 by Bergmans and Cover [293, 294], as well

as by Carleial [120] in 1975, in their information-theoretic studies of broadcast channels

and of interference channels, respectively. In the context of CDMA and multi-antenna sys-

tems, this class of MIMO detectors have numerous variants due to the associated design

flexibility, including the SIC detector [102, 103, 171, 295], the parallel interference cancel-

lation (PIC) detector [161, 168, 214], the multistage interference cancellation (MIC) detec-

tor [154, 164, 165, 296], and the decision-feedback detector (DFD) [173, 175, 176, 178] etc.

The interference cancellation based MIMO detectors are typically capable of providing a

significantly better performance than their linear counterparts at the expense of a higher

complexity, especially in the absence of channel coding [180], albeit this is not necessarily

always the case. In practice, a common drawback of the interference cancellation based

MIMO detectors is that they often suffer from error propagation. Hence their performance

only approacches that of the optimum ML based MUD when the interfering users have a

much stronger signal strength than the desired user. From this perspective, the weakest

user benefits most from the employment of the interference cancellation detector.

• SIC: In the most popular SIC based MIMO detector, a single symbol si is detected at

a time. Then the interference imposed by this particular symbol on the other symbols

{sk}k ̸=i yet to be detected is subtracted after recreating the interference upon generating

the modulated signal corresponding to this symbol. In this scheme, it is most impor-

tant to canccel the effect of the strongest interfering signal before detecting the weaker

signals. Therefore, the specific symbol detection ordering, which can be designed accord-

ing to various criteria, is quite critical for the SIC detector’s performance. Some of the
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typical ordering criteria for ordered SIC (OSIC) include the decreasing signal-to-noise

ratio (DSNR) criterion [206,207], the greatest sigal-to-noise ratio (GSNR) criterion [208],

the increasing mean-square error (IMSE) criterion [207], and the least mean-square error

(LMSE) criterion [209–211]. The SIC method performs well when there is a substan-

tial difference in the received signal strength of the multiple simultaneously transmitted

symbols. However, this condition is not always satisfied in practical applications, which

renders the SIC detector potentially sensitive to decision error propagation. Therefore,

the SIC detector is well-suited for multiple-access systems suffering from the near-far

problem, such as the familiy of CDMA or SDMA systems. In the SIC detector, there is

a need for detection reordering at each iteration of the SIC detector, and the number of

detection iterations increases linearly with the number of symbols in s. Therefore, for a

system which has a high-dimensional transmitted symbol vector s, the SIC technique im-

poses a substantial complexity, which ultimately increases the processing delay. The SIC

detector designed for CDMA systems was first proposed by Viterbi [171]. Later it was

studied extensively in [177,179,295,297–302]. In the context of multi-antenna based SDM

systems, the SIC scheme was first studied by Wolniansky, Golden, Foschini and Valen-

zuela in [102, 103], and it was later studied more comprehensively by numerous other

researchers in [201–203]. Among these schemes, Viterbi [171] proposed an SIC scheme

for a convolutionally coded direct-sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) system and revealed

that with the aid of the SIC based receiver, the aggregate data rate of all simultaneous

users may approach the Shannon capacity of the Gaussian channel. It should be empha-

sized that although theoretically the SIC method achieves the Shannon capacity in the

multiple-access channel by assuming perfectly error-free detection (hence avoiding deci-

sion error propagation), this is not necessarily true in practice, because the SIC method is

sensitive to decision error propagation, and hence MIMO detectors that are more robust

to decision error propagation might outperform the SIC detector in practice. Another

fact worth mentioning is that the performance degradation imposed by error propagation

in the SIC detector can be mitigated by accurate power control [303].

• PIC: Alternatively, in the PIC based MIMO detector, all symbols are detected simultane-

oulsy. For each symbol, the coarse initial estimate of the interfering symbols can be used

for regenerating the interference and then for deducting it from each of the composite

received signals. Then this PIC detection process may be repeated for several iterations.

Therefore, sometimes the PIC detection is also regarded as a MIC technique, or vice

versa. Compared to the SIC detector, the PIC detector has lower processing delay, and is

more robust to inter-stream error propagation. However, its near-far resistance is inferior

to that of the SIC detector, because some users might have much weaker received signal

strength than others. Hence, the PIC is suitable for similar-power signals, while the SIC

performs better for different-power streams. In the context of CDMA systems, the ear-

liest contribution to PIC may be attributed to Kohno et al. [161–163]. Later significant

contributions to PIC were also attributed to Yoon [167,304], Divsalar [168], Buehrer [305]
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and Guo [306] et al.. In the context of multi-antenna MIMO systems, the PIC detector

was studied mainly in [212–214].

• MIC: In the MIC based MIMO detector, the first stage can be the conventional SUMF

detector, the linear detector, the SIC detector or any other suboptimum detector. The

decisions made for all symbols s by the (n− 1)th stage are employed as the input of the

nth stage for the sake of canccelling the MUI. Note that historically, the MIC detector

was developed independently of the PIC, although they share similar concepts. The

MIC detector was first proposed by Timor for frequency-hopped CDMA (FH-CDMA)

systems [153, 154]. Then, it was extensively studied in the context of both asynchronous

DS-CDMA systems [164, 307] and synchronous DS-CDMA systems [165, 296, 308]. An

analytical framework was proposed for adaptive MIC in [169].

• DFD: The concept of DFD is based on the same premise as that of the family of decision-

feedback equalizers [311, 312]. Although DFD also relies on the SIC idea, its emphasis

is on the receiver filter’s optimization, which consists of a feedforward filter and a feed-

back filter) optimization. The first DFD scheme was proposed by Xie et al. [173,281] for

asynchronous DS-CDMA systems. Other major contributors of the subject of DFD in-

clude Duel-Hallen [175,176,309,310], who comprehensively investigated decision-feedback

MUDs designed for both synchronous [175,309] and asynchronous [176,310] CDMA sys-

tems. Furthermore, Varanasi [178] analyzed the performance of a general class of DFDs

using a new performance metric constituted by the probability that at least one user is

detected erroneously, and also proposed algorithms for determining the most beneficial

detection ordering.

The main contributions to the development of the interference cancellation based MIMO

detectors are summarized in Table 1.3. A more comprehensive exposition of the above-

mentioned MIMO detectors developed in the context of CDMA systems can be found in

[50–53,181,313].

1.8.4 Tree-Search MIMO Detectors

The tree-search based MIMO detectors are arguably the most popular detectors investigated

in the era of multi-antenna MIMO systems. This is because 1) the introduction of the

powerful SD algorithm happened to coincide with the development of multi-antenna MIMO

techniques; 2) some profound research results on the CLPS problem showed that the tree-

search MIMO detectors enjoy significant design flexibility in terms of striking an attractive

tradeoff between approaching the optimum ML performance and reducing the computational

complexity.

Indeed, some tree-search based MUDs had been reported earlier in the context of CDMA sys-

tems [172, 174, 314–316]. For example, the so-called (depth-first) stack sequential detection
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Table 1.3: Milestones in the development of interference cancellation MIMO detectors

Year Authors Contributions

1974 - 1975 Bergmans and Cover
[293,294]

First demonstrated the effectiveness of the SIC concept from an
information-theoretic perspective for broadcast channels.

1975 Carleial [120] First characterized the effectiveness of the SIC principle from an
information-theoretic perspective for interference channels.

1980-1981 Timor [153,154] First proposed a two-stage [153] MUD and a multistage [154] MUD for
FH-CDMA systems employing multiple frequency-shift keying (MFSK)
modulation; showed that the mutual interference between the users of
a FH-CDMA system may be significantly reduced by making use of the
well-defined algebraic structure of the users’ signature waveforms, and
that introducing an extra stage of interference cancellation may further
improve the detector’s performance.

1990 Viterbi [171] First conceived an SIC scheme for a convolutionally coded DS-CDMA
system, and revealed that with the aid of the SIC based receiver the
aggregate data rate of all simultaneous users can approach the Shannon
capacity of the Gaussian channel.

1983 - 1990 Kohno et al. [161–163] First proposed a PIC based MUD for CDMA systems.

1988 - 1991 Varanasi et al. [164,
165,307,308]

Designed and systematically characterized the MIC MUDs for both
asynchronous and synchronous CDMA systems.

1989 - 1990 Xie et al. [173,281] First proposed a DFD based MUD for asynchronous DS-CDMA systems.

1991 - 1995 Duel-Hallen et al. [175,
176,309,310]

Systematically investigated DFD MUDs conceived for both synchronous
[175, 309] and asynchronous [176, 310] CDMA systems from a receiver
filter optimization perspective.

1999 Wolniansky et al. [102,
103]

First discussed the ZF based SIC detector conceived for multiple-
antenna aided SDM-MIMO systems.

2002 Chin et al. [212] Extended the PIC detector to the multiple-antenna aided SDM-MIMO
systems.

2003 Wübben et al. [206] Proposed a QR-decomposion based MMSE-SIC detector for multiple-
antenna aided SDM-MIMO systems.

2011 Stuber et al. [214] Reported an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) implementa-
tion of a soft-input soft-output (SISO) MMSE based PIC detector for
multiple-antenna aided SDM-MIMO systems.

was proposed by Xie in [172,314], while the (breadth-first) K-best tree-search detection was

proposed, again, by Xie in [174,315], which was then further studied by Wei et al. in [316].

Looking back to the earlier history, because of the convertability between the trellis struc-

ture and the tree structure, the tree-search detection methods proposed for CDMA systems,

including the classic M -algorithm [317, 318] and T -algorithm [319–322], were actually ex-

tensions of their counterparts used in trellis decoding [317–330]. However, these tree-search

based detectors did not attract as much attention as the linear detectors and the interference

cancellation aided detectors in the era of CDMA systems.

The research interests related to tree-search based MIMO detectors were largely stimulated

by the seminal work of Viterbo et al. [54,215], who first applied the depth-first SD algorithm
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to the ML detection of multidimensional constellations transmitted over single-antenna fad-

ing channels. Note that before it was applied in digital communications, the SD algorithm,

also known as the Fincke-Pohst algorithm, had been reported in [331, 332]. Later, Agrell

et al. [55] proposed to employ the Schnorr-Euchner (SE) refinement [333] of the Fincke-

Pohst algorithm [331, 332] for solving the CLPS problem, and they concluded that the SE

enumeration is more efficient than the Viterbo-Boutros (VB) implementation [54] of the SD

algorithm. More recently, Damen et al. [58] proposed two improved SD algorithms for finding

the closest lattice point, both of which were shown to offer a significant complexity reduction

compared to the VB-SD [54] and to the SE-SD [55], respectively. There exist a number of

other variants of the tree-search based MIMO detectors, which mainly fall into three cate-

gories: the depth-first tree-search detector [54, 55, 58–62, 215], the breadth-first tree-search

detector [63–65,81,83,216] and the best-first tree-search detector [69–73,217,218].

The major momentum which propels the enormous research activities on tree-search based

MIMO detectors is that they were shown to be capable of achieving near-ML perfor-

mance, or even exact ML performance at the expense of significantly reduced complex-

ity [59,60,334–336]. However, we would like to emphasize that this claim is shown not true

in general [61, 337]. More specifically, Hassibi and Vikalo [59, 60, 334–336] first studied the

expected complexity, averaged over the noise and over the lattice, of the Fincke-Pohst SD

based MIMO detectors. It was claimed that although the worst-case complexity of the SD

algorithm is exponential, the expected complexity of the SD algorithm is polynomial, in

fact, often roughly cubic, for a wide range of SNRs and number of antennas. Contrary to

this claim, Jaldén and Ottersten [61,337] demonstrated that the expected complexity of SD

based MIMO detectors is given by O(MβNt), where β ∈ (0, 1] is a small factor depending

on the value of SNR. In other words, the expected complexity of the SD algorithm is still

exponential for fixed SNR values. Therefore, in general the tree-search based MIMO de-

tectors are not efficient for MIMO systems which operate under low-SNR condition and/or

have a large number of inputs. Notably, in order to avoid the varying-complexity character-

istic of tree-search based MIMO detectors, recently a K-best algorithm based suboptimal

fixed-complexity SD (FCSD) was proposed for MIMO systems [81]. It was shown that the

FCSD achieves a near-ML performance with a complexity of O(M
√
Nt) [83] regardless of the

specific SNR encountered, which represents an attractive solution of facilitating an efficient

hardware implementation compared to the conventional exponential-complexity SD. The

main contributions in the development of the depth-first tree-search MIMO detectors, the

breadth-first tree-search MIMO detectors and the best-first tree-search MIMO detectors are

summarized in Table 1.4, Table 1.5 and Table 1.6, respectively.
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Table 1.4: Milestones in the development of the tree-search MIMO detectors: Depth-first
type

Year Authors Contributions

1981 - 1985 Pohst and Fincke [331,
332]

First proposed the SD algorithm, which is hence known as the Fincke-
Pohst algorithm, for calculating vectors of short length in a lattice at
a reduced complexity; this work laid the mathematical foundation of
applying the SD algorithm to the MIMO detection problem.

1988 - 1990 Xie et al. [172,314] First proposed a stack sequential decoding based MUD for asyn-
chronous CDMA systems; this detector is essentially a depth-first tree-
search MIMO detector.

1993 - 1999 Viterbo et al. [54, 215] Applied the depth-first SD algorithm to the ML detection of multidi-
mensional constellations transmitted over single-antenna fading chan-
nels, which largely stimulated the research interests of tree-search based
MIMO detectors.

1994 Schnorr and Euchner
[333]

Proposed a more efficient variation, known as SE refinement, of the
Fincke-Pohst SD algorithm; the SE-SD algorithm was based on the
lattice basis reduction philosophy and represents a popular solution to
the MIMO detection problem.

2001 - 2003 Hochwald et al. [75,
338]

Proposed a complex-valued SD and the list-SD (LSD) for a FEC-coded
MIMO using IDD receiver, showing that a near-capacity performance
can be achieved with the aid of a soft-SD based IDD receiver.

2002 Agrell et al. [55] First proposd to use the SE refinement [333] of the Fincke-Pohst SD
algorithm [331, 332] to the CLPS problem, and concluded that the SE
enumeration technique is more efficient than the VB implementation
[54] of the SD algorithm designed for MIMO detection.

2003 Damen et al. [58] Proposed a pair of improved SD algorithms for finding the closest lat-
tice point, both of which were shown to offer a significant complexity
reduction compared to the VB-SD of [54] and to the SE-SD of [55].

2001 - 2005 Hassibi and Vikalo [59,
60,334–336]

Analyzed the expected complexity of the SD algorithm, and concluded
that the expected complexity of SD algorithm is dependent on both
the problem size and the SNR; showed that when the SNR is high,
the expected complexity of SD can be approximated by a polynomial
function for a small problem size.

2004 - 2005 Jaldén and Ottersten
[61,337]

Further analyzed the expected complexity of the SD algorithm, and
demonstrated that the expected complexity of the SD algorithm in-
creases exponentially for a fixed SNR with a search-space, which con-
tradicts previous claims; therefore, strictly speaking, the SD algorithm
has an exponential lower bound in terms of both the expected complex-
ity as well as the worst-case complexity, although it can be efficient at
high SNRs and for problems of moderate size.

2005 Burg et al. [62] First reported a very-large-scale integration (VLSI) implementation of
the depth-first SD based MIMO detector.
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Table 1.5: Milestones in the development of the tree-search MIMO detectors: Breadth-
first type

Year Authors Contributions

1990 - 1993 Xie et al. [174,315,316] First conceived a breadth-first K-best tree search MUD for asyn-
chronous CDMA systems; proposed a joint signal detection and param-
eter estimation scheme based on their breadth-first tree search MUD.

1997 Wei et al. [316] Studied both the M -algorithm and the T -algorithm based breath-first
tree-search MUD in the context of CDMA systems operating in fading
channels.

2002 Wong et al. [63] Proposed and implemented a breadth-first K-best tree-search MIMO
detector using a VLSI architecture, which is capable of achieving a
decoding throughput of 10 Mb/s at 100 MHz clock frequency in a 16-
QAM aided (4 × 4)-element SDM-MIMO system.

2006 Guo et al. [64] Proposed and implemented both hard and soft SE-strategy based K-
best tree-search MIMO detectors, which are capable of supporting up
to 53.3 Mb/s throughput at 100 MHz clock frequency for a 16-QAM
aided (4 × 4)-element SDM-MIMO system.

2007 Chen et al. [65] Reported a VLSI implementation of a soft-output breadth-first tree
search aided MIMO detector for a (4 × 4)-element MIMO system em-
ploying 64-QAM, which is capable of achieving a throughput of above
100 Mb/s.

2006 - 2008 Barbero et al. [81, 339] Proposed a noise-level independent fixed-complexity K-best tree-search
MIMO detector, which overcomes the two main limitations of the SD
from an implementation point of view: its variable complexity and its
sequential nature.

2009 Jaldén et al. [83] Presented analytical study of the error probability of the fixed-
complexity SD in MIMO systems having an arbitrary number of an-
tennas, proving that it achieves the same diversity order as the ML
detector, regardless of the constellation size used.

Table 1.6: Milestones in the development of the tree-search MIMO detectors: best-first
type

Year Authors Contributions

2004 Fukatani et al. [217] Applied Dijkstra’s algorithm [340] for reducing the complexity of the SD based
MIMO detector at the expense of an increased storage size.

2004 Xu et al. [341] Applied the stack algorithm [326] to the best-first tree search based MIMO detec-
tor.

2006 Murugan et al. [67] Proposed a unified framework for tree search decoding, which encompasses all
existing SDs as special cases, hence unifying the depth-first search, the breadth-
first search and the best-first search based on the proposed framework.

2012 Chang et al. [73] A generalization of Dijkstra’s algorithm was developed as a unified tree-search
detection framework; the proposed framework incorporates a parameter triplet
that allows the configuration of the memory usage, detection complexity and the
sorting dynamic associated with the tree-search algorithm; by tuning the different
parameters, beneficial performance-complexity tradeoffs are attained and a fixed-
complexity version can be conceived.

2012 Chang et al. [72] First applied the A* algorithm to the best-first tree-search based MIMO detection
problem.
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1.8.5 Probabilistic Data Association Based Detector

The PDA filter technique is a statistical approach originally invented by Bar-Shalom [342]

in 1975 for the problem of target tracking and surveillance in a cluttered environment,

where measurements are unlabelled and may be spurious. To elaborate a little further, it

was developed for solving the problem of plot-to-track association in a radar tracker, in

which all of the potential candidates for association to a specific track are combined into a

single statistically most likely update, taking account of the statistical distributions of both

the tracking errors and the clutter, while assuming that only one of the candidates is the

desired target with the rest of them representing false alarms. A major extension of the PDA

filter is the joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) filter [343,344], which takes account

of the situation that multiple targets are present out of all the potential candidates, and

hence seeks to compute the joint decision probabilities for the multiple targets. In addition

to their wide applications in radar, sonar, electro-optical sensor networks and navigation

systems [342–356], the PDA techniques have also been applied in the field of computer

vision for solving the visual target tracking problem [357–360].

The PDA approach may also be applied for solving challenging problems in digital commu-

nications. For example, it may be developed as a reduced-complexity design alternative to

the optimal soft-decision aided MAP detectors/equalizers of MIMO channels [193,219–242],

and it is also applicable to channel estimation of MIMO systems [361,362]. Since we mainly

focus on MIMO detection in this thesis, a more detailed discussion of the PDA-based MIMO

channel estimation will not be included in the sequel. As far as the PDA-based MIMO de-

tection is concerned, it is Luo et al. [219] who first applied the PDA approach to the MUD

problem of BPSK-modulated synchronous CDMA systems in 2001, showing a near-optimum

performance at a significantly lower computational complexity than the ML detector. There-

after, the PDA-based detector was naturally extended to the scenario of BPSK-modulated

asynchronous CDMA systems [221, 222]. Recently, it was also extended to the symbol de-

tection of QAM-aided SDM-MIMO systems [193, 226, 227, 230, 234], striking an attractive

tradeoff between the attainable performance and the complexity imposed. More specifi-

cally, in [226] a real-valued PDA (RPDA) was formulated for M -QAM constellations, which

is based on the equivalent real-valued MIMO signal model previously discussed in Section

1.6. Additionally, in [193] an approximate complex-valued PDA (A-CPDA) detector was

proposed, in which the complex-valued Gaussian distribution is approximately characterized

by a matched mean and a matched covariance only. Furthermore, the pseudo-covariance,

as defined by Neeser and Massey in [363], was employed in [234] to fully characterize the

complex-valued Gaussian distribution, and the resultant formulation of complex-valued PDA

(CPDA) [234] was shown to outperform both the RPDA [226] and the A-CPDA [193].

In these PDA-based MIMO detectors/equalizers, the probabilities of the potential candidate

symbols serve as the soft input/output information and are typically estimated relying on
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Table 1.7: Milestones in the development of the PDA-based MIMO detectors

Year Authors Contributions

2001 Luo et al. [219] First applied the PDA filter technique to the MUD problem of synchronous
CDMA systems, showing a near-optimum performance at a significantly
reduced complexity.

2002 Pham et al. [221] Proposed a PDA-Kalman MUD approach for asynchronous CDMA sys-
tems.

2003 Luo et al. [222] Conceived a sliding-window PDA based MUD approach for asynchronous
CDMA systems.

2003 Tan et al. [223] Designed a PDA-based IDD receiver for a coded CDMA system using BPSK
modulation.

2004 Pham et al. [226] Extended the PDA detector to SDM-MIMO systems based on a real-valued
signal model.

2004 Liu et al. [193] Proposed a PDA-based soft equalization scheme for frequence-selective
MIMO channels.

2005 Liu et al. [227] Extended the PDA-Kalman MUD approach of [221] to the soft equalization
of frequence-selective MIMO channels.

2005 Latsoudas et al.
[228]

Proposed a hybrid MIMO detector that combined the SD and the PDA
detectors.

2005 Fricke et al. [230] Studied the impact of Gaussian approximation on the performance of the
PDA based MIMO detector.

2006 Jia et al. [234] Proposed a complex-valued PDA detector which takes the pseudo-
covariance into account during the derivation of the complex-valued PDA
detector.

2008 Kim et al. [240] Applied the PDA method as a component of an iterative receiver designed
for non-coherent MIMO systems.

2009 Mohammed et al.
[241]

Applied the PDA algorithm to the problem of decoding large non-
orthogonal spacetime block codes (STBC).

a self-iterative process. The key operation in this process is the iterative approximation of

the interference-plus-noise term obeying a multimodal Gaussian mixture distribution by an

ever-updated multivariate Gaussian distribution [193, 219, 226, 227, 242]. The advantages of

the PDA based detectors are as follows.

• First, it may achieve a near-optimal detection performance in certain circumstances, for

example in the context of FEC-uncoded CDMA systems [219–222].

• Second, it has a low complexity that increases no faster than O
(
NI

3
)

per symbol vector,

where NI represents either the number of users in CDMA [219–222], or the number of

transmit antennas in multi-antenna aided MIMO systems [193,226,234].

• Third, it is inherently an SISO algorithm, which is eminently applicable in combination

with FEC codes such as convolutional codes, turbo codes [364,365] or low-density parity-
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check (LDPC) codes [366,367].

• Furthermore, the higher the number of transmit antennas or users, the better its per-

formance, provided that the channel is not rank-deficient [230]. However, due to its

nature of approximation and iteration, the PDA based MIMO detector has not been

well-understood compared to other mature MIMO detectors. For the sake of prominent

exposition, the main contributions to the development of the PDA based MIMO detectors

are summarized in Table 1.7.

1.8.6 Semidefinite Programming Relaxation Based Detector

In contrast to other MIMO detectors, the SDPR approach relies on a relaxation of the

optimum MIMO detection problem to the mathematical model of semidefinite programming

(SDP) [243, 244, 368], which is a subfield of convex optimization theory [369]. The SDPR

based MIMO detectors have recently received substantial research attention [245–257]. The

most attractive characteristic of the SDPR-aided detectors is that they guarantee a so-called

polynomial-time6 worst-case computational complexity, while achieving a high performance

in certain circumstances.

Most of the existing SDPR detectors are dependent on the specific modulation constel-

lation. To elaborate a little further, SDPR was first proposed for a BPSK-modulated

CDMA system [245,246,370–373], and then it was extended to quadrature phase-shift keying

(QPSK) [247]. Simulation results showed that the SDPR detector is capable of achieving

a near-ML BER performance, when using BPSK [245] and QPSK [247]. The numerical

and analytical results of [248, 249] confirmed that the SDPR detector achieves the maxi-

mum possible diversity order, when using BPSK for transmission over a real-valued fading

MIMO channel. The SDPR approach was also further developed for high-order modulation

schemes, such as for M -ary phase-shift keying (PSK) scenario in [250, 251], and for high-

order rectangular QAM in [252–256]. As for the high-order QAM scenario, it was recently

shown in [257] that the so-called polynomial-inspired SDPR (PI-SDPR) [252], the bound-

constrained SDPR (BC-SDPR) [254] and the virtually antipodal SDPR (VA-SDPR) [256]

are actually equivalent in the sense that they obtain the same symbol decisions, and hence

they exhibit an identical symbol error rate (SER) performance.7 It should be noted, however,

that for high-order modulation scenarios, we will show in Chapter 3 that the performance of

the SDPR detectors is not quitely promising compared to that of the BPSK/QPSK scenario.

Therefore, there is a need to further improve the performance of the SDPR based MIMO

detector designed for high-order QAM constellations, while maintaining its appealingly low

6The computational complexity increases as a polynomial function of Nt.
7More specifically, the solution equivalence of the PI-SDPR and BC-SDPR schemes holds for 16-QAM

and 64-QAM, while that between the BC-SDPR and VA-SDPR techniques holds for any 4q-QAM scheme,
where q is a positive integer. The SDPR QAM detector of [255] exhibits a better performance than that
of [252,254,256], but has a much higher complexity.
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computational complexity. The main contributions to the development of the SDPR based

MIMO detectors are summarized in Table 1.8.

1.9 Organization and Novel Contributions of the Thesis

Having reviewed the literature of MIMO detection methods, let us now highlight the orga-

nization and the novel contributions of this thesis.

1.9.1 Organization

For the sake of clarity, the organization of the remaining part of this thesis and the logical

connections between all chapters are shown in Fig. 1.14. To be more specific, the remaining

chapters mainly focus on the PDA and the SDPR based MIMO detection methods, which

are systematically investigated in both the FEC-uncoded and FEC-coded point-to-point

SDM-MIMO systems, as well as in the base station cooperation aided multiuser multicell

network-MIMO systems.

PDA
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MIMO IDD MIMO IDD
Introduction
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Figure 1.14: Organization of the thesis.

• Chapter 2: In Chapter 2, we investigate the PDA detector for SDM-MIMO systems

which employ high-order rectangular QAM constellations. In particular, the proposed

PDA detector performs in a virtually antipodal (VA) manner, which means, the PDA-

based symbol detection of rectangular QAM constellations is realized in a BPSK-like
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Table 1.8: Milestones in the development of the SDPR-based MIMO detectors

Year Authors Contributions

2001 -2003 Tan et al. [245, 370],
Ma et al. [246, 371],
and Wang et al. [372,
373]

These authors independently proposed a SDPR based MUD
for BPSK-modulated synchronous CDMA systems; the eigen-
decomposion based method of [245, 370, 372, 373] and the ran-
domization method of [246,371] were proposed for converting the
continuous-valued solution of the SDP problem into the binary
decision output. Additionally, a cutting plane method was intro-
duced for further improving the performance of the SDPR detector
for systems supporting a large number of users [245, 370]; it was
shown that the classic MUDs, such as the linear ZF/MMSE de-
tector, can be interpreted as degenerate forms of the SDPR based
MUD [246,371].

2003 Steingrimsson et al.
[374]

Proposed a soft SDPR detector for an IDD receiver of QPSK-aided
MIMO systems employing LDPC codes.

2004 Ma et al. [247] Conceived a SDPR based MUD for BPSK/QPSK aided asyn-
chronous CDMA systems with multiple receive antennas in
frequency-selective fading environments; based on a flexible block
alternating likelihood maximization (BALM) principle, the large-
scale ML detection problem was decomposed into smaller subprob-
lems, and each subproblem was solved by the SDPR detector.

2003 -2004 Luo et al. [250] and
Ma et al. [251]

Proposed SDPR detectors for general M -PSK aided synchronous
CDMA systems.

2005 Kisialiou et al. [248] Provided the first analytical study of the SDPR detector for
BPSK-aided MIMO systems; it was shown that the SDPR de-
tector is capable of achieving the same BER performance as that
of the ML detector in high-SNR scenarios, while at the low SNR
region, the SDPR detector serves as a constant factor approxima-
tion to the ML detector in large systems.

2005 Wiesel et al. [252] Designed a PI-SDPR detector for 16-QAM aided MIMO systems,
which can be extended to high-order M -QAM scenarios.

2006 Sidiropoulos et al.
[254]

Advocated a BC-SDPR detector for employment in high-order
M -QAM aided MIMO systems.

2007 Mao et al. [256] Proposed a VA-SDPR detector for M -QAM aided multicarrier
CDMA(MC-CDMA) systems; the method can directly operate at
the bit-level in the context of linear mapping based M -QAM.

2007 Mobasher et al. [255] Studied several variants of the SDPR detectors, and showed that
it is possible to further improve the SDPR detector’s performance
by increasing their complexity.

2008 Jaldén et al. [249] Analytically demonstrated that the SDPR based detector is ca-
pable of achieving full receive diversity order in BPSK-aiedd real-
valued MIMO channels.

2009 Ma et al. [257] Demonstrated that the PI-SDPR of [252], the BC-SDPR of [254],
and the VA-SDPR of [256] are actually equivalent in the sense
that they obtain the same symbol decisions, and hence exhibit an
identical SER performance.
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bit-by-bit detection style. The mathematical foundation based on which the symbol-

based processing is transformed to bit-based processing is systematically investigated for

both the linear natural mapping and the nonlinear Gray mapping based rectangular QAM

constellations. However, the resultant bit-based PDA (B-PDA) detector, which may be

interchangeably called VA-PDA detector, is not practical in the latter case due to the

nonlinearity of Gray mapping, and hence the B-PDA detector obtained for the Gray

mapping scenario serves only as a theoretic performance bound for the linear natural

mapping based B-PDA. The BER/SER performance and the computational complexity

of the proposed B-PDA detector are compared with that of the benchmarking ML, MMSE-

OSIC, and the symbol-based CPDA [234] detectors, which corroborates the benefits of

the proposed B-PDA detector over the conventional symbol-based PDA detector.

• Chapter 3: Further to Chapter 2, in Chapter 3, the practically feasible method of trans-

forming symbol-based MIMO detection to bit-based MIMO detection for Gray mapping

based rectangular M -QAM is further investigated. Based on these results, we propose

a generalized computationally efficient direct-bit-based VA-SDPR (DVA-SDPR) detector

which is practically feasible for direct bitwise detection of Gray mapping based rect-

angular M -QAM. For improving the numerical accuracy of solving the associated SDP

problem, a modified interior point algorithm (IPA) is presented. Additionally, the VA

processing facilitates the exploitation of the unequal error protection (UEP) property of

QAM bits, and consequently a simple but effective bit-flipping technique is shown capable

of further improving the performance of the DVA-SDPR detector at the expense of trivial

extra complexity. Finally, both the performance and the computational complexity of the

proposed DVA-SDPR detector are extensively evaluated and compared to those of other

relevant benchmarking MIMO detectors.

• Chapter 4: Having dealt with the PDA and the SDPR based MIMO detection for

FEC-uncoded SDM-MIMO systems in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, respectively, in Chap-

ter 4, our attention is drawn to addressing the issue of designing a low-complexity PDA

method based IDD receiver for FEC-coded SDM-MIMO systems using the memoryless

M -ary modulation. More specifically, the distribution of the interference-plus-noise term

encountered in the PDA method is analyzed, and the mathematical property of the output

symbol decision probabilities of the conventional PDA detectors is investigated. Conse-

quently, we develop an IDD receiver relying on the approximate Bayes’ theorem based

logarithmic-domain PDA (AB-Log-PDA). Furthermore, the method of calculating extrin-

sic logarithmic likelihood ratio (LLR) relying on the output symbol decision probabilities

of the AB-Log-PDA is discussed, which results in a irregular IDD receiver architecture.

Finally, the impact of various design parameters on the performance and the complexity

of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD receiver is comprehensively investigated.

• Chapter 5: Further to the AB-Log-PDA based IDD receiver proposed in Chapter 4, in

Chapter 5, another type of PDA-based IDD receiver, namely the exact Bayes’ theorem

based logarithmic domain PDA (EB-Log-PDA) based IDD receiver, is proposed for FEC-
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coded SDM-MIMO systems employing the memoryless M -ary modulation. Because the

mathematical property of the output symbol decision probabilities of the EB-Log-PDA

is different from that of the AB-Log-PDA, the classic IDD receiver architecture, which

does not fit into the AB-Log-PDA based IDD receiver, is readily applicable to the EB-

Log-PDA based IDD receiver. Furthermore, a comparative study of the AB-Log-PDA

and the EB-Log-PDA based IDD receivers is conducted from various aspects, including

the relationship between the output bitwise extrinsic LLRs of both the AB-Log-PDA and

the EB-Log-PDA, the impact of inner PDA iterations on the performance of the two IDD

receivers, as well as the computational complexity of the two PDA-based IDD receivers

relying on the decoupled and non-decoupled signal models.

• Chapter 6: Having investigated the MIMO detection problem in the context of point-to-

point FEC-uncoded/-coded SDM-MIMO systems from Chapter 2 to Chapter 5, in Chap-

ter 6, we investigate the MIMO detection problem in the context of the uplink of multiuser

multicell networks. More specifically, we extend the PDA algorithm to a distributed soft-

reception scheme conceived for reducing the prohibitive computational complexity and

the huge amount of backhaul traffic encountered by multicell multiuser MIMO systems

employing BS cooperation. A realistic 19-cell hexagonal cellular MIMO-aided network

model relying on either perfect or imperfect channel estimation is considered, and a sim-

ple but effective soft combining (SC) technique is used at each BS for generating the

final soft-decision information. Additionally, we investigate the impact of quantization

on both the backhaul traffic and the performance of the proposed scheme. We also con-

sidered challenging rank-deficient scenarios, where the number of transmitters is higher

than that of the receivers.

• Chapter 7: Finally, in Chapter 7 we summarized the main findings of this thesis, and

outline a range of suggestions concerning the MIMO detection problem for future research.

1.9.2 Novel Contributions

In summary, the novel contributions of this theis focus on the PDA and the SDPR based

MIMO detectors, because the initiative of developing these two methods in digital commu-

nications is known relatively recently to the research community and hence they are not

well-investigated compared to other suboptimum MIMO detectors. For the sake of clarity,

the theories underpinning these novel contributions, as well as the relationship amongst

these contributions is shown in Fig. 1.15. Both algorithm optimizations and their novel

applications are coverded, which are elaborated on in more detail as follows.

• The mathematical description of the mapping process between the transmit bit vector

and the corresponding transmit symbol vector in high-order rectangular M -QAM aided

SDM-MIMO systems is systematically studied, and unified modulation matrix is explicitly

obtained for the cases of both linear natural mapping [40,41] and nonlinear binary reflected
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Figure 1.15: The framework of novel contributions of the thesis.

Gray mapping [48,49], which includes BPSK modulation as a special case. As a universal

benefit, it becomes convenient to directly manipulate the bits modulated by rectangular

M -QAM symbols in MIMO systems.

• A virtually antipodal detection based B-PDA detector [40,41], which is practically appli-

cable to linear natural mapping scenario, is proposed for high-order rectangular M -QAM

aided SDM-MIMO systems. In contrast to the conventional symbol-based PDA MIMO

detectors, the linear natural mapping based B-PDA transforms the symbol-based QAM

detection problem to a BPSK-like binary scenario in MIMO systems, thus eliminating

symbol-based decisions, and hence directly operating at the bit-level. In addition to

its remarkable complexity reduction, the linear natural mapping based B-PDA has an

improved performance in comparison to the conventional symbol-based PDA in most sce-

narios considered. Furthermore, it is found that the binary reflected Gray mapping is not

the best choice of labelling scheme for B-PDA. In fact it is preferable to use the simpler

and more practicable linear natural mapping for the B-PDA detector in the context of

the uncoded SDM-MIMO systems.

• A virtually antipodal detection based SDPR detector [48, 49], which is dubbed DVA-

SDPR and is practically applicable to the ubiquitous nonlinear binary reflected Gray

mapping scenario, is proposed for high-order rectangular M -QAM aided SDM-MIMO

systems. The DVA-SDPR detector is also capable of directly deciding on the transmit

information bits without invoking the conventional symbol-based decisions, which is a
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benefit more challenging to achieve than the scenario of linear natural mapping. The

DVA-SDPR detector converts the classic nonlinear Gray-mapping aided M -QAM symbol

detection problem to a Boolean quadratic programming (BQP) problem. Furthermore,

when combined with low-complexity bit-flipping based “hill climbing”, the DVA-SDPR

detector achieves the best BER performance among the known SDPR-based MIMO de-

tectors in the context considered, while still maintaining a polynomial-time worst-case

complexity order as low as O
[
(McNt + 1)3.5

]
.

• In the context of FEC-coded SDM-MIMO systems using general M -ary memoryless mod-

ulation, we demonstrate that the classic candidate-search-aided bit-wise extrinsic LLR

calculation method is not applicable to the family of existing PDA-based detectors. Ad-

ditionally, we reveal that in contrast to the interpretation in the existing literature, the

output symbol probabilities of existing PDA algorithms are not the true APPs, but rather

the normalized symbol likelihoods. Therefore, the classic relationship, where the extrinsic

LLRs are given by subtracting the a priori LLRs from the a posteriori LLRs, does not

hold for the existing PDA-based detectors. Motivated by these revelations, we conceive

a novel AB-Log-PDA method and unveil the technique of calculating bit-wise extrinsic

LLRs for the AB-Log-PDA [44,45], which facilitates the employment of the AB-Log-PDA

in an irregular IDD receiver structure. Additionally, we demonstrate that it is preferable

to dispense with inner iterations within the AB-Log-PDA in the context of IDD receivers,

and that the proposed AB-Log-PDA-based IDD scheme is capable of achieving a per-

formance comparable to that of the optimal MAP-detector-based IDD receiver, while

imposing a significantly lower computational complexity in the scenarios considered.

• An EB-Log-PDA approach based IDD receiver is proposed for FEC-coded MIMO systems

using arbitrary M -ary modulation [46,47]. As opposed to that of the existing PDAs based

on an approximate version of the Bayes’ theorem, the estimated symbol-wise output

probabilities of the EB-Log-PDA exhibit similar characteristics to the true APPs. Hence

the bit-wise extrinsic LLRs delivered by the proposed EB-Log-PDA to the outer FEC

decoder may be calculated simply by subtracting the bit-wise a priori LLRs from the

bit-wise a posteriori LLRs. Furthermore, we investigate the relationship between the EB-

Log-PDA based IDD scheme and the AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme proposed in [44,45].

We demonstrate that the two schemes achieve a similar near-optimum performance when

dispensing with inner iterations within the PDAs. However, our analysis of the cumulative

distribution functions (CDFs) and the PDFs concerning the differences between the two

types of extrinsic LLR values output by the EB-Log-PDA and the AB-Log-PDA reveal

that these two types of extrinsic LLRs are different, even though they might be similar in

certain scenarios. Additionally, we compare the impact of the inner iterations within the

PDAs on the achievable performance of the EB-Log-PDA and the AB-Log-PDA based

IDD schemes. We demonstrate that, similar to that of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD

scheme, the performance of the EB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme is also degraded when

inner iterations of the EB-Log-PDA are invoked. However, their specific performance
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degradation profile is slightly different.

• The PDA algorithm is extended into a distributed soft-reception scheme for mitigating

the prohibitive computational complexity and the huge amount of backhaul traffic faced

by multicell multiuser network-MIMO systems employing BS cooperation [42, 43]. The

fundamental philosophy of the proposed DPDA-SC scheme is not that of the conventional

“interference cancellation” but “knowledge sharing and data fusion”. Since in practice

only the index of the possible discrete value of the converged soft information has to be

exchangeed for SC operation, the proposed DPDA-SC scheme is relatively robust to the

quantization errors of the soft information exchanged, which dramatically reduces the

backhaul traffic at the cost of a negligible performance degradation. Despite its signifi-

cant performance gain over the conventional non-cooperative MUD schemes, the proposed

DPDA-SC approach imposes a modest complexity. Specifically, it obeys a cubically in-

creasing function of the number of streams processed, while maintaining a low backhaul

traffic. Its low complexity is achieved as a benefit of the PDA’s rapid convergence, since

only the converged soft-information is exchanged amongst the BSs of the specific cooper-

ative BS-cluster, requiring a single action.



Chapter 2
Unified Bit-Based PDA Aided

MIMO Detection for High-Order

QAM Constellations

2.1 Introduction

IN Chapter 1, we discussed the essence of the MIMO detection problem from a gen-

eralized physical-layer CCI management perspective and provided a comprehensive

overview of both the history as well as the state-of-the-art in the field of MIMO de-

tectors. We have seen that the MIMO detection problem defined by (1.1) and (1.2) is of

fundamental importance for both contemporary and future spectrum-/energy-efficient com-

munication systems. However, the known algorithms conceived for optimally solving the

MIMO detection problem based on the MAP [see (1.9), (1.10)] and the ML [see (1.11)-

(1.14)] criteria impose an exponentially increasing complexity upon increasing the number

of jointly detected symbols NI . This potentially excessive complexity generally precludes the

application of the MAP and the ML based detection algorithms in high-dimensional MIMO

systems that has a large NI . Therefore, substantial research efforts have been invested in de-

veloping suboptimum MIMO detectors which strike an attractive performance/complexity

tradeoff in the context of diverse practical applications.

In this chapter, our attention is focused on the PDA-based MIMO detector, because it is

less well-understood compared to other suboptimum MIMO detectors, such as the linear

MIMO detectors, the interference cancellation MIMO detectors and the tree-search based

MIMO detectors of Fig. 1.10, as discussed in Chapter 1. More specifically, we aim for

improving the PDA detector’s own performance/complexity tradeoff in the context of high-

order rectangular QAM aided SDM-MIMO systems without accessing external resources.

41
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Therefore, no FEC codec is integrated into the SDM-MIMO system model considered in

this chapter, which facilitates our investigations of the PDA detector’s performance without

the ameliorating influence of the FEC decoder’s error correction. However, we will further

elaborate on the interplay of the PDA detector and the FEC decoder in Chapter 4 and 5.

The particular motivation for addressing this specific problem arises from the following

observations.

Firstly, high-order QAM aided high-throughput SDM-MIMO1 transmission techniques will

play a pivotal role in next-generation wireless systems. For example, the Third Generation

Partnership Project (3GPP) Long-Term Evolution (LTE)-Advanced initiative [375] and the

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.16m standard [Worldwide In-

teroperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) Release 2] [376, 377] based systems will use

up to (8× 8)-element SDM-MIMO combined with 128-QAM. Therefore, there is a need for

developing low-complexity MIMO detectors that are appropriate for high-order QAM aided

SDM-MIMO systems.

Secondly, the mathematical description of QAM constellations is a fundamental problem in

digital communications. Conventionally, the bit-to-symbol mapping process is implemented

by either a look-up table using a programmable memory device, or as the superposition of

a number of PSK signals [378]. However, both of them conceal the specific mathematical

characteristics of the bit-to-symbol mapping process to a certain extent.

More importantly, as we mentioned in Section 1.8.5, the PDA detector was shown to achieve

a near-optimal performance in CDMA systems [219], [221] at a low computational complex-

ity, which was on the order of O
(
L3
)

per transmitted symbol vector, where L is the number

of active users. However, the performance of the conventional symbol-based PDA detectors

designed for SDM-MIMO systems [193, 226, 227, 230, 234] was shown to be less impressive

than that of their counterparts employed in CDMA systems [219, 221]. According to the

results of [230], one of the reasons accounting for this performance loss is that the number of

transmit antennas in a MIMO system is typically lower than that of the users in CDMA. For

example, the number of transmit antennas considered in SDM-MIMO systems is typically

less than ten [193,226,227,230,234], while the number of users considered in CDMA systems

is often much higher than ten, e.g. L = 29 in [219] and L = 25 in [221]. A second reason is

that in MIMO systems typically QAM is used [193,226,227,230,234], whereas some CDMA

systems are based on BPSK modulation scheme [219, 221]2. Additionally, the “equivalent

channel matix” of CDMA systems is more likely to be well-conditioned than the channel

matrix of MIMO systems. More specifically, the “equivalent channel matrix” in CDMA

systems is constituted by the matrix product of the cross-correlation matrix of the well-

1The throughput is defined as “Nt log2 M bits/channel use” for FEC-uncoded SDM-MIMO systems.
2Having said this, the CDMA based high speed packet access (HSPA) system employs QAM having as

many as 64 constellation points.
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designed spreading codes and the diagonal matrix containing the signal amplitudes of the

corresponding users. This “equivalent channel matrix” is typically well-conditioned. How-

ever, in MIMO systems it is possible that the channel matrix becomes rather ill-conditioned

for some realizations.

According to the central limit theorem, in MIMO systems the fewer independent random

channel vectors which are either resulted from the ill-conditioned channel matrix or are

corresponding to the lower number of transmit antennas, may result in poor Gaussian ap-

proximations. As a result, the performance of the PDA detector may suffer. To expound

a little further, as argued in [219], a key feature of PDA is the repeated approximation of

a multimodal Gaussian mixture distribution by a single multivariate Gaussian distribution

having carefully matched moments. For convenience, this approximation process is simply

referred to as Gaussian approximation. Hence, the accuracy of the Gaussian approximation

dominates the attainable performance of PDA based MIMO detectors. In fact, it has been

demonstrated in [230] that the quality of the Gaussian approximation in PDA improves for

a large number of transmit antennas and a low number of modulation constellation points.

Therefore, the performance of the symbol-based PDA detectors significantly degrades for

high-order QAM constellations compared to that of the ML/MAP detector, despite the

fact that its complexity substantially increases owing to the increased number of symbol

probabilities to be computed.

With the above-mentioned motivation, in this chapter we aim for developing an efficient

PDA-based MIMO detector for high-order rectangular QAM constellations. Inspired by the

conclusions of [230], we intend to find a method that may equivalently increase the dimension

of the effective transmitted signal vector and/or reduce the effective constellation size for

PDA-based MIMO detectors. Our main contributions in this chapter are given as follows.

1) We present an explicit UMR of both linear natural mapping [256,379] and nonlinear binary

reflected Gray-mapping based rectangular QAM employed in MIMO systems, including

BPSK modulation as a special case.

2) Based on the UMR, we first propose a B-PDA detector for MIMO systems using high-

order rectangular QAM. In contrast to the conventional symbol-based PDA MIMO detec-

tors of [193, 226, 227, 230, 234], the B-PDA transforms the symbol-based QAM detection of

MIMO systems to a BPSK-like binary scenario, thus eliminating symbol-based decisions,

and directly operates at the bit-level. While a similar mathematical representation of the

linear-natural-mapping-based rectangular QAM was also used in the context of the SDPR

technique of [256] and in the multilevel bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) scheme

of [379], its extension to the nonlinear binary reflected Gray mapping and its application to

improving the PDA-based MIMO detectors have not been suggested before.

3) We investigate the complexity of the proposed B-PDA MIMO detector both analytically
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and by simulations. It is demonstrated that the linear-natural-mapping-based B-PDA sub-

stantially reduces the computational complexity, compared with the conventional symbol-

based PDA MIMO detector in FEC-uncoded VBLAST systems using high-order QAM.

4) In addition to a beneficial complexity reduction, the simulation results show that the

linear-natural-mapping-based B-PDA has a slightly improved performance in comparison

with the conventional symbol-based PDA. Furthermore, it approaches the lower bound per-

formance provided by the binary reflected Gray-mapping-based B-PDA under the idealized

perfect modulation matrix estimation assumption.

5) Considering the additional complexity and the potential performance degradation entailed

by the modulation matrix estimation for binary reflected Gray-mapping-based B-PDA, we

argue that the binary reflected Gray mapping is not the best choice of labeling scheme for B-

PDA. In fact, it is preferable to use the simpler and more practicable linear natural mapping

for the B-PDA detector in the context of the FEC-uncoded VBLAST system considered.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the system model and

the basic task of PDA-based MIMO detectors. Section 2.3 derives the UMR for SDM-MIMO

systems employing linear natural mapping based high-order rectangular QAM constellations.

In Section 2.4, the UMR for the nonlinear Gray mapping scenario is derived. Then, in

Section 2.5, we propose a bit-based PDA-aided MIMO detector using UMR, and present

the corresponding complexity analysis. The achievable BER and SER performance, as well

as the convergence properties of both the conventional CPDA and the proposed B-PDA, are

characterized with the aid of simulations and further remarks in Section 2.6. The summmary

and conclusions drawn in this chapter are given in Section 2.7.

2.2 Problem Statement

Consider a SDM-MIMO system with Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas, as shown in Fig.

1.9. The received baseband signal at each symbol instant is thus given by (1.3), and can be

written in vector form as

y = Hs + n, (2.1)

where H is the (Nr ×Nt)-element complex-valued channel matrix, s is the size-Nt vector of

transmitted symbols taken from a rectangular QAM constellation A = {a1, a2, · · · , aM} with

cardinality M , and n represents the size-Nr complex-valued circularly symmetric Gaussian

noise vector with zero mean and a covariance matrix of N0INr , where INr is an (Nr ×Nr)-

element identity matrix.

Assume that the components of the transmitted symbol vector s are obtained using the bit-

to-symbol mapping function sj = map (dj), j = 1, 2, · · · , Nt, where dj = [dj,1, dj,2, · · · , dj,Mc ]
T
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∈ {+1,−1}Mc is the vector of data bits, and Mc = log2M is the number of bits per

M -QAM symbol. The vector of bits corresponding to s is denoted as b, which satisfies

s = map (b) and is formed by concatenating the Nt antennas’ bits d1,d2, · · · ,dNt , yielding

b = [b1, b2, · · · , bk, · · · , bMcNt ]
T =

[
dT1 ,d

T
2 , · · · ,dTNt

]T ∈ {+1,−1}McNt .

At the receiver of the SDM-MIMO system, the task of the conventional symbol-based PDA

detector is to seek a small BER or SER by estimating the symbol APPs P (sj = am|y) =

Pm(sj |y), without an exhaustive search in the space of all possible Nt-dimensioanl symbol

vectors consisting of M -QAM symbol combinations. By contrast, in this chapter our goal

is to attain a high detection performance by estimating the bit APPs P (dj,q = ±1|y), q =

1, 2, · · · ,Mc. Here, we would like to emphasize that the PDA detector provides the estimate

of APPs, rather than the accurate APPs themselves.

2.3 UMR of QAM: Linear Natural Bit-to-Symbol Mapping

Table 2.1: Look-up table for Gray constellation mapping of 4-QAM

Bit Tuple Constellation Symbol

{−1,−1} a1 = −1− i

{−1,+1} a2 = −1 + i

{+1,+1} a3 = +1 + i

{+1,−1} a4 = +1− i

Let us first review the conventional description of the bit-to-symbol mapping process of

QAM [378]. Considering 4-QAM as an example,3 we have A = {−1 − i,−1 + i, 1 + i, 1 − i}.
Conventionally, each of the 2-bit tuples (−1,−1), (−1,+1), (+1,+1) and (+1,−1) is as-

signed an appropriate constellation symbol in the set A according to the specific mapping

rules; in other words, the bit-to-symbol mapping process is based on a look-up table method.

To some extent, this method conceals the mathematical characteristic of a specific bit-to-

symbol mapping process.

In MIMO systems, the mapping from bits to symbols may be compactly formulated by a

unified transformation to be outlined below. Note that QAM signals are two-dimensional,

i.e. we have am = x+iy, ∀m ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M} where x and y are taken from the real alphabets

Areal and Aimag, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that each transmit antenna uses the

same modulation scheme of Areal = Aimag = A =
{
α1, α2, · · · , α√

M

}
for even-throughput

rectangular QAM, although our approach may be generalized to different alphabets for the

real and imaginary parts. Below We will expound the procedure of formulating the unified

matrix representation (UMR) of the linear natural bit-to-symbol mapping based rectangular
3In practice, the symbol energy may be normalized by multiplying 1√

2
, 1√

10
, or 1√

42
for 4-QAM. 16-QAM,

64-QAM, respectively.
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QAM in Section 2.3 and the nonlinear binary reflected Gray mapping4 based rectangular

QAM in Section 2.4, respectively.

Let us now consider the bit-to-symbol mapping function sj = map (dj) defined in Section

2.2, and rewrite this function as

sj = sℜj + isℑj = map
(
dℜj,1, d

ℜ
j,2, · · · , dℜj,Mc/2, d

ℑ
j,Mc/2+1, d

ℑ
j,Mc/2+2, · · · , d

ℑ
j,Mc

)
, (2.2)

where ℜ and ℑ indicate real and imaginary parts of sj , respectively, and sℜj , s
ℑ
j ∈ A.

Since square QAM constellations having symmetric real and imaginary parts are considered

here, it is sufficient to consider the real part only in the following derivation of the matrix

representation without any loss of generality.

Let us assume that the elements of A are placed in ascending order for constructing the

vector a =
[
α1, α2, · · · , α√

M

]T
and denote the corresponding bit strings as the

(√
M × Mc

2

)
-

element matrix B, in which the kth row is the bit string corresponding to αk, k = 1, 2, · · · ,
√
M .

Then the bit-to-symbol mapping rule is described as

Bx = a, (2.3)

where we would like to express x, namely the “sub-generating unit”, which maps the bits

to the real part of a QAM symbol. Furthermore, the vector g = [xT , ixT ] is defined as the

“generating unit” of M -QAM and it maps the bits to a QAM symbol.

2.3.1 Even-Throughput Rectangular QAM

2.3.1.1 4-QAM

Here we consider the linear natural mapping rules of Table 2.1, where (−1,−1) → a1 =

−1 − i, (−1,+1) → a2 = −1 + i, (+1,+1) → a3 = 1 + i and (+1,−1) → a4 = 1 − i. Thus

the alphabet A is given by A4-QAM = {−1,+1}, Mc = 2, B = [−1;+1] (the different rows

in B are distinguished by “;”), and a = [−1,+1]T , hence x = 1 according to Eq. (2.3).

For simplicity, let us use Nt = 2 as an example. Then the modulation matrix of 4-QAM is

WNt=2
4-QAM =

[
1 i 0 0

0 0 1 i

]
, (2.4)

4Although there may be distinct Gray labellings that result in different bit-error probability, especially
in high-order constellations, the binary reflected Gray mapping has been shown to give the lowest possible
average probability of bit errors for conventional symbol-based detection under certain assumptions on the
channel [380]. We will simply use “Gray mapping” to refer to the “binary reflected Gray mapping” in the
rest of the chapter.
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where i =
√
−1.

The above matrix may be readily generalized for 4-QAM in conjunction with an arbitrary

Nt value as

W4-QAM =


g4-QAM · · · 0

...
. . .

...

0 · · · g4-QAM


Nt×2Nt

, (2.5)

where the vector g4-QAM = [1, i] represents the generating unit of 4-QAM.

It should be pointed out that the linear natural mapping presented here is the same as Gray

mapping for 4-QAM. This observation will be beneficial for understanding the implications

behind the matrix representation of Gray mapping based rectangular QAM in Section 2.4.

2.3.1.2 16-QAM

The alphabet A is described by A16-QAM = {−3,−1,+1,+3},Mc = 4, B = [−1,−1;−1,+1;+1,−1;

+1,+1], and a = [−3,−1,+1,+3]T , hence we have x = [2, 1]T based on Eq. (2.3). Similarly

to 4-QAM, the modulation matrix for Nt = 2 and for an arbitrary Nt value is given by

WNt=2
16-QAM =

[
2 1 2i i 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 2 1 2i i

]
(2.6)

and

W16-QAM =


g16-QAM · · · 0

...
. . .

...

0 · · · g16-QAM


Nt×4Nt

, (2.7)

respectively, where we have g16-QAM = [2, 1, 2i, i].

It is observed that the linear natural mapping considered here is no longer the same as Gray

mapping for 16-QAM. In this case, some neighboring labels have a Hamming distance of

1, while some have 2. For example, the labels (−1,+1,−1,+1) and (+1,−1,−1,+1) are

assigned to adjacent constellation points.

2.3.1.3 64-QAM

The alphabet A is given by A64-QAM = {−7,−5,−3,−1,+1,+3,+5,+7}, Mc = 6, B =

[−1,−1,−1; −1,−1,+1;−1,+1,−1;−1,+1,+1; +1,−1,−1;+1,−1,+1;+1,+1,−1;+1,+1,+1],

and a = [−7,−5, −3,−1,+1,+3,+5,+7]T , thus we have x = [4, 2, 1]T in the light of Eq.

(2.3). Analogously, the modulation matrix for Nt = 2 and for an arbitrary Nt value is
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formulated as

WNt=2
64-QAM =

[
4 2 1 4i 2i i 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 1 4i 2i i

]
(2.8)

and

W64-QAM =


g64-QAM · · · 0

...
. . .

...

0 · · · g64-QAM


Nt×6Nt

, (2.9)

respectively, where g64-QAM = [4, 2, 1, 4i, 2i, i]. The Hamming distances between neighboring

constellation points in this case are still either 1 or 2, similarly to 16-QAM.

2.3.2 Odd-Throughput Rectangular QAM

The constellation size of the odd-throughput rectangular QAM is 2Mc , Mc = 2n + 1, n ∈
{0, 1, 2, · · ·}, while its even-throughput rectangular counterpart is 2Mc+1-QAM. The for-

mer is essentially a subset of the latter, under the constraint of Areal(imag)

2Mc -QAM
= Areal(imag)

2Mc+1-QAM
,

Aimag(real)

2Mc -QAM
= Halfsml-abs

(
Aimag(real)

2Mc+1-QAM

)
, where Halfsml-abs (·) represents the half components

of a set with the smallest absolute values. Therefore, it may be readily inferred that the

maximum Hamming distance between the adjacent labels of the odd-throughput rectangular

QAM is equal to 2 as well.

2.3.2.1 BPSK

Although the BPSK signal is not two-dimensional, it is reasonable to regard BPSK as a

special case of an odd-throughput rectangular QAM signal with its imaginary part being 0.

Since the BPSK constellation is {−1,+1}, with Mc = 1, its even-throughput rectangular

QAM counterpart is 4-QAM, and the BPSK signal may be obtained by setting the imaginary

part of 4-QAM to 0. Then the modulation matrix of BPSK for Nt = 2 and for an arbitrary

Nt is

WNt=2
BPSK =

[
1 0

0 1

]
(2.10)

and

WBPSK =


gBPSK · · · 0

...
. . .

...

0 · · · gBPSK


Nt×Nt

, (2.11)

respectively, where gBPSK = 1.
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2.3.2.2 8-QAM

The alphabet is Areal
8-QAM = {−3,−1,+1,+3}, Aimag

8-QAM = {−1,+1} for the real and imaginary

parts of 8-QAM signals, respectively, and Mc = 3. Based on the modulation matrix of 16-

QAM, the modulation matrix of 8-QAM when we have Nt = 2 or an arbitrary Nt value

is

WNt=2
8-QAM =

[
2 1 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 1 i

]
(2.12)

or

W8-QAM =


g8-QAM · · · 0

...
. . .

...

0 · · · g8-QAM


Nt×3Nt

, (2.13)

respectively, where g8-QAM = (2, 1, i).

2.3.2.3 32-QAM

The alphabet is Areal
32-QAM = {−7,−5,−3,−1,+1,+3,+5,+7, }, Aimag

32-QAM = {−3,−1,+1,+3},
and Mc = 5. Based on the modulation matrix of 64-QAM, the modulation matrix of 32-

QAM for Nt = 2 and for an arbitrary Nt value is

WNt=2
32-QAM =

[
4 2 1 2i i 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 4 2 1 2i i

]
(2.14)

and

W32-QAM =


g32-QAM · · · 0

...
. . .

...

0 · · · g32-QAM


Nt×5Nt

, (2.15)

respectively, where g32-QAM = (4, 2, 1, 2i, i).

2.3.3 General M-QAM

From the above derivations for 4-QAM, 16-QAM and 64-QAM, we find that the “generating

unit” g of each considered constellation is determined by the largest element value of its

alphabet. The specific value of g is given by the exponential expansion of the largest

value in the alphabet, such as for instance, 7 = 22 + 21 + 20 = 4 + 2 + 1 for 64-QAM,

3 = 21 + 20 = 2 + 1 for 16-QAM, 1 = 20 = 1 for 4-QAM. Therefore, we can infer that for
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general even-throughput rectangular QAM, the modulation matrix is given by

Weven-QAM =


geven-QAM · · · 0

...
. . .

...

0 · · · geven-QAM


Nt×McNt

, (2.16)

where geven-QAM = [2
Mc
2
−1, 2

Mc
2
−2, · · · , 1, 2

Mc
2
−1i, 2

Mc
2
−2i, · · · , i]. for even-throughput rect-

angular QAM.

On the other hand, assuming that the real alphabet of 2Mc-QAM is the same as that of

2Mc+1-QAM, Mc = 2n+1, n ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · ·}, we may similarly conclude from the modulation

matrices of BPSK, 8-QAM, 32-QAM given in equations (2.11), (2.13), and (2.15) that the

general modulation matrix of the odd-throughput rectangular QAM is given by

Wodd-QAM =


godd-QAM · · · 0

...
. . .

...

0 · · · godd-QAM


Nt×McNt

, (2.17)

where godd-QAM = [2
Mc−1

2 , 2
Mc−1

2
−1, · · · , 1, 2

Mc−1
2
−1i, · · · , i], including BPSK as a special

case of an odd-throughput rectangular QAM signal with its imaginary part being 0.

When the imaginary alphabet of 2Mc-QAM is assumed to be the same as that of 2Mc+1-QAM,

Mc = 2n + 1, n ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · ·}, the godd-QAM = [2
Mc−1

2
−1, · · · , 1, 2

Mc−1
2 i, 2

Mc−1
2
−1i, · · · , i].

Therefore, the general modulation matrix of the odd-throughput rectangular QAM is a

modified version of the general modulation matrix of the even-throughput rectangular QAM,

Consequently the mapping function s = map(b) in Section 2.2 may be characterized by

s = Wb for MIMO systems using the linear natural mapping based rectangular QAM.

Specifically, the first row of the matrix W maps the first Mc bits of the McNt-bit vector b

to the transmitted symbol of the first antenna, while the second row maps the second Mc

bits to the transmitted symbol of the second antenna. The functionality of the other rows

may be deduced by analogy.

2.4 UMR of QAM: Nonlinear Gray Bit-to-Symbol Mapping

In Section 2.3, we presented a UMR of general rectangular QAM constellations using linear

natural mapping for MIMO systems. The limitation of this matrix representation is, how-

ever, that it did not provide the nonlinear Gray mapping for rectangular QAM constellations

having cardinality larger than 4 (for 4-QAM, the linear natural and the Gray bit-to-symbol

mappings are identical). Consequently, since the binary reflected Gray mapping was shown
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Figure 2.1: Signal space diagram for 16-QAM under Gray mapping.

to be the optimal labelling scheme [380], two interesting questions arise: 1) Would the linear

natural mapping based B-PDA detector’s performance degrade for high-order QAM owing

to the lack of Gray mapping in the context of FEC-uncoded systems? 2) Is the Gray map-

ping still the best labelling scheme for the B-PDA MIMO detector?5 In order to answer

these questions, in this section, we extend the previous linear natural mapping based results

to the nonlinear Gray mapping case. In contrast to the linear natural bit-to-symbol mapping

scenario, the matrix representation of Gray mapping depends on the bits to be transmitted,

as detailed below.

2.4.1 16-QAM

According to Eq. (2.3) and to the Gray mapping rule of Fig. 2.1, we have a = [−3,−1,+1,+3]T ,

x = [a, b]T , and the original Gray mapping based bits 00, 01, 11, 10 are converted into the

bipolar representation of B = [−1,−1;−1,+1;+1,+1;+1,−1] under the rule of 2bi − 1,

where bi, i = 1, 2, is a binary digit of 0 or 1. Upon substituting a, B and x into Eq.

(2.3), we find that x does not have a unique solution owing to the nonlinear nature of Gray

mapping. However, each of the following two sub-systems of equations has a unique solution:{
−a− b = −3

−a+ b = −1
⇒ a = 2, b = 1, (2.18)

5For coded system using iterative joint detection and decoding, Gray mapping is generally the most
unfavorable one, because it has an almost horizontal extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) function, see [381].
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Table 2.2: Generating units of 16-QAM using Gray mapping

Index Generating Unit Bit Sequence Symbol Quadrant Index Generating Unit Bit Sequence Symbol Quadrant

1 2 1 2i i -1 -1 -1 -1 -3 - 3i 9 2 -1 2i i 1 1 -1 -1 1 - 3i

2 2 1 2i i -1 -1 -1 1 -3 - i
III

10 2 -1 2i i 1 1 -1 1 1 - i
IV

3 2 1 2i -i -1 -1 1 1 -3 + i 11 2 -1 2i -i 1 1 1 1 1 + i

4 2 1 2i -i -1 -1 1 -1 -3 + 3i 12 2 -1 2i -i 1 1 1 -1 1 + 3i

5 2 1 2i -i -1 1 1 -1 -1 + 3i
II

13 2 -1 2i -i 1 -1 1 -1 3 + 3i
I

6 2 1 2i -i -1 1 1 1 -1 + i 14 2 -1 2i -i 1 -1 1 1 3 + i

7 2 1 2i i -1 1 -1 1 -1 - i 15 2 -1 2i i 1 -1 -1 1 3 - i

8 2 1 2i i -1 1 -1 -1 -1 - 3i
III

16 2 -1 2i i 1 -1 -1 -1 3 - 3i
IV

{
a+ b = +1

a− b = +3
⇒ a = 2, b = −1. (2.19)

We can observe that there are only two possible solution vectors i.e. x1 = [2, 1]T and

x2 = [2,−1]T for Eq. (2.18) and Eq. (2.19) in which −1 and +1 are the first bit, respectively.

Therefore in practice the choice of the generating unit depends on the first bit of each

consecutive 2-bit tuple. For example, if the 2-bit tuple is (−1, x), then the corresponding

sub-generating unit is (a = 2, b = 1), and if the 2-bit tuple is (1, x) then (a = 2, b = −1),

where x is −1 or 1. The complete generating units derived for every 4-bit tuple are seen in

Table 2.2 and detailed as follows.

By jointly considering Fig. 2.1 and Table 2.2, we may infer several pieces of useful informa-

tion for 16-QAM. 1) Firstly, the component having the largest modulus in the generating

unit remains the same as that of its counterpart in linear natural mapping, but the signs

of the smaller components may change. 2) Secondly, the constellation points which are in

the same quadrant share the same generating unit, as exemplified by the dash box in Fig.

2.1. 3) Thirdly, the constellation points in the same half plane of Fig. 2.1 are explicitly

described by one sub-system of equations, i.e. (2.18) describes the left half plane, while

(2.19) describes the right half plane.

2.4.2 64-QAM

According to Eq. (2.3) and to the Gray mapping rule shown in Fig. 2.2, we have a =

[−7,−5,−3,−1,+1,+3 + 5,+7]T , x = [a, b, c]T , and the original Gray mapping based bits

000, 001, 011, 010, 110, 111, 101, 100 are converted into the bipolar representation of B =

[−1,−1,−1;−1,−1,+1;−1,+1,+1;−1,+1,−1;+1,+1,−1;+1,+1,+1; +1,−1,+1; +1,−1,−1]

under the rule of 2bi − 1, where bi, i = 1, 2, is a binary digit of 0 or 1. Substituting a, B

and x into Eq. (2.3), again, owing to the non-linearity of Gray mapping, x does not have a
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Figure 2.2: Signal space diagram for 64-QAM under Gray mapping.

unique solution. However, each of the following four sub-systems of equations has a unique

solution:


i)

{
−a− b− c = −7

−a− b+ c = −5
⇒ a = 4, b = 2, c = 1

ii)

{
−a+ b+ c = −3

−a+ b− c = −1
⇒ a = 4, b = 2, c = −1

(2.20)


iii)

{
a+ b− c = 1

a+ b+ c = 3
⇒ a = 4, b = −2, c = 1

iv)

{
a− b+ c = 5

a− b− c = 7
⇒ a = 4, b = −2, c = −1

(2.21)

We can observe in Eq. (2.20) and Eq. (2.21) that there are four possible solution vectors, i.e.

x1 = [4, 2, 1]T , x2 = [4, 2,−1]T , x3 = [4,−2, 1]T and x4 = [4,−2,−1]T corresponding to four

3-bit tuples (every three adjacent bits as a unit) in which (−1,−1), (−1, 1), (1, 1) and (1,−1)

are the first two bits, respectively. Hence for Gray mapping, the sub-generating unit has

the above-mentioned four legitimate values of (a, b, c). For example, if the 3-bit tuple to be

transmitted is (−1,−1, x), then its corresponding sub-generating unit is (a = 4, b = 2, c = 1),
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and if the 3-bit tuple is (1,−1, x), then we have (a = 4, b = −2, c = −1), where x is −1 or

1. The complete set of generating units for 64-QAM is shown in Table 2.3 and discussed

below.

Again, we jointly consider Fig. 2.2 and Table 2.3. We find that Conclusion 1) drawn for

16-QAM still holds for 64-QAM. Conclusion 2) derived for 16-QAM, however, should be

refined to state that it is the set of constellation points, which dwell in the same four-point-

block within the dashed box of Fig. 2.2 that share the same generating unit, rather than all

within the entire quadrant, which was the case for 16-QAM. Nonetheless, we observe that

16-QAM is divided into 4 four-point-blocks and has 4 different generating units made of 2

different sub-generating units, while 64-QAM is divided into 16 four-point-blocks and has

16 different generating units constructed by 4 different sub-generating units.

Furthermore, the constellation points in the same half plane are still described by Eq. (2.20)

(the left half plane) and Eq. (2.21) (the right half plane), each of which is composed by

two further sets of equations, as seen in i), ii), iii) and iv) of Eq. (2.20) and Eq. (2.21),

respectively. In addition, it is plausible that the solution of (a, b, c) for each of i), ii), iii)

and iv) is unique under the constraint that i) and ii) constituting the left half plane share

the same values of (a, b), and so do iii) and iv) constituting the right half plane.

2.4.3 General M-QAM

Based on the above insights drawn from 16-QAM and 64-QAM, the UMR of the most

commonly used Gray mapping may be obtained by appropriately alternating the sign of

certain entries in the above static UMR of the linear natural mapping based QAM, which

in fact serves as the basis matrix for Gray mapping aided QAM and may be prestored for

access. The corresponding procedures are summarized as follows.

1) Generate the UMR of the linear natural bit mapping, i.e. W according to Eq. (2.16),

which serves as the base matrix of the UMR of Gray mapping.

2) Check the sign of the bipolar bits in b, and adjust the sign of the corresponding entries

in W accordingly. The sign of the first element of the real and imaginary part in g is

always positive, while the signs of the remaining elements should be changed according to

the various combinations of the residue bits. When taking into account the symmetry of

the real and imaginary parts of the QAM constellation points and excluding the specific

combination where each element is positive, the number of additional different cases—the

number of additional sub-generating units is 2
Mc
2
−1−1 for the square QAM and 2

Mc−1
2 −1 for

the odd rectangular QAM. The selection of the appropriate generating unit is illuminated

using 16-QAM and 64-QAM as our examples in Table 2.4. For ease of exposition, Matlab-

style pseudo-code is used.
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Table 2.3: Generating units of 64-QAM using Gray mapping

Index Generating Unit Bit Sequence Symbol Quadrant Index Generating Unit Bit Sequence Symbol Quadrant

1 4 2 1 4i 2i i -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -7 - 7i 33 4 -2 1 4i 2i i 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 - 7i

2 4 2 1 4i 2i i -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -7 - 5i
III, C

34 4 -2 1 4i 2i i 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 - 5i
IV, C

3 4 2 1 4i 2i -i -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -7 - 3i 35 4 -2 1 4i 2i -i 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 - 3i

4 4 2 1 4i 2i -i -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -7 - i
III, B

36 4 -2 1 4i 2i -i 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 - i
IV, B

5 4 2 1 4i -2i i -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -7 + i 37 4 -2 1 4i -2i i 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 + i

6 4 2 1 4i -2i i -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -7 + 3i
II, C

38 4 -2 1 4i -2i i 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 + 3i
I, C

7 4 2 1 4i -2i -i -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -7 + 5i 39 4 -2 1 4i -2i -i 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 + 5i

8 4 2 1 4i -2i -i -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -7 + 7i 40 4 -2 1 4i -2i -i 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 + 7i

9 4 2 1 4i -2i -i -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -5 + 7i
II, B

41 4 -2 1 4i -2i -i 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 3 + 7i
I, B

10 4 2 1 4i -2i -i -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -5 + 5i 42 4 -2 1 4i -2i -i 1 1 1 1 -1 1 3 + 5i

11 4 2 1 4i -2i i -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -5 + 3i 43 4 -2 1 4i -2i i 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 + 3i

12 4 2 1 4i -2i i -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -5 + i
II, C

44 4 -2 1 4i -2i i 1 1 1 1 1 -1 3 + i
I, C

13 4 2 1 4i 2i -i -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -5 - i 45 4 -2 1 4i 2i -i 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 3 - i

14 4 2 1 4i 2i -i -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -5 - 3i
III, B

46 4 -2 1 4i 2i -i 1 1 1 -1 1 1 3 - 3i
IV, B

15 4 2 1 4i 2i i -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -5 - 5i 47 4 -2 1 4i 2i i 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 3 - 5i

16 4 2 1 4i 2i i -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -5 - 7i
III, C

48 4 -2 1 4i 2i i 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 3 - 7i
IV, C

17 4 2 -1 4i 2i i -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -3 - 7i 49 4 -2 -1 4i 2i i 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 5 - 7i

18 4 2 -1 4i 2i i -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -3 - 5i
III, D

50 4 -2 -1 4i 2i i 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 5 - 5i
IV, D

19 4 2 -1 4i 2i -i -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -3 - 3i 51 4 -2 -1 4i 2i -i 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 5 - 3i

20 4 2 -1 4i 2i -i -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -3 - i
III, A

52 4 -2 -1 4i 2i -i 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 5 - i
IV, A

21 4 2 -1 4i -2i i -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -3 + i 53 4 -2 -1 4i -2i i 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 5 + i

22 4 2 -1 4i -2i i -1 1 1 1 1 1 -3 + 3i
II, D

54 4 -2 -1 4i -2i i 1 -1 1 1 1 1 5 + 3i
I, D

23 4 2 -1 4i -2i -i -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -3 + 5i 55 4 -2 -1 4i -2i -i 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 5 + 5i

24 4 2 -1 4i -2i -i -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -3 + 7i 56 4 -2 -1 4i -2i -i 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 5 + 7i

25 4 2 -1 4i -2i -i -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 + 7i
II, A

57 4 -2 -1 4i -2i -i 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 7 + 7i
I, A

26 4 2 -1 4i -2i -i -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 + 5i 58 4 -2 -1 4i -2i -i 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 7 + 5i

27 4 2 -1 4i -2i i -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 + 3i 59 4 -2 -1 4i -2i i 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 7 + 3i

28 4 2 -1 4i -2i i -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 + i
II, D

60 4 -2 -1 4i -2i i 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 7 + i
I, D

29 4 2 -1 4i 2i -i -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 - i 61 4 -2 -1 4i 2i -i 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 7 - i

30 4 2 -1 4i 2i -i -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 - 3i
III, A

62 4 -2 -1 4i 2i -i 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 7 - 3i
IV, A

31 4 2 -1 4i 2i i -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 - 5i 63 4 -2 -1 4i 2i i 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 7 - 5i

32 4 2 -1 4i 2i i -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 - 7i
III, D

64 4 -2 -1 4i 2i i 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 7 - 7i
IV, D
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Table 2.4: UMR rule of Gray mapping

16-QAM (Mc = 4) 64-QAM (Mc = 6)

for k = 1:Mc
2

:McNt for k =1: Mc
2

:McNt

for j = 1:Nt for j = 1:Nt

if bk == 1 if bk == 1 && bk+1 == 1

W(j, k + 1) = −W(j, k + 1) W(j, k + 1) = −W(j, k + 1)

end elseif bk == −1 && bk+1 == 1

end W(j, k + 2) = −W(j, k + 2)

end elseif bk == 1 && bk+1 == −1

W(j, k + 1) = −W(j, k + 1)

W(j, k + 2) = −W(j, k + 2)

end

end

end

Therefore, the mapping function s = map(b) in Section 2.2 may be formulated as s =

W(b)b for MIMO systems using the nonlinear Gray mapping based rectangular QAM.

In fact, it may be readily shown that not only the natural and Gray mapping, but any

regular bit mapping rule devised for rectangular QAM can be represented using the above-

mentioned alternating-sign approach based on the linear natural bit mapping UMR.

2.5 B-PDA MIMO Detection based on UMR

We have provided a UMR of the rectangular M -QAM. Given the UMR, diverse MIMO

signal processing problems involving high-order rectangular QAM may be simplified to a

BPSK scenario, hence potentially reducing the computational complexity. Below we will

further develop the conventional symbol-based PDA MIMO detector of [234] to a reduced-

complexity bit-based approach.

2.5.1 Basic Detection Algorithm

Based on the UMR of QAM, we have s = Wb and s = W(b)b for the linear natural

mapping and nonlinear Gray mapping, respectively. For ease of exposition, we will take the

linear mapping based rectangular QAM as an example to elaborate on the B-PDA detector.

Thus the original system model of (2.1) may be rewritten as

y = HWb + n = Qb + n, (2.22)

where Q = HW captures the combined effect of both the channel matrix and of the bit-

to-symbol mapping matrix. We can see from Eq. (2.22) that the original QAM detection

problem has been transformed into an equivalent BPSK detection model.
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Adopting the non-decorrelated signal model of [230], Eq. (2.22) can be further reformulated

as

y = qlbl +
∑
k ̸=l

qkbk + n ∆= qlbl + vl, (2.23)

where ql denotes the lth column of Q, and bl is the lth bit of b, while vl is the interference-

plus-noise term contaminating bit bl, which will be approximated by a Gaussian random

vector, l, k = 1, 2, · · · ,McNt. Consequently, (2.23) becomes reminiscent of the classic single-

input multiple-output transmission model subjected to AWGN. More explicitly, since ql is

a known vector, the random vector y|bl also obeys the Gaussian distribution conditioned on

bl.

For the transmitted bit vector b, we define an McNt × 2 probability matrix P(z) whose

(l, n)th element Pr(z)(bl = un|y) is the estimate of the APP that bl = un at the zth iteration,

where z is a non-negative integer, n = 1, 2 and u1 = +1, u2 = −1. The key idea of the

PDA algorithm [219] is to iteratively approximate the interference-plus-noise term vl as an

ever-updated Nr-variate colored Gaussian distributed random variable with a mean of

µl , E(vl) =
∑
k ̸=l

E(bk)qk, (2.24)

covariance of

Υl , C(vl) =
∑
k ̸=l

C(bk)qkqHk +N0I, (2.25)

and pseudo-covariance of

Ωl , Cp(vl) =
∑
k ̸=l

Cp(bk)qkqTk , (2.26)

where

E(bk) =
2∑

n=1

unPr(z)(bk = un|y), (2.27)

C(bk) =
2∑

n=1

[un − E(bk)][un − E(bk)]∗Pr(z)(bk = un|y), (2.28)

Cp(bk) =
2∑

n=1

[un − E(bk)][un − E(bk)]TPr(z)(bk = un|y). (2.29)

Since bk has real value, C(bk) is identical to Cp(bk). Here Pr(z)(bk = un|y) is initialized as a

uniform distribution and will be replaced with an updated bit-probability at the (z + 1)th

iteration of the B-PDA detector.

Let

w = y − blql − µl (2.30)
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and

p(z+1)(y|bl = un) ∝ φ(z+1)
n (bl)

∆= exp

−

(
ℜ(w)

ℑ(w)

)T
Λ−1
l

(
ℜ(w)

ℑ(w)

) , (2.31)

where we have

Λl
∆=

(
ℜ (Υl + Ωl) −ℑ (Υl − Ωl)

ℑ (Υl + Ωl) ℜ (Υl − Ωl)

)
, (2.32)

while ℜ(·) and ℑ(·) represent the real and imaginary part of a complex variable, respectively.

Since there is no external source of a priori probabilities for the transmitted bits, the bitwise

APP is approximated as

Pr(z+1)(bl = un|y) ≈ p(z+1)(y|bl = un)
2∑

n=1
p(z+1)(y|bl = un)

=
φ

(z+1)
n (bl)

2∑
n=1

φ
(z+1)
n (bl)

. (2.33)

In summary, according to Fig. 2.3, the B-PDA algorithm proceeds as follows.

Step 1: Initialization: set the iteration counter to z = 0; set the initial value of P(z),

i.e. the initial values of the bit probabilities Pr(z)(bl = un|y) using a uniform distribution,

∀l = 1, 2, · · · ,McNt, ∀n = 1, 2, i.e. Pr(0)(bl = un|y) = 0.5.

Step 2: Set the bit index to l = 1.

Step 3: Based on the current values of
{
P(z)(k, :)

}
k ̸=l, compute Pr(z+1)(bl = un|y) for

P(z+1) using (2.24) - (2.33), which represents an updated value corresponding to the (l, n)th

element of P(z). Here P(z)(k, :) represents the kth row of P(z).

Step 4: If l ≤McNt, let l = l + 1 and go to step 3). Otherwise, go to step 5).

Step 5: If P has converged, i.e. |P(z+1)(l, n)−P(z)(l, n)| < ϵ, ∀l and ∀n, where ϵ is a small

positive real number; or if the iteration index z has reached its maximum zmax, go to step

6). Otherwise, let z = z + 1 and return to step 2).

Step 6: For l = 1, 2, · · · ,McNt, make a decision concerning b̂l using b̂l = ud, d =

arg max
n=1,2

{
Pr(z+1)(bl = un|y)

}
, yielding b̂ = {b̂l|l = 1, 2, · · · ,McNt}.

For the sake of clarity, the flow chart of the B-PDA algorithm is given in Fig. 2.3.

2.5.2 Example of the B-PDA

In order to illuminate the operating procedures of the proposed B-PDA detector in a more

explicit manner, let us consider the same simple example as in Section 1.7, where we have
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Yes

Calculate:

Calculate:

No

No

Step 5

Step 4

Step 3

Step 2

Step 1

l = l + 1

y,H

Initialization:

∀l = 1, · · · , McNt, ∀n = 1, 2

Pr(z)(bl = un) = 0.5, z = 0,

µl,Υl,Ωl

Pr(z+1)(bl = un|y)

l = 1

or z > zmax

z = z + 1P(z+1)converges

{

l ≤ McNt

Figure 2.3: Flow chart of the B-PDA algorithm.

Nt = 2 and 4-QAM. Additionally, we assume that the convergence tolerance ϵ = 0.001 and

the maximum iteration number zmax = 5 in the B-PDA algorithm. The modulation matrix

W is given by (2.4), and the 4-QAM symbol vector is formulated as

s =

[
s1

s2

]
=

[
1 + i

−1 + i

]
= Wb =

[
1 i 0 0

0 0 1 i

]
1

1

−1

1

 . (2.34)

Hence, the “composite channel matrix” Q of (2.22), which encapsulates both the channel

matrix H and the bit-to-symbol mapping matrix W, can be expressed as

Q = HW =

[
5 + 2i −2 − i

3 − 2i 4 + 3i

][
1 i 0 0

0 0 1 i

]

=

[
5 + 2i −2 + 5i −2 − i 1 − 2i

3 − 2i 2 + 3i 4 + 3i −3 + 4i

]
.

(2.35)
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Hence the received signal of (1.8) can be reformulated as

y = Qb + n

=

[
5 + 2i −2 + 5i −2 − i 1 − 2i

3 − 2i 2 + 3i 4 + 3i −3 + 4i

]
1

1

−1

1

+

[
0.5 + 0.4i

0.2 − 0.6i

]

=

[
6.5 + 6.4i

−1.8 + 1.4i

]
.

(2.36)

Then, according to the B-PDA algorithm procedures described in Fig. 2.3 and at the end

of Section 2.5.1, the decision probabilities associated with each bit are calculated as follows.

Step 1: The decision probabilities associated with each bit are uniformly initialized, as

shown in Table 2.5(a), where z is initially set to zero.

Step 2: Without loss of generality, set the bit index to l = 1, which means we will update

the decision probabilities for b1. More specifically, let us now start to update Table 2.5(a)

from its first row, namely P(1, :), which represents the current value of Pr(z)(b1 = ±1|y).

Then, according to (2.23), (2.36) can be further rewritten as

y =

[
5 + 2i

3 − 2i

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

q1b1

+

[
−2 + 5i

2 + 3i

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

q2b2

+

[
2 + i

−4 − 3i

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

q3b3

+

[
1 − 2i

−3 + 4i

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

q4b4

+

[
0.5 + 0.4i

0.2 − 0.6i

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
v1

, (2.37)

where v1 is the interference-plus-noise term contaminating b1 and it is approximated as a

Gaussian random vector.

Step 3: In order to obtain an updated value Pr(1)(b1 = ±1|y) for Pr(0)(b1 = ±1|y) according

to (2.33), we have to calculate the three statistics of v1 according to (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26),

respectively, yielding

µ1 =

[
0

0

]
, (2.38)

Υ1 =
4∑

k=2

C(bk)qkqHk +N0I =

[
39.01 −11 + 20i

−11 − 20i 63.01

]
, (2.39)

Ω1 =
4∑

k=2

Cp(bk)qkqTk =

[
−21 − 20i −19 + 4i

−19 + 4i −5 + 12i

]
. (2.40)

Here, N0 = 0.01 is used, which is specified in Section 1.7 and indicates that an instantaneous

per-antenna received SNR = 10 log10
∥Hs∥2
NrN0

= 26.021 dB is assumed. Hence, according to
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(2.32), we have

Λ1 =


18.01 −30 −20 −16

−30 58.01 24 12

−20 24 60.01 8

−16 12 8 68.01

 . (2.41)

Then, according to (2.30), we arrive at

w1,u1 =

[
1.5 + 4.4i

−4.8 + 3.4i

]
(2.42)

for the hypothesis of b1 = +1 and at

w1,u2 =

[
11.5 + 8.4i

1.2 − 0.6i

]
(2.43)

for the hypothesis of b1 = −1, respectively. As a result, according to (2.31), we have

φ(1)
u1

(b1) = exp(−26.8408) = 2.2038 × 10−12 (2.44)

and

φ(1)
u2

(b1) = exp(−1.4078 × 104) ≈ 0 (2.45)

for Pr(1)(b1 = +1|y) and Pr(1)(b1 = −1|y), respectively. Therefore, we obtain the updated

bit decision probabilities of

Pr(1)(b1 = +1|y) =
φ

(1)
u1 (b1)

φ
(1)
u1 (b1) + φ

(1)
u2 (b1)

= 1, (2.46)

and

Pr(1)(b1 = −1|y) =
φ

(1)
u2 (b1)

φ
(1)
u1 (b1) + φ

(1)
u2 (b1)

= 0, (2.47)

which are shown in Table 2.5(b).

Step 4: Since the current value of l is 1, which is not greater than Nt = 2, the operation

l = l + 1 is carried out, resulting l = 2. Therefore, we now start to update the decision

probabilities for b2, namely the second row of Table 2.5(a) is to be updated, similarly, we

have

y =

[
−2 + 5i

2 + 3i

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

q2b2

+

[
5 + 2i

3 − 2i

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

q1b1

+

[
2 + i

−4 − 3i

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

q3b3

+

[
1 − 2i

−3 + 4i

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

q4b4

+

[
0.5 + 0.4i

0.2 − 0.6i

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
v2

, (2.48)
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and the three statistics of v2 evaluated from (2.24) to (2.26) are

µ2 =

[
5 + 2i

3 − 2i

]
, (2.49)

Υ2 =
∑
k ̸=2

C(bk)qkqHk +N0I =

[
10.01 −22 + 4i

−22 − 4i 50.01

]
, (2.50)

Ω2 =
∑
k ̸=2

Cp(bk)qkqTk =

[
0 0

0 0

]
. (2.51)

Hence, according to (2.32), we have

Λ2 =


10.01 −22 0 −4

−22 50.01 4 0

0 4 10.01 −22

−4 0 −22 50.01

 , (2.52)

Additionally, according to (2.30), we obtain

w2,u1 =

[
3.5 − 0.6i

−6.8 + 0.4i

]
(2.53)

for the hypothesis of b2 = +1 and

w2,u2 =

[
−0.5 + 9.4i

−2.8 + 6.4i

]
(2.54)

for the hypothesis of b2 = −1, respectively. Consequently, according to (2.31), we arrive at

φ(1)
u1

(b2) = exp(−26.4791) = 3.1643 × 10−12 (2.55)

and

φ(1)
u2

(b2) = exp(−1.3020 × 104) ≈ 0 (2.56)

for Pr(1)(b2 = +1|y) and Pr(1)(b2 = −1|y), respectively. Therefore, we can now generate

the updated bit decision probabilities of

Pr(1)(b2 = +1|y) =
φ

(1)
u1 (b2)

φ
(1)
u1 (b2) + φ

(1)
u2 (b2)

= 1, (2.57)

and

Pr(1)(b2 = −1|y) =
φ

(1)
u2 (b2)

φ
(1)
u1 (b2) + φ

(1)
u2 (b2)

= 0, (2.58)

which are shown in Table 2.5(c).
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The remaining rows of Table 2.5(a) can be updated in a similar fashion, as shown in Table

2.5(d) and 2.5(e). In the example considered, this updating process does not stop until we

arrive at l = 5. Then, the decision probabilities of all the four bits, as shown in Table 2.5(e),

have been calculated in the first iteration.

Step 5: Since |P(1)(l, n) − P0(l, n)| < ϵ = 0.001 does not hold for all l = 1, · · · , 4 and

n = 1, 2, which indicates that P has not converged. Additionally, since z = 0 > zmax = 5

does not hold either, we let z = z + 1 and return to Step 2. As a result, we obtain the

probability table, namely Table 2.5(f) which corresponds to the second iteration as indicated

by z + 1 = 2.

Step 6: Since |P(2)(l, n) − P1(l, n)| < ϵ = 0.001 holds true, according to Table 2.5(f), we

readily obtain the bit decisions b = [b1, b2, b3, b4]T = [1, 1,−1, 1]T , which is seen to be the

correct decisions by referring to (2.36).

Table 2.5: An example of updating probability table for B-PDA.
(a) P(0): initialization

u1 = +1 u2 = −1

P(1, :) 0.5 0.5

P(2, :) 0.5 0.5

P(3, :) 0.5 0.5

P(4, :) 0.5 0.5

(b) P(1): first row updated

u1 = +1 u2 = −1

P(1, :) 1 0

P(2, :) 0.5 0.5

P(3, :) 0.5 0.5

P(4, :) 0.5 0.5

(c) P(1): second row updated

u1 = +1 u2 = −1

P(1, :) 1 0

P(2, :) 1 0

P(3, :) 0.5 0.5

P(4, :) 0.5 0.5

(d) P(1): third row updated

u1 = +1 u2 = −1

P(1, :) 1 0

P(2, :) 1 0

P(3, :) 0 1

P(4, :) 0.5 0.5

(e) P(1): fourth row updated

u1 = +1 u2 = −1

P(1, :) 1 0

P(2, :) 1 0

P(3, :) 0 1

P(4, :) 1 0

(f) P(2): Second iteration

u1 = +1 u2 = −1

P(1, :) 1 0

P(2, :) 1 0

P(3, :) 0 1

P(4, :) 1 0

2.5.3 Discussions

2.5.3.1 Positive versus Negative Impact of UMR

From the above procedures we can see that the size of the detected vector is extended from

Nt symbols to McNt bits and the number of equivalent constellation points is reduced from

M ≥ 4 to 2. It was demonstrated in [230] that the quality of “Gaussian approximation”,

and therefore of the soft outputs, is the best for a large number of transmit antennas and

a small number of constellation points [230]. In this context the question arises, as to how

the UMR of QAM will influence the achievable performance of the proposed B-PDA? This
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may not be an easy dilemma to resolve, since the theoretical performance bound of PDA

based algorithms is still an open problem, and the UMR transformation may have both a

positive and a negative impact on the achievable performance.

On the one hand, based on the observations in [230], we intuitively infer that our approach

may be interpreted as virtually increasing the number of transmit antennas, while reducing

the QAM constellation to a binary constellation. This approach improves the quality of the

Gaussian approximation, and additionally reduces the decision ambiguity concerning the

symbols of high-order QAM because it leads to binary decisions. Hence the performance of

B-PDA is expected to be enhanced.

On the other hand, the UMR transformation may result into a rank-deficient composite

channel of Q = HW, which may deteriorate the achievable performance of B-PDA. We will

demonstrate that in fact, the composite effect of the UMR is positive, as it will be evidenced

in Section 2.6.

For the sake of more explicitly clarifying the fundamental differences between the con-

ventional symbol-based CPDA and the proposed B-PDA, their Gaussian approximation

processes are conceptually illustrated in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5, which are based on a single-

variate multimodal (four-modal) Gaussian mixture distribution of pM(x) = p1×f1(x)+p2×
f2(x) + p3 × f3(x) + p4 × f4(x) and a single-variate bimodal Gaussian mixture distribution

of pB(x) = p1 × g1(x) + p2 × g2(x), respectively. Here, the “single variate” assumption

indicates that only a single interfering symbol, say si, exists for the other symbol to be de-

tected. In other words, a (2×2)-element VBLAST system is assumed. More specifically, the

four-modal distribution observed in Fig. 2.4 stands for the case of a 4PAM-like scenario,

which is a simplified real-valued example for M -QAM. It is constructed by a mixture of

four constituent Gaussian distributions f1(x), f2(x), f3(x), f4(x) having the same variance,

but different means of m1 = −3, m2 = −1, m3 = +1, m4 = +3 and different constituent

probabilities of p1, p2, p3, p4. The four constituent probabilities correspond to the differ-

ent probabilities that an interfering symbol has the value si = −3, si = −1, si = +1 and

si = +3, respectively. Similarly, the bimodal distribution seen in Fig. 2.5 represents the

case of a BPSK-like scenario, which corresponds to the B-PDA. It is constructed by a mix-

ture of two constituent Gaussian distributions g1(x) and g2(x) having the same variance,

but different means of m1 = −1 and m2 = +1, and different constituent probabilities of p1

and p2. The two constituent probabilities correspond to the different probabilities that an

interfering symbol has the value of si = −1 and si = +1, respectively. By observing Fig.

2.4 and Fig. 2.5, it becomes clear that when the constellation size is lower, the accuracy

of approximating the corresponding multimodal Gaussian mixture distribution by a single

Gaussian distribution is higher. This intuitive conclusion is also confirmed by the analysis

of [230].
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(b) Updated distribution: 1st stage
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(c) Updated distribution: 2nd stage
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(d) Updated distribution: 3rd stage
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(e) Updated distribution: 4th stage

Figure 2.4: The process of approximating a single-variate four-modal Gaussian mixture
distribution by a single Gaussian distribution.
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(b) Updated distribution: 1st stage
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(c) Updated distribution: 2nd stage
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(d) Updated distribution: 3rd stage
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Figure 2.5: The process of approximating a single-variate bimodal Gaussian mixture
distribution by a single Gaussian distribution.
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2.5.3.2 Impact of Constellation Labelling on BER/SER Performance

The design and choice of constellation labelling may have a significant impact on the BER

performance of symbol-based detectors. This explains why the Gray mapping is generally

regarded as the optimal labelling scheme. However, the specific bit assignment within a

symbol does not affect the SER performance, because the SER performance is determined

by the minimum Euclidean distance of the constellation employed. However, since the

proposed B-PDA skips the symbol-detection stage and directly operates at the bit-level,

where the bits are treated separately and independently, the correlation between bits may

not affect the achievable BER performance, as seen from the simulation results in Section

2.6.

2.5.3.3 Practical Feasibility of UMR for Gray Mapping

Note that if Gray mapping based rectangular QAM is used in the above B-PDA aided MIMO

systems, it may be difficult to perfectly determine in advance the specific modulation matrix

W(b) used at the receiver, because the modulation matrix depends on the transmitted bit

vector. This implies that either a realistic detector should be used to first estimate W(b)

at the receiver, or a flag containing the index of the modulation matrix used should be sent

to the receiver via the signaling channel. Beside the additional complexity, there would

be a performance degradation, which is determined by the quality of the corresponding

estimation algorithm. However, in order to provide a lower bound performance for the

linear natural mapping based B-PDA, we assume that the modulation matrix W(b) of the

Gray mapping scenario is perfectly known at the receiver in the simulations of Section 2.6. In

fact, observe in Fig. 2.9 to Fig. 2.12 that the linear natural mapping based B-PDA achieves

almost the same performance as the Gray mapping based B-PDA under the idealized perfect

modulation matrix estimation assumption.

2.5.4 Computational Complexity Analysis

It was shown in [234] that the conventional symbol-based CPDA detector has to update

an (M × Nt)-element probability-matrix at each iteration, until all the entries in the ma-

trix converge or the maximum iteration index is reached. For the sake of compactness,

these probabilities are given in Table 2.6. Consequently, the number of probabilities to be

computed may be as high as MNtNit for each symbol vector s, where Nit is the average

number of iterations required for convergence in the process of detecting each Nt-symbol

vector containing M -QAM symbols.

By comparison, it may be readily observed from the above B-PDA procedures that provided

the UMR of QAM is employed, the corresponding probability-matrix for B-PDA has McNt
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Table 2.6: Probabilities computed in one iteration of conventional symbol-based CPDA

1 2 · · · m · · · M

P(1, :) Pr(s1 = a1|y) Pr(s1 = a2|y) · · · Pr(s1 = am|y) · · · Pr(s1 = aM |y)

P(2, :) Pr(s2 = a1|y) Pr(s2 = a2|y) · · · Pr(s2 = am|y) · · · Pr(s2 = aM |y)

.

..
.
..

.

.. · · ·
.
.. · · ·

.

..

P(j, :) Pr(sj = a1|y) Pr(sj = a2|y) · · · Pr(sj = am|y) · · · Pr(sj = aM |y)

.

..
.
..

.

.. · · ·
.
.. · · ·

.

..

P(Nt, :) Pr(sNt = a1|y) Pr(sNt = a2|y) · · · Pr(sNt = am|y) · · · Pr(sNt = aM |y)

Table 2.7: Probabilities computed in one iteration for B-PDA

1 2

P(1, :) Pr(b1 = u1|y) Pr(b1 = u2|y)

P(2, :) Pr(b2 = u1|y) Pr(b2 = u2|y)

..

.
..
.

..

.

P(l, :) Pr(bl = u1|y) Pr(bl = u2|y)

..

.
..
.

..

.

P(McNt, :) Pr(bMcNt = u1|y) Pr(bMcNt = u2|y)

rows and two columns, thus the number of probabilities to be computed reduces to 2McNt at

each iteration. Hence the total number of probabilities to be computed becomes 2McNtN
′
it,

where N ′it is the average number of iterations required for detecting each corresponding bit

vector. Additionally, the complexity imposed by computing a single probability is denoted

as Cp and C ′p for CPDA and B-PDA, respectively.

Then, the achievable complexity ratio of the B-PDA detector over the conventional CPDA

detector required for decoding a single Nt-symbol vector becomes

Rc (M) =
2McNtN

′
itC
′
p

MNtNitCp
=

2 log2 (M)
M

· N
′
it

Nit
·
C ′p (M)
Cp (M)

, (2.59)

where 2 log2 (M)C ′p (M) and MCp (M) are the per-iteration-complexity for B-PDA and

CPDA, respectively, while 2 log2 (M)N ′itC
′
p (M) and MNitCp (M) are the complexity per

symbol vector for B-PDA and CPDA, respectively. Eq. (2.59) is a monotonically decreasing

function of the modulation order M , because the ratio of the number of iterations N ′
it

Nit
is

typically close to 1, whereas C′
p(M)

Cp(M) is less than 1 and decreases upon increasing M , as it will

be demonstrated in Fig. 2.6.6 Consequently, we have Rc (M) ≪ 1 for M ≫ 4. We provide a

demonstrative example in Fig. 2.6 for the complexity comparison between the conventional

6The average number of iterations of the conventional PDA MIMO detector is typically 3 - 5 as seen
in [219] [226] and also in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.8. In addition, the computational cost in terms of floating point
operations (FLOPs) for estimating the APP of a BPSK-like signal is lower than that of a complex-valued
multilevel QAM signal.
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Figure 2.6: Complexity comparison in terms of FLOPs per iteration and per symbol
vector for B-PDA with natural bit mapping and CPDA with Gray bit mapping. BPSK
(Mc = 1), 4-QAM (Mc = 2), 16-QAM (Mc = 4), and 64-QAM (Mc = 6) are considered,

SNR = 20dB, and Nt = Nr = 2.

CPDA and the proposed B-PDA quantified in terms of the number of FLOPs per iteration

and per symbol vector for different QAM constellations. It may be readily seen in Fig. 2.6

that the complexity of B-PDA using the linear natural bit mapping is reduced by about

80% for the system configuration of 64-QAM, Nt = Nr = 2, SNR = 20dB.
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Figure 2.7: Computational complexity of B-PDA under different SNR values for 16-QAM
and 64-QAM, Nt = Nr = 2.

On the other hand, Fig. 2.7 evaluates the complexity of the proposed B-PDA detector under

different SNR values, for which both the rectangular 16-QAM and 64-QAM are considered
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in a (2 × 2)-element VBLAST system. It can be seen from Fig. 2.7 that the per-iteration-

complexity of the proposed B-PDA detector is almost constant, regardless of the SNR values,

although the per-vector-complexity recorded for relatively high SNR values is a little higher

than that of the low SNR values. This is because the AWGN plays a more significant role

at low SNR values than it does at high SNR values. In other words, the B-PDA has a

near-constant complexity for different SNR values. This property is also consistent with our

complexity analysis of Section 2.5.4, where again, the complexity does not depend on the

SNR value. This near-constant complexity property may be regarded as another merit of

the B-PDA detector, especially in the context of circuits implementation. By comparison,

some other reduced-complexity MIMO detectors, for example the tree-search based methods,

typically have a complexity that is quite sensitive to the SNR values encountered.

2.6 Simulation Results

In this section, we characterize the achievable performance of the B-PDA algorithm using

Monte Carlo simulations in the context of the VBLAST system [102] as a function of the aver-

age SNR per receive antenna [SNR ∆= 10 log10

(
E
{
∥Hs∥2

}/
E
{
∥n∥2

})
= 10 log10 (Nt/N0)]

for transmission over flat Rayleigh fading channels, where the entries of the MIMO chan-

nel are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), zero mean, unit-variance complex-

valued Gaussian random variables. A new independent channel realization is drawn for

each transmitted symbol vector. The noise vector n is i.i.d. CN (0, N0). No optimal order-

ing of the bits is performed before detection in the following PDA related simulations for

the sake of fair comparison with the results of [234]. The convergence threshold is set to∣∣P(z+1)(r, c) − P(z)(r, c)
∣∣ ≤ ε = 0.001, where P(z)(r, c) represents the (r, c)th value of the

probability-matrix of CPDA or B-PDA at the zth iteration.

In order to choose the appropriate number of iterations for the PDA-aided MIMO detectors,

Fig. 2.8 evaluates the impact of the number of iterations both on the performance of the

conventional symbol-based CPDA of [234] using Gray mapping based 16-QAM and on the

proposed B-PDA using linear natural mapping based 16-QAM in the context of (2 × 2)-

antenna aided VBLAST systems. The maximum number of iterations Imax is set to 1, 3,

and 5, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 2.8 that both the CPDA and B-PDA exhibit

quite a good convergence, since the performance loss is modest even when the maximum

number of iterations is set to be as low as Imax = 3.

Based on the above observation, we set the maximum number of iterations to Imax = 5 in

the following investigations, where B-PDA is compared to the conventional symbol-based

CPDA, MMSE-OSIC and ML, while using both the linear natural bit mapping and the

nonlinear Gray mapping. Note that we treat the matrix W as being perfectly known at

the receiver, which is merely an idealized assumption for the nonlinear Gray mapping based
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Figure 2.11: SER comparison of B-PDA and CPDA, MMSE-OSIC, ML in VBLAST with
16-QAM, Imax=5, Nt = Nr = 2.

B-PDA. Based on this assumption, the performance curve of the B-PDA plotted for the

Gray mapping scenario serves as a lower bound of the B-PDA performance in the linear

natural mapping case. The pairs of Fig. 2.9 - Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11 - Fig. 2.12 evaluate

the attainable BER and SER performance, respectively, for both 16-QAM and 64-QAM

constellations.7 In general, the performance of B-PDA is superior to that of CPDA, and the

attainable gain is more substantial in terms of SER. For the linear natural mapping based

7For high-order modulation, multiple bit errors occurring close to each other will probably create only
one symbol error. In this situation, SER is a useful metric and widely adopted in literature regarding the
high-order M -ary signaling detection in MIMO systems, as seen in [256], [255] and [226].
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Figure 2.12: SER comparison of B-PDA and CPDA, MMSE-OSIC, ML in VBLAST with
64-QAM, Imax=5, Nt = Nr = 2.

16-QAM, B-PDA outperforms CPDA by approximately 2 dB at both BER = 10−3 and

SER = 10−3. Similarly, for the linear natural bit mapping based 64-QAM, the corresponding

gains are up to 3dB at BER = 10−2 and SER = 10−2. When the conventional symbol-based

CPDA uses the nonlinear Gray mapping, it can be seen by comparing the results of Fig. 2.9

and Fig. 2.10 to those of Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12 that the BER performance of the linear

natural mapping B-PDA erodes slightly at low SNRs, but still has an advantage over that of

CPDA at high SNRs. Furthermore, observe from the SER curves of Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12

that the SNR gain of the linear natural mapping based B-PDA remains superior to that of

CPDA at all the SNR values considered. This is because Gray mapping is efficient in terms

of reducing the BER through the binary labelling gain, but it is unable to improve the SER,

since the SER is determined by the minimum Euclidean distance of the constellation points

(a single constellation may have various labelling schemes). It is also interesting to observe

that the performance of the linear natural mapping aided QAM approaches that of the Gray

mapping aided QAM for the proposed B-PDA, while the latter represents a lower bound

performance valid under the assumption of perfect knowledge of W at the receiver. In other

words, B-PDA is insensitive to the specific mapping rule, as long as the matrix W is known

at the receiver. This is because it operates directly on the basis of the separate bits, namely

in a bit-by-bit fashion which treats each bit independently and remains unaffected by the

specific correlation between the bits within a symbol. By comparison, the conventional PDA

generally makes the decision at the symbol-level using the estimated symbolwise APPs, and

if necessary, the bits are recovered according to the inverse bit-to-symbol mapping, which

retains the better BER of Gray mapping but has no advantage in SER. Therefore, it may

be concluded that it is not necessary to design complex bit-to-symbol mapping rules for the

proposed B-PDA, because it is capable of approaching the lower bound performance provided
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by the Gray mapping based B-PDA in ideal conditions even upon using the simplest linear

natural bit-to-symbol mapping.

It can also be seen from Fig. 2.9 to Fig. 2.12 that the linear natural mapping based

B-PDA significantly outperforms MMSE-OSIC, but remains inferior in comparison to the

ML detector. This indicates that the proposed B-PDA may not be able to achieve the full

diversity in the specific context considered. Some other reduced complexity MIMO detectors,

such as for example the FCSD and the SDPR detector derived for binary signaling have been

shown to be capable of achieving the full diversity [382], [249] under certain conditions, while

the partial equalization (PE) approach of [383] achieves a diversity order between that of

the ML and ZF solutions. To the best our knowledge, the theoretical performance analysis

and the diversity order analysis of the PDA algorithm in the MIMO detection context still

remain open questions. The challenge is that it proceeds in an iterative fashion and the

accuracy of approximating a multimodal Gaussian mixture probability structure with the

aid of a single multivariate Gaussian distribution in PDA-based detectors may not always

guarantee that the global optimum is achieved. We will investigate this issue in our future

research.

2.7 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

We proposed a unified B-PDA detection scheme for VBLAST-style SDM-MIMO systems.

Based on the UMR of rectangular QAM, the B-PDA transforms the symbol detection process

of QAM to that of a BPSK scenario with the aid of a composite channel matrix combining

the effect of modulation and of the original channel matrix. Simulations and complex-

ity analysis demonstrate that the proposed B-PDA outperforms the conventional CPDA,

despite it dramatically reduces complexity, especially in the context of high-order QAM

constellations. In addition, the simulation results show that the linear natural mapping

based B-PDA is insensitive to the choice of labelling scheme, and almost achieves the lower

bound performance provided by the Gray mapping based B-PDA with perfect modulation

matrix assumption. Finally, we concluded that it is preferable to use the simpler and more

practicable linear natural bit-to-symbol mapping rather than Gray mapping for the B-PDA

aided MIMO detector in the FEC-uncoded VBLAST-style systems considered.



Chapter 3
Semidefinite Programming

Relaxation Based Virtually

Antipodal MIMO Detection for

Gray-Coded High-Order QAM

3.1 Introduction

THE MIMO detection problem formulated in Chapter 1 can be solved at a re-

duced complexity, but in suboptimum manner relying on diverse mathematical

perspectives. In Chapter 2, this problem has been investigated from an iterative

probabilistic approximation perspective, which essentially aims for performing interference-

modelling using a density evolution based approximation process. To elaborate a little

further, corresponding to each transmitted symbol, the interference-plus-noise term which

obeys a multimodal Gaussian mixture distribution is iteratively approximated by a gradu-

ally updated multivariate Gaussian distribution, as portrayed in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 of

Section 2.5.3. In particular, the B-PDA detector of Fig. 2.3 was designed for MIMO systems

that use rectangular M -QAM constellations. Compared to the conventional PDA detector

of [193, 226, 227, 230, 234], which carries out the MIMO detection on a symbol-by-symbol

basis, the proposed B-PDA detector of Fig. 2.3 operates in a bit-by-bit manner. By identi-

fying the matrix transformation relationship between the transmitted symbol vector and the

transmitted bit vector of rectangular M -QAM constellations, the B-PDA detector may be

viewed as a solution which increases the dimension of the effective transmitted signal vector

while at the same time reducing the effective constellation size in the context of PDA-based

MIMO detectors. As a beneficial result, we demonstrated in Fig. 2.6 - Fig. 2.12 that the

75
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B-PDA typically achieves a superior performance, despite imposing a significantly reduced

complexity compared to the conventional symbol-based PDA detectors.

As another beneficial design alternative, in this chapter, we intend to investigate the MIMO

detection problem from a convex optimization [244, 369] perspective. In particular, we will

propose a bit-based VA-SDPR detector, which is capable of making direct binary decisions

concerning the transmitted information bits of SDM-MIMO systems employing Gray-coded

high-order rectangular QAM constellations. The specific rationale and motivation of this

initiative is detailed as follows.

First of all, as mentioned in Section 1.8.6, the SDPR detectors are capable of achieving a

near-optimal performance in several practical applications, such as BPSK/QPSK-modulated

MIMO systems, at a guaranteed polynomial-time worst-case computational complexity

which increases as a polynomial function of Nt. This is opposed to the optimum ML de-

tector which exhibits an exponentially increasing computational complexity. However, in

high-order modulation scenarios the performance of the SDPR detectors is less promising

compared to that of the BPSK/QPSK scenario. Hence, we embark on further improving

the performance of the SDPR based MIMO detector in the context of high-order QAM

constellations, while maintaining a low computational complexity.

Secondly, although in Chapter 2 we have considered both the linear natural-mapping and the

nonlinear Gray-mapping for bit-based detection of rectangular M -QAM, the transformation

matrices proposed in Section 2.4 for Gray-coded rectangular QAM are dependent on the

transmitted bit vector owing to the nonlinear nature of Gray-mapping. Therefore, in practice

these data-dependent transform matrices cannot be readily invoked at the receiver. Hence,

the performance of the B-PDA detector designed for Gray-coded QAM was only used as a

theoretical benchmarker in Chapter 2.

Finally, in the family of existing SDPR based MIMO detectors developed for high-order

QAM [252–256], the specific VA-SDPR detector, which converts the associated non-binary

integer programming problem into a binary integer programming problem, is of particular

interest to us. This is because the VA-SDPR detector may be shown to have a strong

connection with the SDPR detector designed for BPSK, where the SDPR attains near-

optimal performance. However, in the index-bit-based VA-SDPR (IVA-SDPR) detector

of [256], the binary decisions are made as regards to the so-called “index bits”, rather than

on the original “information bits”, as we will detail in Section 3.3. These two types of bits

are in general different from each other [256], except for the linear natural-mapping1 aided

rectangular QAM considered in Chapter 2. More specifically, the Gray-mapping based bit-

to-symbol conversion of rectangular M -QAM is nonlinear for M > 4. Therefore, as shown in

Section 2.4, in contrast to the scenario of linear natural-mapping aided rectangular QAM, for

Gray-mapping the relationship between the transmitted symbol vector s and the associated
1The linear natural mapping is defined as the mapping which satisfies eq.(2.3).
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antipodal information bit vector b cannot be characterized by a compact linear matrix

transformation of the form s = Wb, where W is the constellation-specific modulation

matrix known to both the transmitter and receiver. Consequently, when the ubiquitous

Gray-mapping aided high-order rectangular QAM is used, the VA-SDPR detector of [256]

still has to obtain its symbol decisions first relying on the decided “index bits”, before

making correct decisions of the information bits.

Against this background, the major contributions of this chapter are as follows.

1) We propose a novel model transformation method for MIMO systems using Gray-coded

high-order rectangular QAM, which allows us to reformulate the classic symbol-based MIMO

detection model as a simpler bit-based detection model. Gray-mapping is known to be non-

linear, and hence has made direct bit manipulation difficult to many detection methods.

Our method is established by exploiting the structural regularity of Gray-coded high-order

rectangular QAM with the aid of a strikingly simple linear matrix representation (LMR)

of 4-QAM. As an appealing benefit, the conventional three-step “signal-to-symbols-to-bits”

decision process can be replaced by a simpler “signal-to-bits” decision process for the clas-

sic Gray-mapping aided high-order rectangular QAM, and hence any bit-based detection

method becomes potentially applicable.

2) Based on the above model transformation method, we propose a new DVA-SDPR detec-

tor for the ubiquitous Gray-mapping aided high-order rectangular QAM, which is capable

of directly deciding on the information bits for transmission over fading MIMO channels.

To elaborate a little further, our approach firstly transforms the original Gray-coded M -

QAM aided (Nt×Nr)-element MIMO system to a virtual 4-QAM aided (2Nt×Nr)-element

MIMO system. Since we have shown in Chapter 2 that the modulation matrix of 4-QAM

is identical for both the natural-mapping and the Gray-mapping, the proposed DVA-SDPR

detector finally converts the classic nonlinear Gray-mapping aided M -QAM symbol detec-

tion problem to a BQP problem [369]. When relying on this technique, we can directly

carry out the information-bit decisions without first invoking conventional symbol decisions

for the nonlinear Gray-mapping aided rectangular M -QAM scheme.

3) The proposed model transformation method facilitates the exploitation of the unequal

error protection (UEP) property of high-order QAM with the aid of the low-complexity

bit-flipping based “hill climbing” method. As a beneficial result, the proposed DVA-SDPR

detector achieves the best BER performance among the known SDPR-based MIMO detec-

tors in the context considered, while still maintaining the lowest-possible polynomial-time

worst-case complexity order of O
[
(Nt log2M + 1)3.5

]
.

4) Finally, a modified primal-dual interior point algorithm is employed for solving the SDP

problem considered. Additionally, the performance versus complexity tradeoff of the modi-

fied primal-dual interior-point algorithm with respect to its convergence accuracy is investi-
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gated, and the advantage of the proposed SDPR-based MIMO detector over the SD in the

context of the emerging “massive” MIMO systems [384,385] is elaborated on.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the basics of convex

optimization and semidefinite programming are briefly provided. In Section 3.3, our system

model and the problem considered are presented. In Section 3.4, the structure of Gray-coded

high-order rectangular QAM constellations is scrutinized by considering both Gray-coded

16-QAM and 64-QAM as examples, and the insights obtained therein are generalized to

the M -QAM scenario. As a result, the inherent relationship between the information bits

of a QAM symbol is unveiled. Then, in Section 3.5 the proposed DVA-SDPR detector is

detailed from various perspectives, while our numerical results and discussions are presented

in Section 3.6. Finally, our conclusions are offered in Section 3.7.

3.2 Basics of Convex Optimization and Semidefinite Pro-

gramming

3.2.1 Convex Optimization

Consider a generic mathematical optimization problem in the standard minimization form2

min f0(x)

s. t. fi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , N1,

hj(x) = 0, j = 1, 2, · · · , N2,

x ∈ KN ,

(3.1)

where f0 is known as the objective function, while {fi}N1
i=1 and {hj}N2

j=1 are known as the

inequality and equality constraint fuctions, respectively. Additionally, KN ⊂ RN is referred

to as the constraint set, while x is called the optimization variable, which facilitates the

minimization of the objective function f0(x). The variable x is regarded as being feasible,

i.e. as a potentially legitimate solution, if we have x ∈ KN and it satisfies all the inequality

and equality constraints of (3.1). A feasible solution x⋆ is said to be globally optimal, if we

have f0(x⋆) ≤ f0(x) for all feasible x.

Convex optimization constitutes a subfield of the generic mathematical optimization prob-

lem of (3.1). It studies the minimization of a convex objective function over convex sets.

Therefore, the terms convex set and convex function represent two basic concepts in convex

optimization, which are briefly highlighted below for the sake of a self-contained treatment.
2In diverse subfields of mathematical optimization, the corresponding standard forms are usually needed,

because 1) for a particular class of optimization problems, a unified model facilitates the study of both the
theory and the methods regarding this class of optimization problems; 2) the software packages developed
for solving mathematical optimization problems are usually only available in standard forms.
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Figure 3.1: Convex set versus nonconvex set.

1) Convex Set: A set KN ⊂ RN is said to be convex if any two points x, y ∈ KN satisfy

αx + (1 − α)y ∈ KN , ∀α ∈ [0, 1]. (3.2)

As seen in Fig. 3.1(a), from a tangible geometric perspective this implies that the line

segment joining x and y also lies within the set KN . Therefore, in general, the geometric

region represented by a convex set must not encompass holes and its boundary must always

curve outward. By contrast, the geometric region represented by a nonconvex set either

contains a hole, or its boundary curves inward, as seen in Fig. 3.1(b) and 3.1(c). An

important property of convex sets is that the intersection of any number of convex sets

remains a convex set. Apart from using the definition of a convex set, this “intersection

property” is often used as another way of determining whether a specific set is convex or

not, which constitutes a key step in identifying a convex problem. Note, however, that the

union of convex sets is typically not a convex set.

2) Convex Function: A real-valued function defined as f(x) : KN → R is said to be a convex

function, if any two points x, y ∈ KN ⊂ RN satisfy

f [αx + (1 − α)y] ≤ αf(x) + (1 − α)f(y), ∀α ∈ [0, 1]. (3.3)

The geometric interpretation of the inequality (3.3) is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. To elaborate a

little further, the right-hand side of (3.3) represents the line segment joining the pair of points

[x, f(x)] and [y, f(y)], namely the dashed line segment joining the two points [x1, f(x1)] and

[x2, f(x2)] in Fig. 3.2. Additionally, the left-hand side of (3.3) represents the segment of

the curve f(x) corresponding to the interval defined by the line segment αx + (1 − α)y,

namely the curve segment below the dashed line segment seen in Fig. 3.2. Therefore, we

can simply infer that a convex function f(x) always curves downward and it is said to be

dominated by the line segment joining any two points of its curve. By contrast, f(x) is said

to be concave if −f(x) is convex. Obviously, the convex/concave functions represent merely

a special class of the more generic class of functions defined as f(x) : RN → R, and there
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Figure 3.2: Example of a convex function.

are numerous functions which are neither convex nor concave. For example, the function

sin(x) is concave over [0, π] but convex over [π, 2π].

In general, there are three ways of determining whether a function is convex or not.

• Definition test: The most conceptually straightforward technique, which is not neces-

sarily easy in practical terms, is to test f(x) against the definition of a convex function

as characterized by (3.3).

• Differentiability based methods: The second family of methods invoke the differ-

entiability test of the function f(x), including both the first-order derivative test and

second-order derivative test. More explicitly, if the function f(x) is continuously differ-

entiable and its domain is convex, then the convexity of f(x) is equivalent to

f(y) ≥ f(x) + ▽f(x)T (y − x), ∀x,y ∈ KN , (3.4)

which is the first-order derivative test. In physically tangible terms this implies that

the function f(x) is lower-bounded by its first-order Taylor series expansion, or that the

function f(x) lies above all of its tangents.

Furthermore, if f(x) is twice differentiable, then f(x) is convex if and only if its domain

is convex and its Hessian matrix ▽2f(x) is positive semidefinite (PSD), i.e. we have

▽2f(x) ≽ 0, ∀x ∈ KN . For the sake of clarity, a more detailed exposure of the concept

of a PSD matrix is provided in Section 3.2.2, bearing in mind that the Hessian matrix of
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f(x) = f(x1, x2, · · · , xN ) is defined as

H(f) =



∂2f
∂x2

1

∂2f
∂x1∂x2

· · · ∂2f
∂x1∂xN

∂2f
∂x2∂x1

∂2f
∂x2

2
· · · ∂2f

∂x2∂xN

...
...

. . .
...

∂2f
∂xN∂x1

∂2f
∂xN∂x2

· · · ∂2f
∂x2

N

 . (3.5)

Several classic methods of linear algebra can be used for determining that H(f) is a PSD

matrix. To elaborate a little further, for an (N × N)-element symmetric matrix A the

following statements are equivalent: i) A ≽ 0; ii) all eigevalues of A are nonnegative; iii)

all its principal minors3 are nonnegative; iv) the Cholesky decomposition is applicable

to A, yielding A = CTC, where we have C ∈ RL×N . The Hessian matrix based PSD

testing method is a second-order derivative test, and it reduces to f ′′(x) ≥ 0 for x ∈ R.

As seen from Fig. 3.2, this implies that the first-order derivative of f(x) is monotonically

non-decreasing.

• Convex function calculus: There are several operations which preserve the convexity

of convex functions. Briefly, convex functions are closed under summation, nonnegative

scaling and the pointwise maximum operations. This property is important, because

in many cases f(x) might be complicated, which makes it difficult to directly use the

above-mentioned “definition” and “differentiability” based methods for determining its

convexity. Even if the “definition” and “differentiability” based methods are directly

applicable to f(x), it might still be beneficial to first decompose f(x) into several simpler

constituent functions, and then invoke the relevant convexity-preserving properties for

determining the convexity of f(x). For clarity, the major operations which preserve

convexity are summarized as follows.

1. If f(x) and g(x) are convex functions, then h(x) = ω1f(x) + ω2g(x), ω1, ω2 ≥ 0 is

convex.

2. If f(x) is convex, while g(x) is convex and non-decreasing, then h(x) = g[f(x)] is

convex. For example, if f(x) is convex, so is ef(x), because ex is convex and non-

decreasing.

3. If f(x) is concave, while g(x) is convex and non-increasing, then h(x) = g[f(x)] is

convex.

4. Convexity is preserved under affine mapping. More specifically, if f(x) is convex, then

3In linear algebra, an order-k minor of an (M × N)-element matrix A is the determinant of a (k × k)-
element submatrix formed by deleting (M − k) rows and (N − k) columns of A, where we have 1 ≤ k ≤ M ,
and k ≤ N . Furthermore, an order-k minor of A is said to be principal if the submatrix is composed of the
rows and columns with the same indices. For instance, to get an order-2 principal minor from a matrix A,
if the row 1 and 3 of A have been kept, then the column 1 and 3 of A should also be kept. Additionally, a
principal minor is termed as a leading principal minor, if the submatrix corresponding to a principal minor
is composed by the matrix elements of A in rows and columns from 1 to k. In other words, a leading
principal minor corresponds to a submatrix composed by the top k rows and the left k columns. For an
(N × N)-element square matrix, there are N leading principal minors.
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Figure 3.3: Framework of solving problems using convex optimization.

g(x) = f(Ax + b) is also convex.

5. If f(x) and g(x) are convex functions, then the pointwise maximum h(x) = max{f(x), g(x)}
is also convex. This property can be extended to the pointwise supremum. More

specifically, if for each y ∈ Y, f(x,y) is convex in x, then the function g(x) =

sup
y∈Y

f(x,y) is also convex in x.

6. The perspective operation preserves convexity. More specifically, for a convex function

of f : KN → R, its perspective g : KN+1 → R is defined as g(x, t) = tf(x/t), which

remains a convex function.

3) Convex Optimization Problem: Having reviewed the basic concepts of convex sets, con-

vex functions, as well as the main techniques of identifying a convex function, let us now

introduce the concept of convex optimization problems. The problem formulated in (3.1) is

said to be a convex optimization problem if all the following conditions are satisfied:

1. the objective function f0, and the inequality constraint functions {fi}N1
i=1 are convex

functions.

2. the equality constraint functions {hj}N2
j=1 are affine functions, i.e. hj can be written in

the form of aTj x + bj for some aj ∈ RN and bj ∈ R.

3. KN is a convex set.

Fig. 3.3 illustrates the basic framework of solving mathematical optimization problems us-

ing convex optimization. If a mathematical optimization problem is identified as a convex

optimization problem, it is mathematically regarded as an “easy” problem, because powerful

numerical algorithms, such as the interior-point methods [386], exist for efficiently finding

the optimal solution of convex problems. Therefore, in mathematical optimization theory,

the dividing line between the family of “easy” and “difficult” problems is “convex versus

nonconvex”, rather than “linear vesus nonlinear”. In other words, convex optimization prob-

lems are efficiently solvable, whereas nonconvex optimization problems are generally difficult

to solve. Convex optimization has a range of other important properties. For example, in
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convex optimization problems, every locally optimal solution constitutes the globally opti-

mal solution, hence there is no risk of being trapped in a local optimum. Additionally, a

rigorous optimality condition and a duality theory exist for verifying the optimal nature of

a solution in convex optimization problems. For more details of convex optimization, please

refer to [244,369].

3.2.2 Semidefinite Programming

Semidefinite programming (SDP) [243, 368] is a relatively new subfield of convex optimiza-

tion. It has attracted growing interest, because it unifies several standard optimization

techniques such as linear and quadratic programming, whilst imposing only a polynomially

rather than exponentially increasing worst-case computational complexity for finding the

solution of many engineering and combinatorial optimization problems. Some preliminary

mathematical concepts and definitions involved in SDP are briefly introduced as follows.

If X is a symmetric (N×N)-element real-valued matrix, then X is said to be a PSD matrix,

provided that we have

vTXv ≥ 0 (3.6)

for any vector v ∈ RN . More generally, an (N × N)-element complex-valued matrix X is

said to be a PSD matrix, if

vHXv ≥ 0 (3.7)

is satisfied for any vector v ∈ CN , where X becomes a Hermitian matrix. Let SN×N and

SN×N+ denote the set of (N × N)-element symmetric matrices and the set of (N × N)-

element PSD symmetric matrices, respectively. Then the expression of “X ≽ 0”, which is a

generalized inequality, is conventionally used for indicating that X ∈ SN×N+ . Note that the

set of PSD matrices, SN×N+ = {X ∈ SN×N |X ≽ 0}, is a convex cone.4

3.2.2.1 Several Widely Used Forms of SDP

• Inequality form: A SDP problem aims for minimizing a linear function of a variable

x ∈ RN subject to the linear matrix inequality (LMI) constraint of

F (x) , F0 +
N∑
i=1

xiFi ≽ 0, (3.8)

where we have F0, F1, · · · , · · · , FN ∈ SP×P .

4A convex cone is a special type of convex set which is closed under positive scaling.
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More specifically, the inequality form of a SDP problem is defined as [368]

min cTx

s. t. F (x) ≽ 0.
(3.9)

The problem data of (3.9), namely the coefficients of the objective and constraint func-

tions, are represented by the vector c ∈ RN and by (N+1) real-valued symmetric matrices

F0, F1, · · · , FN , which are all constants known a priori.

• LMI standard form (with equality constraints): The SDP problem of (3.9) may

also be formulated in other widely used forms. In the LMI standard form (with equality

constraints), a set of linear equality constraints are introduced in addition to the LMI

constraints, which results in the following formulation:

min cTx

s. t. F (x) ≽ 0,

Ax = b,

(3.10)

where the matrices A ∈ RK×N , and the vector b ∈ RK constitute additional problem

data. It is worth pointing out that (3.10) may also be converted to the form of (3.9). To

elaborate a little further, let us rewrite Ax = b as

aTi x = bi, i = 1, · · · ,K, (3.11)

where aTi is the ith row of A, and bi is the ith element of b. Furthermore, (3.11) can be

rewritten as

aTi x ≤ bi, aTi x ≥ bi, i = 1, · · · ,K, (3.12)

which is equivalent to the LMI of

G(x) = diag(b1 − aT1 x, · · · , bK − aTKx,aT1 x − b1, · · · ,aTKx − bK) ≽ 0. (3.13)

As a result, the SDP problem of (3.10) relies on two LMIs, which may however be com-

bined into a single LMI with the aid of the block diagonal operation of blkdiag{F(x),G(x)}.
Therefore, we can say that SDP essentially represents a family of optimization problems

relying on a linear objective function subject to an LMI constraint, as exemplified in (3.9).

From a convex geometry based perspective, the SDP problem may also be interpreted as

the minimization of a linear objective function over the space created by the intersection

of the convex cone SN×N+ with an affine space. This geometric object resulted from the

intersection is also referred to as a spectrahedron, which is essentially a shape defined by

an LMI as characterized by (3.8).
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• Standard form: Alternatively, upon defining a linear function of X ∈ SN×N+ as

C • X =
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cijxij = Trace(CXT ) = Trace(CX), (3.14)

the standard form of SDP may also be further formulated from (3.10) as

min C • X

s. t. Ai • X = bi, i = 1, · · · ,K,

X ≽ 0,

(3.15)

where “•” represents the inner product of two matrices, and we have C, A1, · · · , AK ∈
SN×N . Note that because X is a symmetric matrix, namely we have xij = xji, hence

there are only N(N+1)
2 rather than N2 distinct scalar optimization variables in (3.15).

3.2.2.2 Example of SDP

For the sake of explicit clarity, an example of the SDP problem is given as follows. Con-

sidering the standard SDP form of (3.15), let us set X =

[
x11 x12

x12 x22

]
, C =

[
−1 −2

−2 −5

]
,

A1 =

[
2 1.5

1.5 1

]
, A2 =

[
1 0.5

0.5 0

]
, and b =

[
7

11

]
, then the SDP problem considered

can be written as

min − x11 − 4x12 − 5x22

s. t. 2x11 + 3x12 + x22 = 7

x11 + x12 = 11,[
x11 x12

x12 x22

]
≽ 0,

(3.16)

where the last constraint is equivalent to “ x11 ≥ 0, x22 ≥ 0, and x11x22−x2
12 ≥ 0” according

to the principal minors method introduced in Section 3.2.1 for determining a PSD matrix.

It is worth pointing out that the SDP problem of (3.16), which is a standard form SDP, can

also be converted to the LMI standard form that has equality constraints, i.e. to the form

of (3.10). More specifically, let us write X as

X =
∑

1≤i≤j≤N(N+1)
2

xijEij , (3.17)

where Eij is the N(N+1)
2 × N(N+1)

2 basis matrix with 1 being the (i, j)th and the (j, i)th

elements (i.e. at the symmetric positions determined by (i, j) and (j, i)), and 0 elsewhere.
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For example, when considering (3.16), we have

[
x11 x12

x12 x22

]
= F(x) = x11

F1︷ ︸︸ ︷[
1 0

0 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

E11

+x22

F2︷ ︸︸ ︷[
0 0

0 1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

E22

+x12

F3︷ ︸︸ ︷[
0 1

1 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

E12

+F0 ≽ 0, (3.18)

with F0 being a zero matrix. Similarly, if X is a 3 × 3 symmetric matrix, then we have
x11 x12 x13

x12 x22 x23

x13 x23 x33

 = x11


1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

+ x22


0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

+ x33


0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 1



+ x12


0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0

+ x13


0 0 1

0 0 0

1 0 0

+ x23


0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

 .
(3.19)

Finally, the Lagrangian dual problem of the standard form SDP of (3.15) is given by

max bTy

s. t.
K∑
i=1

AT
i yi + S = C

S ≽ 0,

(3.20)

which also constitutes a SDP problem characterized by the LMI inequality form of (3.9),

because the constraint is equivalent to C −
K∑
i=1

AT
i yi ≽ 0.

3.3 System Model and Problem Statement

Having introduced the basics of both convex optimization and SDP, let us now focus our

attention on the specific MIMO detection problem to be dealt with in this chapter. Similar

to Chapter 2, again we consider a symbol-synchronized memoryless SDM-MIMO system

having Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas, as shown in Fig. 1.9. The baseband equivalent

system model is written as

y = Hs + n, (3.21)

where y is the Nr-element received signal vector, s is the Nt-element transmitted symbol

vector, whose elements are from the Gray-coded rectangular M -QAM constellation A =

{a1, a2, · · · , aM}. Additionally, H is the (Nr ×Nt)-element complex-valued channel matrix,

and n is the Nr-element complex Gaussian noise vector with a zero mean and covariance

matrix of 2σ2INr , where σ2 = N0/2.
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As mentioned in Section 1.8.1, the ML detection problem of the MIMO system of (3.21)

may be formulated as the following constrained discrete LS optimization problem

ŝML = arg min
s∈ANt

∥y − Hs∥2
2 , (3.22)

where ANt represents the set of all legitimate Nt-element transmit symbol vectors composed

of Gray-coded M -QAM symbols taken from the constellation A.

In [256], (3.22) was further formulated as5

d̂ML = arg min
d∈{+1,−1}McNt

∥∥∥ỹ − H̃Td
∥∥∥2

2
, (3.23)

where Mc = log2M denotes the number of bits per symbol, and d represents the vector of

“index bits” [256]6, which are different from the (antipodal) information-bit vector b [256].

H̃ and ỹ are the real-valued versions of H and y in (3.22) respectively, while T is the

real-valued transformation matrix, which is fixed for a specific constellation, similar to the

complex-valued modulation matrix W of Chapter 2. After obtaining d̂ML, the original

real-valued symbol vector corresponding to the real-valued system model is estimated as

ˆ̃sML = Td̂ML. (3.24)

In contrast to this solution, the problem of interest to us is — how can we develop a VA-

SDPR detector that directly estimates the (antipodal) information bit vector b without

having to estimate the symbol vector s first?

3.4 Revisiting Gray-Mapping Aided M-QAM

Assume that the jth component of the transmitted M -QAM symbol vector s is obtained

using the bit-to-symbol mapping function sj = map (uj), j = 1, 2, · · · , Nt, where uj =

[uj,1, uj,2, · · · , uj,Mc ]
T is the vector of information bits with each element being 1 or 0. The

vector of information bits corresponding to s is denoted as u, which satisfies s = map (u) and

is formed by concatenating the Nt antennas’ information bits u1,u2, · · · ,uNt , yielding u =

[u1, u2, · · · , uk, · · · , uMcNt ]
T =

[
uT1 ,u

T
2 , · · · ,uTNt

]T ∈ {1, 0}McNt . The antipodal information

bits are obtained from the original information bits of logical 1 or 0 using bk = 2uk − 1,

where bk ∈ {+1,−1}.

As shown in Chapter 2, the nonlinear Gray-mapping aided M -QAM scheme may be formu-
5The real-valued model is used in [256], whereas we use the more general complex-valued model here. The

relationship between the real-valued and complex-valued MIMO system models is detailed in Section 1.6.
6In general, the (real-valued) Gray-coded QAM symbol vector s̃ cannot be represented as a linear trans-

formation of s̃ = Tb, as shown in Chapter 2. However, it was formulated as s̃ = Td in [256], where d was
termed as “index bits”.
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Figure 3.4: Constellation decomposition of the Gray-mapping aided 16-QAM.

lated as s = W(b)b, where the structure of the modulation matrix W(b) exhibits multiple

forms, depending on the antipodal information bit vector b. Hence W(b) is not readily

available at the receiver side. Although it may be possible to estimate the modulation

matrix W(b) at the receiver, the estimation error will inevitably degrade the achievable

performance.

As an instance, let us revisit the “generating units” of the Gray-mapping aided 16-QAM

scheme shown in Table 2.2. Since the four constellation points in the same quadrant share

the same generating units, without loss of generality, we will consider the constellation points

in Quadrant IV of Fig. 3.4 as an example.

The legitimate original information-bit sequences [u1 u2 u3 u4] are7

[1 1 0 0] [1 0 0 0] [1 0 0 1] [1 1 0 1]. (3.25)

The above-mentioned generating units [g1 g2 g3 g4] corresponding to [u1 u2 u3 u4] are

[2 −1 2i i] [2 −1 2i i] [2 −1 2i i] [2 −1 2i i]. (3.26)

Observing (3.25) and (3.26), two remarks can be made. Firstly, the bits u1 and u3 of the four

information-bit sequences that are mapped to the specific constellation points dwelling in the

7Here the underline is used for dividing the four elements of a vector into two groups.
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same quadrant are identical. Secondly, the first and the third components of the generating

units are [g1 g3] = [2 2i], which indicates that the bits u1 and u3 of each information-bit

sequence are mapped to a 4-QAM constellation, whose amplitude is doubled8. Therefore,

the Gray-mapping aided 16-QAM symbols of Quadrant IV can be formulated as

s = map16-QAM (u1 u2 u3 u4)

= 2 × map4-QAM (u1 u3) + mapx(u2 u4)

= 2s(1) + s(2).

(3.27)

To elucidate the notation of mapx(u2 u4) further, let us observe

[u2 u4] : [1 0] [0 0] [0 1] [1 1], (3.28)

[g2 g4] : [−1 i] [−1 i] [−1 i] [−1 i], (3.29)

s(2) : −1 − i 1 − i 1 + i − 1 + i, (3.30)

where we have s(2) = (2[u2 u4] − 1) × [g2 g4]T . Note that s(2) may also be obtained by

mapping the bits

[ũ2 ũ4] : [0 0] [1 0] [1 1] [0 1] (3.31)

to 4-QAM, where s(2) = (2[ũ2 ũ4] − 1) × [1 i]T .

Therefore, (3.27) may be reformulated as

s = 2 × map4-QAM (u1 u3) + map4-QAM(ũ2 ũ4). (3.32)

On the other hand, we notice that [ũ2 ũ4] may be given by

00 = (1 ⊕ 1)(0 ⊕ 0),

10 = (0 ⊕ 1)(0 ⊕ 0),

11 = (0 ⊕ 1)(1 ⊕ 0),

01 = (1 ⊕ 1)(1 ⊕ 0),

(3.33)

where ⊕ represents the “exclusive or” (XOR) operation. Eq. (3.33) may be rewritten in a

more compact manner as

[ũ2 ũ4] = (u2 ⊕ u1)(u4 ⊕ u3) = [u2 u4] � [u1 u3], (3.34)

8As shown in Chapter 2, the natural-mapping and the Gray-mapping are identical for 4-QAM.
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Table 3.1: Gray-mapping based QAM transformation

16-QAM s = 2×map4-QAM (u1 u3) + map4-QAM(ũ2 ũ4),

where [ũ2 ũ4] = (u1 ⊕ u2)(u3 ⊕ u4)

64-QAM s = 4×map4-QAM (u1 u4) + 2×map4-QAM(ũ2 ũ5) + map4-QAM(ũ3 ũ6),

where [ũ2 ũ5] = (u1 ⊕ u2)(u4 ⊕ u5),

[ũ3 ũ6] = (u1 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u3)(u4 ⊕ u5 ⊕ u6)

256-QAM s = 8×map4-QAM (u1 u5) + 4×map4-QAM (ũ2 ũ6) + 2×map4-QAM(ũ3 ũ7) + map4-QAM(ũ4 ũ8),

where [ũ2 ũ6] = (u1 ⊕ u2)(u5 ⊕ u6),

[ũ3 ũ7] = (u1 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u3)(u5 ⊕ u6 ⊕ u7),

[ũ4 ũ8] = (u1 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u3 ⊕ u4)(u5 ⊕ u6 ⊕ u7 ⊕ u8),

4q-QAM s = 2q−1 ×map4-QAM (u1 uq+1) + 2q−2 ×map4-QAM (ũ2 ũq+2) + · · ·+ 2×map4-QAM(ũq−1 ũ2q−1)

+map4-QAM(ũq ũ2q),

where ũ2 ũq+2 = (u1 ⊕ u2)(uq+1 ⊕ uq+2),

.

..

[ũq−1 ũ2q−1] = (u1 ⊕ u2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ uq−1)(uq+1 ⊕ uq+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ u2q−1)

[ũq ũ2q ] = (u1 ⊕ u2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ uq)(uq+1 ⊕ uq+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ u2q)

hence we have

[u2 u4] = [u1 u3] � [ũ2 ũ4], (3.35)

where � is the element-wise XOR operator. It may be readily shown that (3.34) and (3.35)

also hold for the other three quadrants.

Similarly, the Gray-mapping aided 64-QAM symbols shown in Fig. 2.2 may be derived as

s = map64-QAM (u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6)

= 2 × map16-QAM (u1 u2 u4 u5) + map4-QAM(ũ3 ũ6)

= 4 × map4-QAM (u1 u4) + 2 × map4-QAM(ũ2 ũ5)

+ map4-QAM(ũ3 ũ6)

= 4s(1) + 2s(2) + s(3).

(3.36)

where

[ũ2 ũ5] = [u1 u4] � [u2 u5], (3.37)

and

[ũ3 ũ6] = (u1 ⊕ u2 ⊕ u3)(u4 ⊕ u5 ⊕ u6). (3.38)

Hence we have

[u2 u5] = [u1 u4] � [ũ2 ũ5], (3.39)

and

[u3 u6] = (u1 ⊕ u2 ⊕ ũ3)(u4 ⊕ u5 ⊕ ũ6). (3.40)
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The above transformation method can be extended to even higher-order rectangular QAM

constellations. For clarity, we summarize their transformation formulae in Table 3.1.

3.5 DVA-SDPR Detector

3.5.1 DVA-SDPR Formulation

For the sake of simplicity, below we will consider 16-QAM as an example to formulate the

proposed DVA-SDPR detector. Based on (3.32), the system model (3.21) can be rewritten

as

y = [h1,h2, · · · ,hNt ]


2s(1)1 + s

(2)
1

2s(1)2 + s
(2)
2

...

2s(1)Nt
+ s

(2)
Nt

+ n

= [2H H]x + n, (3.41)

where hj is the jth column of H, x = [s(1)
1 , s

(1)
2 , · · · , s(1)Nt

, s
(2)
1 , s

(2)
2 , · · · , s(2)Nt

]T with each

element being a standard 4-QAM symbol. At this stage, (3.41) may be regarded as a

virtual 4-QAM aided (2Nt ×Nr)-element MIMO system9.

According to the modulation matrix of 4-QAM given in (2.5), (3.41) can be further refor-

mulated as

y = [2H H]Wp + n = Gp + n, (3.42)

where G is the “composite channel matrix”, p ∈ {−1,+1}McNt , and

W =


1 i 0 0 · · · 0 0

0 0 1 i · · · 0 0

0 0 0 0
. . . 0 0

0 0 0 0 · · · 1 i


McNt

2
×McNt

(3.43)

is the modulation matrix of 4-QAM for both natural-mapping and Gray-mapping. Hence

the original Gray-coded 16-QAM (Nt ×Nr)-element MIMO channel has been converted to

a virtual (McNt × Nr)-element MIMO channel relying on binary signaling, where we have

Mc = 4.

Therefore, the original ML detection related constrained discrete LS optimization problem

9This virtual MIMO system is not exactly equivalent to a real (2Nt×Nr)-element MIMO system, because
the left half and the right half of the virtual channel matrix [2H H] are fully correlated, both relying on H.
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of (3.22) may be reformulated as

p̂ML = arg min
p∈{+1,−1}McNt

∥y − Gp∥2
2 , (3.44)

which is shown to be equivalent to the following BQP problem [369]

max 2yHGp − pTGHGp

s. t. p ∈ {+1,−1}McNt ,
(3.45)

which is difficult to solve due to the non-convex constraints of p2
i = 1.

In order to cast the objective function of (3.45) into a homogeneous quadratic form, we intro-

duce a redundant scalar t ∈ {+1,−1}. Since tp ∈ {+1,−1}McNt for any p ∈ {+1,−1}McNt ,

(3.45) may also be formulated as

max
[
pT t

]
ℜ{Qc}

[
pT t

]T
s. t.

[
pT t

]
∈ {+1,−1}McNt+1,

(3.46)

where ℜ{Qc} represents the real part of the Hermitian matrix

Qc
∆=

[
−GHG GHy

yHG 0

]
. (3.47)

Upon defining x ∆=
[
pT t

]T and Q ∆= ℜ{Qc}, (3.46) may be written in the following homo-

geneous quadratic form

max xTQx

s. t. x ∈ {+1,−1}McNt+1,
(3.48)

where Q is a symmetric matrix. Since we have xTQx = Trace
(
QxxT

)
= Trace

(
xxTQ

)
,

the problem of (3.48) may be equivalently rewritten as

max Trace (XQ)

s. t. X ≽ 0,

rank(X) = 1,

diag(X) = eMcNt+1,

(3.49)

where X = xxT , x ∈ {+1,−1}McNt+1, diag(X) is the vector composed by the diagonal

elements of X, eMcNt+1 is the “all-ones” vector of size McNt + 1, and X ≽ 0 indicates that

X is a symmetric and PSD matrix. Due to the constraint of rank(X) = 1, the problem

(3.49) is non-convex, hence it is difficult to solve. However, by dropping the constraint of
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rank(X) = 1, the problem of (3.49) may be relaxed to

max Trace (XQ)

s. t. X ≽ 0,

diag(X) = eMcNt+1.

(3.50)

The problem of (3.50) is known as an instance of SDP [368], which constitutes a more general

class of optimization techniques than linear programming10. Additionally, since SDP is a

subclass of convex optimization, it does not suffer from getting trapped in local minima11.

3.5.2 DVA-SDPR Solving Method

The SDP problem of (3.50) is solved using a modified version of the efficient primal-dual

interior-point algorithm (PD-IPA) of [386] with arbitrarily high convergence accuracy, which

guarantees a polynomial-time12 worst-case complexity. The Lagrange dual problem associ-

ated with (3.50) is formulated as [245]

min eTMcNt+1v

s. t. Z = Diag(v) − Q ≽ 0,
(3.51)

where Diag(v) represents a diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements being v.

When the objective function values of the primal problem (3.50) and of its dual problem

(3.51) satisfy

eTMcNt+1v − Trace (XQ) ≤ max
[
1.0, abs

(
eTMcNt+1v

)]
× ϵ, (3.52)

the PD-IPA is deemed to have converged, where the so-called convergence tolerance ϵ = 10−k

associated with an integer k ≥ 1, controls the accuracy of convergence. The procedure of

the modified version13 of the PD-IPA is detailed as follows.

Input: the cost matrix Q, the required convergence accuracy ϵ = 10−k, k ∈ Z+ and the singularity
threshold τ = 10−n, n ∈ Z+.

Step 1: Initialization—Set the initial value of the number of iterations to l = 0; select a starting
point (X0,v0,Z0) so that it is in the interior of the feasible sets of both (3.50) and (3.51). For

10Several standard optimization problems, such as linear and quadratic programming can be unified under
the framework of SDP [368].

11This does not mean that the SDPR detector is always capable of achieving the optimal ML performance,
because the problem of (3.50) is a relaxed version of the original ML optimization problem of (3.45).

12The complexity increases as a polynomial function of the problem size, which is determined by the
number of rows (or columns) of the symmetric cost matrix Q of (3.50) in the considered context. Here Q is
the input argument of the PD-IPA employed.

13For details of the modifications we have made regarding the original PD-IPA, please refer to the Remark
following Step 2.4.
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example, X0 = Diag(eMcNt+1) ≻ 0, v0 = abs(Q) × eMcNt+1 × 1.1, Z0 = Diag(v0) − Q ≻ 0, where
abs(·) represents the element-wise absolute value function.

Set the initial value of the primal and dual costs to Cp
0 = Trace(X0Q) and to Cd

0 = eT
McNt+1v0,

respectively.

Set the initial value of the penalty parameter to µ0 = 0.5×Trace(X0Z0)
McNt+1 .

Set the initial value of the positive definiteness indicator of Z0 to fpd
0 = 1.

Step 2: Search loop—while both (Cd
l − Cp

l > max(
[
1.0, abs(Cd

l )
]
× ϵ) and (fpd

l = 1) hold true:

Step 2.1: Compute (∆X,∆v,∆Z), which determines the search direction using

∆v =
((

Z−1
l ⊗ Xl

)−1
)
× µldiag(Z−1

l ) − eMcNt+1, (3.53)

∆Z = Diag(∆v), (3.54)

∆X̂ = µlZ−1
l − Xl − Z−1

l ∆ZXl, (3.55)

∆X = 0.5 ×
(
∆X̂ + ∆X̂T

)
, (3.56)

where ⊗ represents the element-wise multiplication operation.

Step 2.2: Execute line search on the primal problem (resp. the dual problem), and update Xl (resp.
vl and Zl) and µl:

Set the initial step size to αp = 1.0 (resp. αd = 1.0), then invoke Cholesky decomposition to
determine whether Xl + αp∆X (resp. Zl + αd∆Z) is positive-definite or not. If Xl + αp∆X ≻ 0
(resp. Zl + αd∆Z ≻ 0), let Xl+1 = Xl + αp∆X (resp. vl+1 = vl + αd∆v and Zl+1 = Zl + αd∆Z).

Otherwise, reduce the step size to α′
p = ηαp (resp. α′

d = ηαd), where η ∈ (0, 1), e.g. η = 0.8,
until Xl + α′

p∆X ≻ 0 (resp. Zl + α′
d∆Z ≻ 0) holds; then set α′′

p = γα′
p (resp. α′′

d = γα′
d), where

η < γ < 1.0 holds true, e.g. γ = 0.95, so that the currently selected interim point is not on the
boundary but in the interior of the corresponding feasible region, and let Xl+1 = Xl +α′′

p∆X (resp.
vl+1 = vl + α′′

d∆v and Zl+1 = Zl + α′′
d∆Z).

Subsequently, update the penalty parameter using µl+1 = 0.5×Trace(Xl+1Zl+1)
McNt+1 , and if α′′

p + α′′
d > 1.8

(or initially, αp + αd > 1.8), the current value of µl+1 should be further reduced to 0.5µl+1.

Step 2.3: Update the value of the primal and dual costs using Cp
l+1 = Trace(Xl+1Q) and Cd

l+1 =
eT

McNt+1vl+1, respectively.

Step 2.4: Calculate the eigenvalues λi of the matrix Zl+1, i = 1, 2, · · · ,McNt + 1. If ∃ abs(λi) < τ ,

let the positive definiteness indicator of Zl+1 be fpd
l+1 = 0, and terminate the search loop in advance.

Otherwise, let fpd
l+1 = 1 and l = l+ 1, and if the condition (Cd

l −Cp
l > max(

[
1.0, abs(Cd

l )
]
× ϵ) holds

true as well, repeat Step 2 until the stopping criteria of the search loop are satisfied, and return the

solution matrix X⋆ = Xl as the output.

Remark : Note that as µl approaches zero, Zl tends to be nearly singular, which poten-

tially leads to a degraded numerical stability of the PD-IPA algorithm considered, because
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the computation of Z−1
l is explicitly involved. In order to circumvent this problem, the

eigenvalues of Z−1 are examined in Step 2.4 to ensure that the matrix Zl employed in the

modified PD-IPA always remains positive-definite, and hence the accuracy of the output

solution matrix X⋆ is not affected. Additionally, the search loop can be curtailed whenever

Zl is deemed to be singular, because the value of the positive definiteness indicator fpd0 of

Zl is introduced as another condition for allowing the search loop to proceed. As a result,

the potentially unnecessary computations are avoided. �

After obtaining the solution matrix X⋆ of the problem (3.50), the solution vector p⋆ of

the problem (3.45) may be derived with the aid of several post-processing techniques [252],

among which the simplest one is

p⋆ = sgn(X1:McNt,McNt+1), (3.57)

with X1:McNt,McNt+1 denoting the firstMcNt elements of the last column of X. For 16-QAM,

as shown by (3.32), the vector û = (p⋆ + eMcNt)/2 contains half of the original information

bit vector u⋆. The remaining half of u⋆ may be obtained from û with the aid of the element-

wise XOR operations of (3.35). On the other hand, for 64-QAM, (3.36) indicates that the

vector û = (p⋆ + eMcNt)/2 contains two original information bits, namely u1 and u4, and

the remaining four information bits may be obtained from û by using the element-wise XOR

operations of (3.39) and (3.40).

3.5.3 Performance Refinement Using Bit-Flipping

The proposed DVA-SDPR detector exhibits the UEP property for the bits in different po-

sitions of a single M -QAM symbol14. This may be explained with the aid of, for example

(3.32), where the bits u1 and u3 are mapped to a 4-QAM constellation having a doubled

amplitude. Inspired by this observation, corresponding to (3.42), each time we may flip the

sign of the ith bit p⋆i of p⋆, i = McNt
2 + 1, · · · ,McNt, to obtain a modified solution vector

p̃⋆i . There will be a total of McNt
2 modified solution vectors. The final solution vector is

chosen as the one, which minimizes ∥y − Gp∥2
2, when considering p⋆ and p̃⋆i . For 64-QAM,

a similar bit-flipping technique may be used corresponding to (3.36).

3.5.4 Computational Complexity Analysis

The SDP problem of (3.50) involves a matrix variable X of size (McNt + 1) × (McNt + 1),

which entails a computational complexity of O
[
(McNt + 1)3.5

]
, when employing the above-

mentioned modified version of the PD-IPA of [386]. The complexity of the sgn(·) operations

of (3.57), the XOR operations of for example (3.35), (3.39) and (3.40), the operations of
14Please refer to the description of Fig. 3.7 in Section 3.6.
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the bit-flipping as well as the related Euclidean distance computations do not affect the

complexity order. Hence the overall complexity of recovering the original information bit

vector is on the order of O
[
(McNt + 1)3.5

]
.

3.6 Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, without loss of generality, we characterize the proposed DVA-SDPR MIMO

detector’s achievable performance versus the computational complexity in the scenario of

the classic Gray-mapping aided 16-QAM using Monte Carlo simulations. The average SNR

per receive antenna is defined as

SNR ∆= 10 log10

(
E
{
∥Hs∥2

/
Nr

}/
2σ2
)

= 10 log10

(
Nt

/
2σ2
)
.

(3.58)

The computational complexity is quantified in terms of the number of “equivalent addi-

tions”, denoted as Nadd, required for decoding a single transmitted MIMO symbol vector.

More explicitly, we haveNadd
∆= E{Ttot}/E{Tadd}, where Ttot is the average “execution time”

required for decoding a MIMO symbol vector, while Tadd is the average execution time per

addition operation.15 Compared to the absolute “execution-time” metric used in [254],

this complexity metric has the advantage of being independent of different simulation plat-

forms.16 An (8 × 8)-element flat Rayleigh fading MIMO channel is considered, where the

MIMO channel-matrix entries are chosen as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.),

zero mean, unit-variance complex-valued Gaussian random variables. Hence the system’s

total throughput is 8× 4 = 32 bits/MIMO symbol vector. A new realization of the channel

matrix is drawn for each transmitted symbol vector. Each element of the noise vector n

is i.i.d. and CN (0, 2σ2). Since it has been shown that the SDPR detectors of [252], [254]

and [256] are equivalent in performance, below we will consider the IVA-SDPR of [256] as

one of the benchmarkers.

3.6.1 Simulation Results

Fig. 3.5 quantified the impact of the convergence tolerance ϵ on the performance of the DVA-

SDPR MIMO detector. We can observe from Fig. 3.5 that for ϵ being represented by k = 8

15Note that the notion of “equivalent additions” does not mean that the proposed DVA-SDPR detector
only entails the operation of “real additions”. In fact, it is a metric converting all other operations, like
multiplication and inversion etc, to an amount of additions which require the same execution time. To
elaborate a little further, in order to get a good estimate of the execution time of a single real addition on a
particular computer platform, we can use a single loop performing a large amount of, say 109 real additions,
and then obtain the execution time of a single real addition by averaging over 109 samples.

16For a given algorithm, both Ttot and Tadd should be measured in the same simulation platform, where
Tadd serves as a normalizing unit.
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Figure 3.5: Impact of the convergence tolerance ϵ = 10−k on the performance of the
DVA-SDPR for 16-QAM aided (8×8)-element MIMO over uncorrelated flat Rayleigh fading

channels.
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Figure 3.6: Impact of the convergence tolerance ϵ = 10−k on the complexity of the DVA-
SDPR for 16-QAM aided (8 × 8)-element MIMO over uncorrelated flat Rayleigh fading

channels.

and k = 9 decimal digit accuracy, the DVA-SDPR detector achieved an almost identical

performance. By contrast, Fig. 3.6 represents the impact of the convergence tolerance

ϵ on the computational complexity of the DVA-SDPR detector. It can be observed that

the complexity of the DVA-SDPR detector increased almost linearly upon increasing the

number of digits. Based on these observations, we use ϵ = 10−9 in the following numerical

experiments related to the DVA-SDPR detector.
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Figure 3.7: UEP effect of the DVA-SDPR for Gray-coded 16-QAM aided (8× 8)-element
MIMO over uncorrelated flat Rayleigh fading channels, with the convergence tolerance

ϵ = 10−9.

Fig. 3.7 provided an insight into the UEP characteristics of the proposed DVA-SDPR

detector. Observe in the figure that the first and the third bits (resp. the second and the

fourth bits), namely u1 and u3 (resp. u2 and u4) of a single 16-QAM symbol exhibit an

identical BER performance, which is better (resp. worse) than the overall BER performance.

In Fig. 3.8, we contrasted the BER performance of the proposed DVA-SDPR (with or

without bit-flipping) to that of these benchmarkers, namely to that of the IVA-SDPR of

[256], of the MMSE-OSIC, and of the SD relying on an adaptive sphere radius for the sake of

achieving the exact ML performance17. Observe in Fig. 3.8 that the proposed DVA-SDPR

detector operating without bit-flipping achieves a BER performance identical to that of the

IVA-SDPR benchmarker. By contrast, the bit-flipping aided DVA-SDPR outperforms the

IVA-SDPR by about 2dB at BER = 10−3 and BER = 10−4. As expected, all the SDPR

detectors considered exhibit a superior BER performance compared to the MMSE-OSIC

detector. However, unlike in the BPSK scenario, where the SDPR detector achieves the

maximum attainable diversity [249], in the 16-QAM scenario considered, the DVA-SDPR

and IVA-SDPR detectors suffer from a considerable performance degradation in the high

SNR region compared to the SD. This indicates that the SDPR detectors considered might

not be able to achieve full diversity for the Gray-coded 16-QAM aided (8×8)-element MIMO

fading channel.

17This SD is based on the classic SD of [54], and the minimum sphere radius was set to 2.
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Figure 3.8: Performance comparison of the DVA-SDPR, IVA-SDPR, SD and MMSE-
OSIC detectors for 16-QAM aided (8 × 8)-element MIMO over uncorrelated flat Rayleigh

fading channels.

In Fig. 3.9, we compared the complexity of the detectors considered in Fig. 3.8. It is

readily seen that the SD imposed a significantly higher computational complexity in the

low-SNR region than in the high-SNR region, which is consistent with the theoretical results

of [61]. By comparison, the computational complexities of both the proposed DVA-SDPR

detectors operating with and without bit-flipping as well as the IVA-SDPR detector are

near-constant. More specifically, the DVA-SDPR dispensing with bit-flipping has a slightly

lower complexity than the IVA-SDPR benchmarker, since the IVA-SDPR detector requires

the computation of Eq. (3.24) plus the computation of 16 Euclidean distances for deciding

upon each transmitted 16-QAM symbol, before proceeding to the information-bit decisions.

On the other hand, the DVA-SDPR using bit-flipping imposes a computational complexity

near-identical to that of the IVA-SDPR. Furthermore, the complexity of both the IVA-

SDPR and the DVA-SDPR detectors is considerably lower than that of the SD detector.

For example, the complexity of the SD at SNR = 0dB is over 1000 times higher than that

of the DVA-SDPR, and is still about 7 times higher than that of the DVA-SDPR in the

high-SNR region. Nonetheless, as expected, the complexity of the SDPR based detectors is

still higher than that of the MMSE-OSIC detector.

Finally, in Fig. 3.10 we compared the complexity of the DVA-SDPR, the classic SD as well

as the FCSD detectors in the context of “massive” MIMOs [384,385], where the number of

transmit antennas can be very high. Indeed, the employment of “massive” MIMOs becomes

potentially important in the emerging heterogeneous wireless communication systems using

the millimeter-wave band. This is because at millimetric wavelength hundreds of low-cost
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Figure 3.9: Complexity comparison of the DVA-SDPR, IVA-SDPR, SD and MMSE-OSIC
detectors for 16-QAM aided (8 × 8)-element MIMO.

antenna-elements may be integrated into the backplane of laptops and mobile phones for

the sake of compensating for the increased pathloss [385]. It is observed in Fig. 3.10 that

the DVA-SDPR detector has a significantly lower computational complexity compared to

the SD, especially when Nt is high. Additionally, the FCSD also shows a dramatically

reduced complexity compared to the SD, but it still has a higher complexity than the DVA-

SDPR detector, when Nt is very high. This implies that although the SD based detectors

are competitive at the time of writing in the relatively low-throughput MIMO systems

associated with moderate values of Nt, it might be difficult to use them in the “massive”

MIMO systems of the near future [384,385], where the DVA-SDPR detector might be more

promising.

3.6.2 Discussions

1) To the best of our knowledge, in the uncoded Gray-mapping aided 16-QAM (8×8)-element

MIMO scenario considered, the DVA-SDPR using bit-flipping achieves the best BER per-

formance result among the known SDPR-aided MIMO detectors, while still maintaining

a polynomially increasing worst-case complexity order of O
[
(McNt + 1)3.5

]
. Additionally,

since the proposed DVA-SDPR detector directly generates the information-bit decisions

without first making symbol decisions, it may reduce the hardware cost in practical appli-

cations. In general, the DVA-SDPR, the IVA-SDPR and the MMSE-OSIC detectors may

serve as efficient alternatives for the SD in the low-SNR region, say below about 15dB in the

context considered. The SDPR detectors achieve full-diversity in a BPSK scenario, hence
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Figure 3.10: Complexity comparison of the DVA-SDPR and the SD based detectors for
16-QAM aided massive MIMOs where the value of Nt can be very high.

an interesting problem for future research is to conceive efficient SDPR detectors that can

approach the ML performance for high-order QAM.

2) In practical MIMO systems, typically channel coding is applied and a powerful iterative

detection and decoding based receiver is employed. In order to facilitate its application in

coded systems, the SDP based MIMO detector has to output soft information. Indeed, there

have been some efforts dedicated to extending the SDP based detection to the soft-input soft-

output scenario. However, because most of the existing SDP based hard MIMO detectors

are dependent on the specific modulation constellation, most of the available soft SDP

detectors are only capable of estimating unknown binary variables. For example, the soft

SDP-based MIMO detectors proposed in [374,387] are only applicable to BPSK and QPSK

(since a QPSK symbol can be treated equivalently to two BPSK symbols). As a further

effort, the authors of [388] proposed a soft SDP based MIMO detector for 16-QAM, which

is not applicable to other high-order QAM constellations. Since the DVA-SDPR detector

proposed in this chapter transforms the symbol detection of the general rectangularM -QAM

constellations to BPSK-like detection, the existing soft SDP detectors devised for estimating

unknown binary variables are expected to be immediately applicable to facilitating the soft-

detection in MIMO systems relying on high-order rectangular QAM. However, because the

soft SDP detection is beyond the scope of this chapter, it may be investigated in our future

work.

3) Although the empirical results found in both the open literature and in this chapter

imply that the SDP based MIMO-QAM detectors experience a considerable performance
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loss, so far little has been known about the theoretical performance of the SDP based MIMO-

QAM detector18. Indeed, the theoretical performance of the SDP based MIMO detector is

relatively well-understood in the case of a BPSK scenario. More specifically, it was shown

that the SDP based MIMO detector achieves the maximum possible receiver diversity order

in the high-SNR region, as the ML detector does, when assuming a real-valued channel

matrix [249].

Unfortunately, the performance analysis provided in [249] cannot be extended to the sceario

of QAM constellations, because the analysis presented in [249] depends crucially on the

structure of the channel matrix. More specifically, in the scenario of a channel matrix having

real-valued elements corresponding to BPSK modulation, the rotational symmetry of the

distribution of the channel matrix is explicitly exploited for proving that the SDP based

MIMO detector is capable of achieving the maximum attainable diversity order. However,

for the scenario of a channel matrix having complex-valued elements corresponding to QAM

constellations, the rotational symmetry of the channel matrix is lost, even when the channel

matrix is i.i.d. circularly symmetric zero-mean complex Gaussian [249]. It was shown in [249]

that the SDP based MIMO detector appears to experience a modest loss in diversity gain

even for 4-QAM, although the complex-valued channel matrix has been rewritten in an

equivalent real-valued form.

In this chapter, the SDP based MIMO-QAM detector is reformulated as a virtually BPSK-

like MIMO detector, which facilitates the employment of bit-flipping for improving the SDP

based MIMO-QAM detector’s performance. Additionally, this transformation might be

helpful for analyzing the SDP based MIMO-QAM detector’s performance, because it has

a close connection to the SDP based MIMO-BPSK detector. To elaborate a little further,

due to the transformation presented in this chapter, it has become possible to invoke the

analytical results previously obtained for the SDP based MIMO-BPSK detector for the

sake of assisting the performance analysis of the SDP based MIMO-QAM detectors. For

instance, we can now infer that the structure of the “equivalent” channel matrix in our

BPSK-like signal model is responsible for the diversity-order loss experienced by high-order

QAM constellations. The more rigorous and comprehensive theoretical performance analysis

of the SDP based MIMO-QAM detectors is an interesting problem to tackle in our future

work.

3.7 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

In contrast to the existing IVA-SDPR detector, the proposed DVA-SDPR detector bypasses

symbol-decisions and directly generates the information bits of classic Gray-mapping aided

18There is only one paper investigating the SDP based MIMO detector’s diveristy-order performance to
date, but it is limited to BPSK scenario, as seen in [249].
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M -QAM by employing a simple linear matrix representation of 4-QAM. Based on this con-

tribution, the MIMO detector and constellation demapper modules of high-order rectangular

QAM using either linear natural mapping or nonlinear Gray mapping may be replaced by a

single DVA-SDPR detector, which performs detection and demapping jointly. Furthermore,

when combined with low-complexity bit-flipping based “hill climbing” method, the proposed

DVA-SDPR detector achieves the best BER performance among the known SDPR-based de-

tectors in the context considered, while still maintaining the lowest-possible polynomial-time

worst-case complexity order of O
[
(Nt log2M + 1)3.5

]
.





Chapter 4
Approximate Bayes’ Theorem

Based PDA for Iterative MIMO

Detection and Channel Decoding

4.1 Introduction

IN Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we investigated the PDA and the SDPR based virtually

antipodal detectors in the context of uncoded MIMO systems, respectively. One of the

major benefits of using MIMO techniques is that they are capable of significantly im-

proving the capacity of a wireless communication system. When conceiving more advanced

wireless systems that use both MIMO techniques [101, 186] and near-capacity FEC codes,

such as turbo codes [364, 365, 389] and LDPC codes [366, 367] to simultaneously achieve a

high throughput and an infinitesimally low error rate, a significant challenge is that the

computational complexity of the receivers becomes even more prohibitive than that of their

uncoded counterparts.

More specifically, when uncoded MIMO systems are considered, the transmitted bits are

usually assumed to be equiprobable and independent. Consequently, it remains optimal for

the ML detector to operate solely on each individual received signal vector s, as shown in Fig.

4.1. We have pointed out in Section 1.8.1 that this vector-by-vector based detection strategy

imposes an exponentially increasing complexity of O(2MbNt), where Mb is the number of bits

per constellation symbol and Nt is the number of transmit antennas.

By comparison, if the bit vector b mapped to the symbol vector s is the output of an

FEC encoder having a coding rate of R ≤ 1 that introduces redundancy and correlation

between the entries of b, it is suboptimal for the signal detector and FEC decoder to

105
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Noise
Received signal vectorTransmitted symbol vector

ML detectorChannel matrix

Figure 4.1: The optimal vector-by-vector based detection strategy for uncoded MIMO
systems.

operate separately and only on individual vectors of s or b. As opposed to this conventional

receiver architecture, the optimal receiver conceived for FEC-coded MIMO systems has to

jointly optimize the MIMO detector and the FEC decoder, which implies that the signal

detector should make decisions jointly on all the symbol vectors using the knowledge of

the correlation across these symbol vectors introduced by the FEC code, and the FEC

decoder should decode using likelihood information on all the bit vectors obtained from the

signal detector. This optimal joint detection-and-decoding strategy is illustrated in Fig.

4.2. For example, in an analogous BPSK-modulated convolutionally coded CDMA system,

the maximum-likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) based optimal joint detector/decoder

performs both the functions of MUD and FEC decoding together, which was shown to

impose a complexity that is on the order of O(2KL) per bit [390], where K is the number of

users and L is the code’s constraint length. This result may be readily extended to FEC-

coded MIMO scenarios, yielding a complexity of O(2MbNtL) per bit, where Mb is the number

of bits per modulated symbol and Nt is the number of transmit antennas. Regretfully, this

computational complexity is excessive even for a low-throughput system.

Noise

Channel matrix

Received signal vectorsTransmitted symbol vectors

Joint MLSE
detector−and−decoder· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ·

Figure 4.2: The optimal MLSE based joint detection-and-decoding strategy conceived for
FEC-coded MIMO systems.

Alternatively, the iterative detection and decoding (IDD) [75, 391, 392], which was inspired

by decoding of concatenated codes [364, 365, 393, 394], is capable of closely approximating

the performance of the MLSE based optimal joint detector/decoder suggested in [390]. A

conceptual illustration of the IDD strategy is provided in Fig. 4.3. When exploiting the

“turbo principle” [391], the individual decoding modules must be capable of both accepting

and generating probabilities or soft values, where the so-called extrinsic part of the soft

output of one decoder is delivered to the other decoder as its a priori information. As

a benefit, a good IDD design is capable of achieving a near-optimum performance at a
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significantly lower complexity than the optimal joint detector/decoder [75, 392]. Even so,

the computational complexity imposed by the IDD might remain the limiting factor in

practical applications.

MAP detector MAP decoder

Noise

Channel matrix

Received signal vectorsTransmitted symbol vectors

· · · · · · · · ·· · ·

Figure 4.3: The near-optimal MAP based iterative detection and decoding strategy de-
signed for FEC-coded MIMO systems.

As mentioned in Section 1.8.5 and shown in Chapter 2, the PDA technique inherently

constitutes a SISO algorithm, hence it is expected to be eminently applicable in combination

with soft-decodable FEC codes, such as convolutional codes, turbo codes and LDPC codes.

Because the key feature of PDA is the repeated conversion of a multimodal Gaussian mixture

distribution to a single multivariate Gaussian distribution, the accuracy of the Gaussian

approximation dominates the attainable performance. We have shown in Chapter 2 that

in the context of uncoded MIMO systems using rectangular M -QAM, the quality of the

Gaussian approximation in PDA may be improved by transforming the symbol-based model

into a bit-based model, which in effect increases the length of the effective transmitted signal

vector from Nt to Nt log2M , and reduces the effective constellation to a binary constellation.

With regard to improving the quality of the Gaussian approximation in FEC-coded MIMO

systems, we benefit from having an increased exploitable degree of freedom. For example, the

soft information gleaned from the output of the FEC decoder tends to be more reliable than

the output symbol probabilities of the PDA detector itself. Therefore the FEC decoder’s soft

output would facilitate a more accurate modelling of the interantenna interference (IAI). In

this chapter, our aim is to design a low complexity PDA-based IDD receiver for FEC-coded

MIMO systems using arbitrary memoryless M -ary modulation.

Note that there are other alternative SISO MIMO detection algorithms, which include, but

are not limited to the high-complexity MAP algorithm, the family of soft interference cancel-

lation algorithms [392,395], and the list sphere decoding (LSD) algorithm [75]. More explic-

itly, the MAP algorithm achieves the best performance, but its computational complexity

increases exponentially with the number of transmit antennas. Compared with the MAP

algorithm, the LSD has a reduced complexity but a suboptimal performance. However, the

size of the LSD’s candidate list is determined by the SNR-dependent sphere radius, which

still results in an excessive complexity for the scenario of low-SNR and/or high-throughput

MIMO systems [61], especially in the vicinity of the “turbo-cliff”. The soft interference

cancellation algorithm has a substantially lower computational complexity than the MAP

and the LSD algorithms, but its achievable performance is also less attractive. Since the
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PDA algorithm was shown to achieve a near-optimal performance at a low computational

complexity in uncoded systems [219], it is interesting to investigate its potential in coded

MIMO systems.

However, there are several particular challenges that render the IDD design using PDA less

straightforward than it seems to be.

• Firstly, to the best of our knowledge, all the existing PDA detectors conceived for uncoded

systems operate purely in the probability-domain [41,43,193,219,226,234], which results

in a poor numerical stability in IDD scenarios, hence potentially leading to a degraded

performance.

• Secondly, it is unclear how to produce the correct bit-based extrinsic log-likelihood ratios

(LLRs) required by the concatenated outer FEC decoder. Conventionally, the output

symbol probabilities of the existing PDA algorithms were interpreted as the APPs [193,

219, 226, 234]. Hence, one may assume that a natural way of generating the bit-based

extrinsic LLRs is to subtract the bit-based a priori LLRs from the bit-based a posteriori

LLRs generated from the output probabilities of the PDA algorithms. However, we will

show that this classic relationship no longer holds if we still treat the output symbol

probabilities of the existing PDA algorithms as APPs in the context of IDD receivers.

• Thirdly, the existing PDA algorithms [41, 43, 193, 219, 226, 234] have an inherently self-

iterative structure, where the estimated symbol probabilities are delivered to the next

inner iteration after the current inner iteration is completed. Then, the question of how

to deal with the inner iterations of the existing PDAs in the context of IDD receivers

arises.

Against this backdrop, the main contributions of this chapter are as follows.

1) We present an analysis of the interference-plus-noise distribution for the MIMO signal

model, which sheds light on the fundamental principles of the PDA algorithms from a new

perspective.

2) We propose an approximate Bayes’ theorem based logarithmic-domain PDA (AB-Log-

PDA) MIMO detector for IDD aided MIMO systems employing arbitrary M -ary modula-

tions, which has not been reported before. The proposed AB-Log-PDA enjoys better numer-

ical stability and accuracy, hence it is better suited for iterative detection than the existing

probability-domain PDA detectors conceived for uncoded systems [41,43,193,219,226,234].

3) In contrast to the conventional interpretations of the mathematical properties of the

estimated output symbol probabilities of the PDA algorithms, we will demonstrate that

these probabilities do not constitute the true symbol APPs, they rather constitute the

normalized symbol likelihoods. We note however that these output symbol probabilities

were treated as APPs without causing any problems in the uncoded systems considered

in [41, 43, 193, 219, 226, 234]. The differences between these symbol probabilities and the
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true APPs have never been reported before, because the calculation of the extrinsic LLRs

is not required in the context of uncoded systems. Owing to this misinterpretation, it is

flawed to produce the bit-based extrinsic LLRs from the output symbol probabilities of the

PDA algorithms by using the classic relationship, where the extrinsic LLRs are given by

subtracting the a priori LLRs from the a posteriori LLRs. We demonstrate furthermore

that the classic candidate-search aided bit-based extrinsic LLRs calculation method, which

is used for example by the MAP detector and the list sphere decoder, is not applicable to any

PDA-based detector. In order to circumvent the above-mentioned problems, we conceive a

new technique of producing the bit-based extrinsic LLRs for the proposed AB-Log-PDA,

which results in a simplified IDD structure, where the extrinsic LLRs of the AB-Log-PDA

are generated by directly transforming the output symbol probabilities into bit-based LLRs,

without subtracting the a priori LLRs.

4) We reveal that introducing inner iterations into the AB-Log-PDA actually degrades the

achievable performance of the IDD receiver, which is in contrast to the impact of the inner

iterations within the FEC-decoder of other types of iterative receivers. The reasons as to why

the inner PDA iterations fail to provide BER improvement are investigated and discussed

in detail. Notably, we show that the proposed AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme invoking no

inner iterations within the AB-Log-PDA strikes an attractive performance versus complexity

tradeoff, which compares favorably to that of the optimal MAP based IDD scheme in both

perfect and imperfect channel-estimation scenarios, when communicating over Nakagami-m

fading channels. For example, in some scenarios the performance of the proposed AB-Log-

PDA based IDD scheme approaches that of the MAP-based IDD scheme within 0.5 dB,

while imposing a significantly lower computational complexity.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, our FEC-coded MIMO

system model is introduced, while in Section 4.3, we present our analysis of the interference-

plus-noise distribution for our MIMO signal model, which sheds light on the fundamental

principles of the PDA from a new perspective. In Section 4.4, the proposed AB-Log-PDA

is presented, which relies on the a priori soft information feedback gleaned from the FEC

decoder. Then, in Section 4.5 the extrinsic LLR calculation of the AB-Log-PDA is detailed,

while our simulation results and discussions are presented in Section 4.6. Finally, this

chapter is concluded in Section 4.7.

4.2 System Model

We consider the FEC-coded SDM-MIMO system that employs an IDD receiver, as shown

in Fig. 4.3. IDD receivers have numerous design variants. As far as SDM-MIMO systems

are concerned, the classic IDD receiver architecture is depicted in Fig. 4.4, which is the

most frequently encountered implementation of the generic IDD receiver of Fig. 4.3. At
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Figure 4.4: The FEC-coded MIMO system with the classic IDD receiver architecture,
where we have both LE1 = LD1 − LA1 and LE2 = LD2 − LA2 , as indicated by the two
highlighted adders. This architecture is the most frequently encountered implementation
of the generic IDD receiver of Fig. 4.3. The subscript “1” denotes the processing modules
associated with the outer FEC encoder/decoder, and the subscript “2” denotes the process-
ing modules that are connected to the inner space-time mapper/detector. The arrow with
dashed line indicates that s and LD are the subvectors of s2 and LD2 , respectively. The
closed loop of LE2 → LA1 → LE1 → LA2 → LE2 represents a global/outer iteration, while
the local/inner iterations take place within the soft FEC decoder and/or the soft MIMO

detector.

the transmitter, the (Lf × 1)-bit source frame x1 is firstly encoded by a rate R < 1 FEC

encoder (typically a convolutional code, a turbo code or an LDPC code) into the (Lf

R ×1)-bit

coded frame c1. In order to guard against bursty fading, c1 is then passed through a bit-

interleaver. Then the (Lf

R ×1)-bit interleaver’s output frame d2 is mapped to the ( Lf

RMb
×1)-

element symbol frame s2, with each symbol taken from the M -ary modulation constellation

A = {a1, a2, · · · , aM}, where Mb = log2M is the number of bits per constellation symbol.

Finally, s2 is transmitted in the form of the (Nt × 1)-element symbol vector s using Nt ≥ 1

transmit antennas per channel use, and s does not contain any additional space-time coding.

This indicates that a single FEC-coded bit frame c1 is transmitted by Lf

RMbNt
channel uses.

At the output of the fading channel H, the received (Nr × 1)-element complex-valued base-

band signal vector per channel use is represented by

y = Hs + n, (4.1)

where s = [s1, s2, · · · , sNt ]
T is normalized by the component-wise energy constraint E(|si|2) =

Es/Nt in order to maintain a total transmit power Es per channel use; and n is the

(Nr × 1)-element zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian noise vector with a covariance ma-

trix of 2σ2INr where INr represents an (Nr × Nr)-element identity matrix; and H is an

(Nr ×Nt)-element complex-valued matrix with entries of hji, which are perfectly known to

the receiver, j = 1, · · · , Nr, i = 1, · · · , Nt. In this chapter, we assume that

hji = r exp(jθ) (4.2)
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is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d), where the phase θ is uniformly distributed

and independent of the envelope r, while r obeys the Nakagami-m distribution with the

probability density function (PDF) of [396]

p(r) =
2

Γ(m)

(m
Ω

)m
r2m−1 exp(−mr2/Ω), r ≥ 0, (4.3)

where Γ(·) represents the Gamma function, Ω , E(r2), and the Nakagami fading parameter

is m , Ω2/E [(r2 − Ω)2], m ≥ 0.5.

Note that the Nakagami-m fading model captures a wide range of realistic fading environ-

ments, encompassing the most frequently used Rayleigh fading model as a special case and

often serving as a good approximation to the Rician fading model. More specifically, the

parameter m indicates the severity of the fading. As m becomes smaller, the fading effects

become more severe. For example, when m decreases to 0.5, Eq. (4.3) approaches the

one-sided Gaussian distribution; when m = 1, Eq. (4.3) reduces to a Rayleigh PDF, and as

m→ ∞, Eq. (4.3) reduces to a δ-distribution located at r = 1, which corresponds to impos-

ing no fading on the amplitude of the transmitted signal, but only a “pure random phase”

obeying a uniform distribution on the circle of radius
√

Ω. The Rician and the Nakagami-m

models may be deemed to behave similarly near their mean value. Hence, for the sake of

analytical simplicity, the Nakagami-m model is often advocated in the literature as an ap-

proximation of the Rician model. This approximation is more accurate if the main lobe of

the Rician model’s PDF is concerned, but it becomes inaccurate for the tail of the Rician

model’s PDF. Since bit errors or outages mainly occur during deep fades, these performance

measures are typically governed by the tail of the PDF, which represents the probability

of receiving a low power. As a result, for deep fades, modeling a Rician fading signal by

a Nakagami distribution of the amplitude leads to overly optimistic results. In addition

to its generalized nature, the Nakagami-m fading model was shown to fit the experimental

propagation data better than the Rayleigh, Rician and Lognormal distributions [397].

4.3 Interference-Plus-Noise Distribution Analysis

In order to provide more insight on the fundamental principle underlying the PDA method,

an interference-plus-noise distribution analysis is carried out in this section.

The received signal model of (4.1) may be rewritten as

y = sihi +
∑
k ̸=i

skhk︸ ︷︷ ︸
ui

+n ∆= sihi + ui + n︸ ︷︷ ︸
vi

, (4.4)

where hi denotes the ith column of H, and si is the ith symbol of s, while ui is the sum
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of (Nt − 1) IAI components contaminating the symbol si, i, k = 1, 2, · · · , Nt, and vi is the

interference-plus-noise term for si.

Note that if ui vanishes, Eq. (4.4) reduces to the classic single-input–multiple-output

interference-free broadcast channel having a receive diversity order of Nr. Similarly, if

we know exactly the distribution of ui or sk, potentially the adverse effects of the IAI may

be mitigated. This is because hk is assumed to be perfectly known to the receiver, hence

it can be regarded deterministic per channel use, as mentioned in Section 4.2. However,

unfortunately, the distribution of ui is generally unknown. A notable exception is, when the

number of independent IAI components is sufficiently high, ui approaches a multivariate

Gaussian distribution according to the central limit theorem,

On the other hand, we observe that the interference term ui has a total of MNt−1 possible

interference patterns. Then, the nth legitimate interference pattern imposed by a given

sample of

sn = [s1,n, · · · , sk,n, · · · , sNt,n]
T
k ̸=i (4.5)

is defined as

ui,n ,
∑
k ̸=i

sk,nhk, (4.6)

while the corresponding interference-plus-noise pattern is defined as

vi,n , ui,n + n, (4.7)

where sk,n = am ∈ A, n = 1, 2, · · · ,MNt−1. We observe that vi,n obeys a multivariate

Gaussian distribution with a mean of
∑
k ̸=i

sk,nhk and a covariance of 2σ2INr for complex-

valued noise, hence the PDF of vi,n is formulated as

f(vi,n) = c exp

−
∥vi,n −

∑
k ̸=i

sk,nhk∥2

2σ2

 , (4.8)

where

c =
1

πNr det(2σ2I)
=

1
(2πσ2)Nr

. (4.9)

If we assume that the probability of encountering the nth interference pattern caused by sn
is Pn, then upon jointly considering the distribution of sn and that of vi,n, the distribution

of vi may be characterized by the multimodal Gaussian mixture distribution of

p(vi) =
MNt−1∑
n=1

Pnf(vi,n), (4.10)
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Figure 4.5: The multimodal Gaussian mixture PDF of vi = [vi,1, vi,2]T for a Nt =
Nr = 2 MIMO system. For visualization purpose, the real-valued 4-PAM modulation with
constellation A = {−3,−1, 1, 3} is used. s1 is assumed to be detected, s2 is the interference
signal to s1, and the real-valued Gaussian channel vectors h1 = [0.8884,−1.1471]T , h2 =
[−1.0689,−0.8095]T . The possible interference patterns are u1,1 = [3.2066, 2.4285]T , u1,2 =
[1.0689, 0.8095]T , u1,3 = [−1.0689,−0.8095]T , u1,4 = [−3.2066,−2.4285]T , and a given a
priori probability vector Pn = [0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25] is used for the possible interference
patterns. The means of the four component Gaussian distributions are u1,1, u1,2, u1,3, u1,4,
respectively, and the covariance matrices of the four component Gaussian distributions are

all σ2I where σ2 = 0.631.

where we have
MNt−1∑
n=1

Pn = 1. Eq. (4.10) indicates that the true distribution of vi is a

weighted average of a set of component multivariate Gaussian distributions. Note that

Eq. (4.10) is not the PDF used by the classic optimal MAP detection. Since Pn is not

known beforehand, and the complexity of computing p(vi) increases at an exponential rate

of O(MNt−1), it is infeasible to carry out symbol detection directly relying on Eq. (4.10) for

large-dimensional MIMO systems. Instead, we can resort to the PDA method to simplify

the MIMO detection.

An example of a four-modal Gaussian mixture distribution is shown in Fig. 4.5 and Fig.

4.6 in order to illustrate the fundamental principle of the PDA, which was first alluded to

in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 for the scenario where the interference-plus-noise term vi has only

a single element. This scenario corresponds to a system that has a single receive antenna,

hence the PDF of vi may be visualized in a 2-D coordinate system. By contrast, in Fig.

4.5 and Fig. 4.6, we consider a MIMO system that has two receive antennas, hence vi is

a two-element vector and its PDF may be plotted as a 3-D figure. However, for a MIMO

system having more than two receive antennas, the PDF of vi cannot be readily visualized.

More specifically, Fig. 4.5 represents the initial distribution of the interference-plus-noise

term vi, when we have no a priori knowledge about the interference symbols {sk}k ̸=i before

performing symbol detection, and Fig. 4.6 represents the distribution of vi after performing
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the PDA based detection, when we have a relatively strong belief about the correct value of si
among all legitimate constellation symbols am. Note that in Fig. 4.6 the a priori probability

vector Pn is set to [0.1, 0.1, 0.7, 0.1], which is for convenience of conceptual visualization.

The actual maximum value of the elements of the probability vector after performing the

PDA detection is typically near to 1.0, which makes the other smaller peaks corresponding

to the less probable constellation symbols almost vanish.
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Figure 4.6: The multimodal Gaussian mixture PDF of vi = [vi,1, vi,2]T for a Nt = Nr = 2
MIMO system after iteration. For visualization purpose, the real-valued 4PAM modulation
with constellation A = {−3,−1, 1, 3} is used. s1 is assumed to be detected, s2 is the interfer-
ence signal to s1, and the real-valued Gaussian channel vectors h1 = [−3.0292,−0.4570]T ,
h2 = [1.2424,−1.0667]T . The possible interference patterns are u1,1 = [−3.7273, 3.2001]T ,
u1,2 = [−1.2424, 1.0667]T , u1,3 = [1.2424,−1.0667]T , u1,4 = [3.7273,−3.2001]T , and a given
a priori probability vector Pn = [0.1, 0.1, 0.7, 0.1] is used for the possible interference pat-
terns. The means of the four component Gaussian distributions are u1,1, u1,2, u1,3, u1,4,
respectively, and the covariance matrices of the four component Gaussian distributions are

all σ2I where σ2 = 0.631.

4.4 AB-Log-PDA Relying on A Priori Soft Feedback From

the FEC Decoder

Based on the interference-plus-noise distribution analysis of Section 4.3, below we will elab-

orate on the proposed low-complexity AB-Log-PDA algorithm. This algorithm uses the

received signal y, the channel matrix H, as well as the a priori soft feedback gleaned from

the FEC decoder, representing the soft estimates of the transmitted symbols {si}i=1,··· ,Nt
,

as its input parameters, and generates the estimated decision probabilities for {si}i=1,··· ,Nt

as its output.

As mentioned in Section 4.3, each symbol si to be detected in Eq. (4.4) is contaminated

by both the noise n and the interfering signal ui. The noise is generally undesirable, but
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the interference might potentially become a useful signal, which is only not desired at some

specific instant. Hence, if we can estimate the distribution of the interfering symbols {sk}k ̸=i,
the performance degradation imposed by ui may be mitigated. Although initially we do

not have any a priori knowledge about the distribution of {sk}k ̸=i, we know exactly the

distribution of the noise n and we are also aware of the legitimate values of {sk}k ̸=i. Hence

it is feasible to generate a coarse estimate of {si}i=1,··· ,Nt
relying solely on the knowledge

of the noise distribution and the modulation constellation A at the beginning. Based on

these observations, we may assume that the interference-plus-noise term vi obeys a single

Nr-variate Gaussian distribution. Although this approximation is more accurate when Nt

becomes larger, it is competent to produce a coarse estimate of {si}i=1,··· ,Nt
. In order to

fully characterize the complex random vector vi, which is not necessarily proper,1 we specify

the mean as

µi , E(vi) =
∑
k ̸=i

E(sk)hk, (4.11)

the covariance as

Υi , C(vi) =
∑
k ̸=i

C(sk)hkhHk + 2σ2INr , (4.12)

and the pseudo-covariance as

Ωi , Cp(vi) =
∑
k ̸=i

Cp(sk)hkhTk . (4.13)

We define an (Nt×M)-element probability matrix P(z,z′), whose (i,m)th element P (z,z′)
m (si|y) ,

P (z,z′)(si = am|y) is the estimate of the probability that we have si = am at the (z, z′)th

iteration, for i = 1, · · · , Nt and m = 1, · · · ,M . More specifically, the integer z′ ≥ 0 denotes

the inner iteration index of the AB-Log-PDA, while the integer z ≥ 0 is the index of the

outer iteration between the AB-Log-PDA and the soft FEC decoder of Fig. 4.4. Then, the

E(sk), C(sk) and Cp(sk) in (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) are given by

E(sk) =
M∑
m=1

amP
(z,z′)(sk = am|y), (4.14)

C(sk) =
M∑
m=1

[am − E(sk)][am − E(sk)]∗P (z,z′)(sk = am|y), (4.15)

1The pseudo-covariance of a complex random vector x is defined as Cp(x) , E
n

[x − E(x)] [x − E(x)]T
o

.

For a proper complex random variable, its pseudo-covariance vanishes, and it is sufficient to describe a proper
complex Gaussian distribution using only the mean and the covariance [363,398,399]. However, for a coded
system the in-phase and quadrature components of the complex modulated signal si might be correlated,
especially when the coding block-length is not long enough. In this case, it is necessary to take into account
an additional second-order statistics, i.e. the pseudo-covariance [363], to fully specify the improper complex
Gaussian distribution in a generalized manner.
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and

Cp(sk) =
M∑
m=1

[am − E(sk)]2P (z,z′)(sk = am|y), (4.16)

respectively.

Note that Eq. (4.11) - Eq. (4.16) effectively use (Nt − 1) probability vectors {P(z,z′)(k, :

)}k ̸=i associated with the interfering signal {sk}k ̸=i to model vi. Since we do not have any

outer a priori knowledge about the distribution of si|y at the beginning, an all-zero LLR

vector will be provided as the input to the AB-Log-PDA, which is equivalent to initializing

P (z,z′)(si = am|y) with a uniform distribution, i.e.

P (0,0)(si = am|y) =
1
M
, (4.17)

∀i = 1, · · · , Nt and ∀m = 1, · · · ,M .

Based on the assumption that vi obeys the Gaussian distribution, y|si is also Gaussian

distributed. Let us now define

w , y − sihi −
∑
k ̸=i

E(sk)hk (4.18)

and

β
(z,z′+1)
m,i , −

[
ℜ(w)

ℑ(w)

]T
Λ−1
i

[
ℜ(w)

ℑ(w)

]
, (4.19)

in which the composite covariance matrix Λi is defined as [234]

Λi
∆=

[
ℜ (Υi + Ωi) −ℑ (Υi − Ωi)

ℑ (Υi + Ωi) ℜ (Υi − Ωi)

]
, (4.20)

where ℜ(·) and ℑ(·) represent the real and imaginary part of a complex variable, respectively.

Then the likelihood function of y|si = am at the (z, z′ + 1)th iteration satisfies

p(z,z′+1)(y|si = am) ∝ exp
(
β

(z,z′+1)
m,i

)
, (4.21)

where the symbol “∝” means “proportional to”.

Upon invoking an approximate form of the Bayes’ theorem [219,226], the estimated proba-
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bility of symbol si at the (z, z′ + 1)th iteration may be calculated as

P (z,z′+1)(si = am|y)

≈ p(z,z′+1)(y|si = am)
M∑
m=1

p(z,z′+1)(y|si = am)

=
exp

(
β

(z,z′+1)
m,i − γ

)
M∑
m=1

exp
(
β

(z,z′+1)
m,i − γ

) , (4.22)

where γ , max
m=1,··· ,M

β
(z,z′+1)
m,i is subtracted from β

(z,z′+1)
m,i for enhancing the numerical stabil-

ity. Note that P (z,z′)(si = am) is ignored in (4.22), since it has been utilized for calculating

the likelihood of y|si = am at the (z, z′ + 1)th iteration — typically the same a priori

information should not be used multiple times in IDD scenarios.

As a further effort to improve the achievable numerical stability and accuracy, the logarithmic-

domain form of (4.22) is formulated as

ψ
(z,z′+1)
m,i , ln

[
P (z,z′+1)(si = am|y)

]
= β̃

(z,z′+1)
m,i − ln

[
M∑
m=1

exp
(
β̃

(z,z′+1)
m,i

)]
, (4.23)

in which we have β̃
(z,z′+1)
m,i , β

(z,z′+1)
m,i − γ, and the second term of the right-hand-side

expression may be computed by invoking the “Jacobian logarithm” of [75]. Alternatively,

upon employing the Max-log approximation, (4.23) may be further simplified to

ψ
(z,z′+1)
m,i ≈ β̃

(z,z′+1)
m,i . (4.24)

As a result, the estimated decision probability of si relying on (4.23) and (4.24) is given by

P (z,z′+1)(si = am|y) ≈ eψ
(z,z′+1)
m,i , (4.25)

which will update the value of P (z,z′)(si = am|y) in the probability matrix P(z,z′). Follow-

ing the inner iterations within the AB-Log-PDA, if any, the updated symbol probabilities

have to be converted to the equivalent bit-based LLRs, whose extrinsic constituent will be

delivered to the outer FEC decoder of Fig. 4.4. In turn, the extrinsic LLRs output by

the FEC decoder of Fig. 4.4 will be converted to symbol probabilities in the next outer

iteration, before feeding them into the AB-Log-PDA for generating new estimates of the

symbol probabilities. Note, however that it is a challenge to calculate the extrinsic LLRs

using the output symbol probabilites of the AB-Log-PDA. This challenge will be tackled

in Section 4.5. For reasons of explicit clarity, the AB-Log-PDA algorithm relying on the a
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Table 4.1: Summary of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD algorithm

Given the received signal y, the channel matrix H and the constellation A.

Step 1. Set the initial values of the inner iteration index and outer iteration

index to z′ = 0 and z = 0, respectively. Initialize the bit-based a priori LLRs

feedback from the FEC decoder as zeros.

Step 2. Convert the a priori LLRs feedback from the FEC decoder to symbol

probabilities shown in probability matrix P(z,z′).

Step 3. Using the values of
n

P(z,z′)(k, :)
o

k ̸=i
, calculate P

(z,z′+1)
m (si|y) by

for i = 1 : Nt

calculate the statistics of the interference-plus-noise term vi using

(4.11) - (4.16), as well as the inverse of Λi in (4.20),

for m = 1 : M

calculate P
(z,z′+1)
m (si|y) using (4.18), (4.19), (4.23) and (4.25).

end

end

Step 4. If z′ has reached a given number of inner iterations, go to Step 5.

Otherwise, let z′ ← z′ + 1, and return to Step 3.

Step 5. Convert the symbol probabilities P
(z,z′+1)
m (si|y) to bit-based

LLRs, of which the extrinsic parts are delivered to the outer FEC decoder.

If z has reach a given number of outer iterations, make hard decisions using the

soft output of the FEC decoder. Otherwise, let z ← z + 1, and return to Step 2.

priori soft feedback generated by the FEC decoder of Fig. 4.4 is summarized in Table 4.1.

4.5 Extrinsic LLR Calculation Using the Output of AB-Log-

PDA

In order to integrate the AB-Log-PDA into the IDD scheme, the AB-Log-PDA has to out-

put correct extrinsic LLRs for each of the FEC-coded bits, which is however, not quite as

straightforward as it seems at first sight, given the fact that the output probabilities of

the PDA were misinterpreted2 as APPs in [41, 43, 193, 219, 226, 234]. We assume that the

components of the transmitted symbol-vector s are obtained using the bit-to-symbol map-

ping function of si = map (bi), i = 1, 2, · · · , Nt, where bi = [bi,1, bi,2, · · · , bil, · · · , bi,Mb
]T

∈ {+1,−1}Mb is the vector of bits mapped to symbol si. Additionally, we denote the vector

of bits corresponding to s as b, which satisfies s = map (b) and is formed by concate-

nating the Nt antennas’ bit vectors b1,b2, · · · ,bNt , yielding b =
[
bT1 ,b

T
2 , · · · ,bTNt

]T =

[b1, b2, · · · , bk, · · · , bMbNt ]
T ∈ {+1,−1}MbNt . Hence the indices of bil and bk are related to

each other by k = Mb(i− 1) + l.

Note that the AB-Log-PDA algorithm finally outputs the estimated symbol probabilities

2As we will detail later, despite the fact that the output symbol probability of the existing PDAs was
typically interpreted as the symbol APP, it is actually not the true APP, because the true APP ought to be
proportional to both the likelihood and the a priori probability [400].
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of P (si = am|y), where the iteration indices are omitted without causing any confusion.

Additionally, it provides the likelihood functions of p(y|si = am) conditioned on si as its

intermediate output. By contrast, the classic candidate-search based approach outputs the

likelihood function of p(y|b) [or equivalently, p(y|s)] conditioned on the bit vector b (or

symbol vector s), and calculates the bit-based extrinsic LLRs by using p(y|b) [or p(y|s)].
Below we will demonstrate that the candidate-search based approach of computing the bit-

based extrinsic LLRs is not feasible for the AB-Log-PDA algorithm. In other words, we

cannot obtain p(y|b) or p(y|s) based on P (si = am|y) and/or p(y|si = am). Instead,

we will demonstrate that there exists a simpler method of directly obtaining the bit-based

extrinsic LLRs based on the output of the AB-Log-PDA.

4.5.1 Challenges in Calculating Extrinsic LLRs for PDA Based Methods

In principle, for a MIMO system characterized by Eq. (4.1), the classic approach of deriving

bit-based extrinsic LLRs is based on the likelihood function of p(y|b) or p(y|s). Specifically,

the extrinsic LLR of bil (or bk) is given by [75]

LD(bk|y) = ln
P (bk = +1|y)
P (bk = −1|y)

= ln
p(y|bk = +1)P (bk = +1)
p(y|bk = −1)P (bk = −1)

(4.26)

= ln

∑
∀b∈B+

k

p(y|b)P (b)∑
∀b∈B−

k

p(y|b)P (b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LE(bk|y)

+LA(bk) (4.27)

= ln

∑
∀s∈S+

il

p(y|s)P (s)∑
∀s∈S−

il

p(y|s)P (s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LE(bk|y)

+LA(bk), (4.28)

where

LA(bk) = ln
P (bk = +1)
P (bk = −1)

(4.29)

and LE(bk|y) represents the a priori and extrinsic LLRs of bk, respectively, B±k represents

the set of 2NtMb−1 legitimate bit vectors b having bk = ±1, while S±il denotes the particular

set of 2NtMb−1 legitimate symbol vectors in which the lth bit of symbol si is bil = ±1. Note

that Eq. (4.27) is derived from Eq. (4.26) by invoking the Total Probability Theorem [396],

yielding

P (y|bk) =
∑
∀b[k]

P (y|bk,b[k])P (b[k]) =
∑
∀b∈B±

k

P (y|b)P (b), (4.30)
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where b[k] = [b1, b2, · · · , bj , · · · , bNtMb
]Tj ̸=k represents a truncated version of b excluding bk.

By exploiting the approximate independence between bj , j ∈ Jk , {j|j = 1, · · · , NtMb, j ̸=
k}, and the equation of

P (bj) =
exp

(
1
2LA(bj)

)
1 + expLA(bj)

· exp
(
bj
2
LA(bj)

)
, (4.31)

we can further reformulate LE(bk|y) of (4.27) as

LE(bk|y) = ln

∑
∀b∈B+

k

p(y|b)
∏
∀j∈Jk

P (bj)∑
∀b∈B−

k

p(y|b)
∏
∀j∈Jk

P (bj)

= ln

∑
∀b∈B+

k

p(y|b)
∏
∀j∈Jk

exp( bjLA(bj)
2 )

∑
∀b∈B−

k

p(y|b)
∏
∀j∈Jk

exp( bjLA(bj)
2 )

= ln

∑
∀b∈B+

k

p(y|b) exp(1
2b

T
[k]LA,[k])∑

∀b∈B−
k

p(y|b) exp(1
2b

T
[k]LA,[k])

, (4.32)

where B±k denotes the set of 2NtMb−1 legitimate bit vectors b having bk = ±1, and b[k] =

[b1, · · · , bj , · · · , bNtMb
]Tj ̸=k represents a truncated version of b excluding bk, while LA,[k]

represents the a priori LLRs corresponding to b[k]. Eq. (4.32) indicates that LE(bk|y) is

determined by p(y|b), and by the a priori LLRs of the other bits conveyed by a single

symbol vector s. However, below we will prove that it is infeasible to invoke this approach

to calculate bit-based extrinsic LLRs for the family of PDA based algorithms including the

AB-Log-PDA.

Proposition 4.1. For all PDA algorithms which output the probabilities P (si|y), or the

likelihood functions p(y|si), the bit-based extrinsic LLR LE(bk|y) cannot be calculated using

the candidate-search method which relies on p(y|b) or p(y|s).

Proof. Define a non-zero random vector s = [s1, s2, · · · , sNt ]
T , and a non-zero random vector

y, where si and sj are independent of each other in the absence of a priori knowledge, i ̸= j,

i, j = 1, · · · , Nt, and assume that y is associated with s by the function of y = f(s). We

have

P (y|s) = P (y|s1, s2, · · · , sNt)

=
P (y, s1, s2, · · · , sNt)
P (s1, s2, · · · , sNt)

=
P (s1|y)P (s2, · · · , sNt |y, s1)P (y)

P (s1)P (s2) · · ·P (sNt)
, (4.33)
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where P (s2, · · · , sNt |y, s1) can be further expanded as

P (s2|y, s1)P (s3|y, s1, s2) · · ·P (sNt |y, s1, s2, · · · , sNt−1). (4.34)

Note that the conditions si associated with each single probability in (4.34) cannot be

removed, which implies that it is infeasible to further simplify each probability in (4.34).

In other words, we have P (s|y) ̸= P (s1|y)P (s2|y) · · ·P (sNt |y), which implies that in a

converging connection of the acyclic, directed graph representation of Bayesian Networks,

the presence of knowledge as regards to the child-node makes the parent-nodes conditionally

dependent. Again, this is a standard result in Bayesian Networks [401]. Therefore, the

probability P (y|s) cannot be exactly expressed as a function of any probabilities of P (si),

P (y), P (y|si) and/or P (si|y). Hence the proof of Proposition 4.1 is established.

4.5.2 Calculating Extrinsic LLRs for AB-Log-PDA

Due to Proposition 4.1, the candidate-search based approach of calculating bit-based ex-

trinsic LLRs is not applicable to the family of PDA algorithms. Let A±l denote the set of

M/2 constellation points whose lth bit is ±1. Then, alternatively, the extrinsic LLR of bil
may be rewritten as3

LE(bil|y) = ln

∑
∀am∈A+

l

P (si = am|y)∑
∀am∈A−

l

P (si = am|y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LD(bil|y)

− ln
P (bil = +1)
P (bil = −1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LA(bil)

, (4.35)

where LD(bil|y) and LA(bil) denote the a posteriori and a priori LLRs of bil, respectively. It

is noteworthy that (4.35) represents a simple approach of generating the bit-based extrinsic

LLR of LE(bil|y), as long as the true symbol APP of P (si = am|y) can be obtained.

However, although we can directly obtain the estimated symbol probabilities of P (si = am|y)

from the output of the AB-Log-PDA, as shown in (4.22), our study shows that this sort

of estimated symbol probabilities, interpreted as symbol APPs in [41,43,193,219,226,234],

fail to generate the correct bit-based extrinsic LLRs, when invoking (4.35).4 Therefore, the

3The relationship of P (y|bil = ±1) =
P

∀am∈A±
l

P (y|si = am)P (si = am) holds only for single-antenna

systems. One may argue nonetheless that it also seems to make sense for multiple-antenna systems, because
the value of bil is directly determined by the value of the symbol si at the ith antenna, rather than by
the values of other symbols sj , j ̸= i. This line of argument is however, deceptive for the MIMO scenario
considered. The rationale is that y is associated with the symbol vector s (or bit vector b), rather than only
with the specific symbol of any specific antenna.

4In fact, if LE(bil|y) is calculated by substituting the estimated symbol probabilities of P (si = am|y), i.e.
the output of the AB-Log-PDA, into Eq. (4.35), the slope of the resultant BER curve of the AB-Log-PDA
based IDD scheme of Fig. 4.7 remains almost horizontal upon increasing SNR values. This flawed BER
curve will be presented in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of the FEC-coded MIMO system with a simplified structure for
the AB-Log-PDA based IDD receiver. In contrast to the classic IDD architecture of Fig.
4.4, where LE2 = LD2 − LA2 , we have LE2 = LD2 in this simplified IDD architecture. In
other words, as far as the AB-Log-PDA based IDD is concerned, the dashed line marked

by a cross has to be removed.

results of (4.22) should not be interpreted as symbol APPs satisfying (4.35), but rather as

the normalized symbol likelihoods. Based on this insight, the bit-based extrinsic LLRs of

the AB-Log-PDA may be obtained by directly employing the approximate Bayes’ Theorem

based symbol probabilities of (4.22) as follows.

Conjecture 1. The bit-based extrinsic LLR of the AB-Log-PDA algorithm relying on (4.22)

is given by

LE(bil|y) ≈ ln

∑
∀am∈A+

l

P (si = am|y)∑
∀am∈A−

l

P (si = am|y)
, (4.36)

where P (si = am|y) is calculated by invoking (4.25).

The LE(bil|y) values calculated from (4.36) using the normalized symbol likelihoods are

typically not equivalent to LE(bil|y) calculated from (4.35) using the true symbol APPs,

but nonetheless, they constitute a good approximation of the latter without inducing any

significant performance loss, as it will be demonstrated by our simulations in Section 4.6.

As a result, the classic IDD receiver structure is simplified, as shown in Fig. 4.7, where we

have LE2 = LD2 , rather than LE2 = LD2 − LA2 .

4.6 Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, the performance of the proposed AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme is char-

acterized with the aid of both the semi-analytical extrinsic information transfer (EXIT)

charts [402] and Monte-Carlo simulations. Additionally, the complexity of the proposed

AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme is analyzed, which further confirms the attractive per-
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Table 4.2: Global simulation parameters

Channel model Uncorrelated Nakagami-m fading,

m = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5

Modulation scheme Gray-coded 4QAM, 16QAM

FEC encoder parallel concatenated RSC code based Turbo code

Turbo code parameters coding rate R = k
n

= 1/2, constraint

length L = 3, generator polynomials (7, 5) in octal form

Turbo decoder Approximate-Log-MAP

Interleaver 2400-bit random sequence interleaver

Turbo decoder inner iterations ittc = 4

MIMO arrangement (Nt, Nr) = (2× 2), (4× 4)

formance versus complexity tradeoff achieved by the proposed AB-Log-PDA based IDD

scheme. For the sake of clarity, the global simulation parameters are summarized in Table

4.2. More specifically, the FEC employed is the parallel concatenated recursive systematic

convolutional (RSC) code based turbo code having a coding rate5 of R = k
n = 1/2, con-

straint length of L = 3 and generator polynomials of (7, 5) in octal form. The turbo code

is decoded by the Approximate-Log-MAP algorithm using ittc = 4 inner iterations. The

interleaver employed is the 2400-bit random sequence interleaver. The remaining scenario-

dependent simulation parameters are shown in the respective figures, where the MIMO

arrangement is represented in form of (Nt ×Nr).

4.6.1 Performance of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD

1) Impact of the inner PDA iterations

In Fig. 4.8, we investigate the impact of the number of inner iterations within the AB-

Log-PDA algorithm on the achievable performance of the IDD scheme, which is degraded

upon increasing the number of inner iterations of the AB-Log-PDA, despite the fact that

the computational complexity increases dramatically. This implies that the optimal number

of inner iterations of the AB-Log-PDA conceived for the IDD receiver is iti = z′ = 0. It

should be noted that for other types of iterative receivers, the inner iterations often refer

to the iterations within the FEC-decoder, in which typically the MAP algorithm and its

variants are employed. In that context, increasing the number of inner iterations typically

improves the iterative receiver’s performance, which is in contrast to the impact of the inner

PDA detector’s iterations, as shown in Fig. 4.8.

The reasons as to why the inner PDA iterations fail to provide BER improvement can be

understood from three different perspectives, as detailed below.

i) The PDA method is reconfigurable, and both the inner PDA iterations as well as the

5As usual, half of the parity bits generated by each of the two RSC codes are punctured.
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Figure 4.8: Impact of the number of inner iterations iti on the achievable BER of the
AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme of Fig. 4.7. We can see that as iti increases, the BER
tends to be degraded on the whole, except for of iti = 2, which performs better than iti = 1.
The scenario-dependent simulation parameters used for obtaining these results are shown

in the figure, while other simulation parameters are given in Table 4.2.

outer iterations play a similar role with respect to the PDA detector module in our IDD

scenario, but the soft information provided by the two sorts of iterations has a different

quality. Firstly, when the number of IAI components is insufficiently high for the central

limit theorem to prevail, there is an inevitable Gaussian approximation error, even if the

PDA method has converged to its best possible estimate. This approximation error is more

severe, when the soft information provided by the Gaussian approximation in each inner

PDA iteration is unreliable, because error propagation will occur during the process of inner

PDA iterations. Furthermore, if we look at the PDA detector module in isolation, the inner

PDA iterations and the outer iterations play a similar role – both of them are responsible

for providing the input soft information for the next round of Gaussian approximation.

This Gaussian approximation procedure is identical for the two sorts of iterations, while

the quality of the soft information provided by the two types of iterations is different.

Additionally, compared to the scenario of uncoded systems, where the PDA method can only

rely on its own knowledge of the transmitted/received signal and its own inner iterations,

in FEC-coded systems the Gaussian approximation error can be mitigated more effectively

by the improved-reliability soft information fed back by the FEC decoder. In other words,

the improved-reliability soft information input provided by the outer FEC decoder is more

beneficial for the PDA method than the less reliable soft information input generated by the

PDA method relying entirely on its own knowledge. Therefore, the inner PDA iterations

can be replaced by the more efficient outer iterations in the IDD scenario considered.

ii) The convergence profile of the PDA method is not monotonic. In engineering/opti-
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Figure 4.9: Observation of the fine details of the impact of inner PDA iterations iti on the
achievable performance of the symbol-based PDA detector of [234] in an uncoded MIMO
system, where we have Nt = Nr = 2, and 4QAM is used. At first glance, it seems that the
BERs of iti = 1, iti = 2, and iti = 3 are almost the same, hence the PDA detector may
be regarded converged for iti ≥ 1. However, there are indeed slight fluctuations when we

compare the fine details of the BERs of iti = 1, iti = 2, and iti = 3.

mization problems two typical types of convergence behaviors may be observed for a func-

tion/sequence. Namely, the function/sequence may monotonically approach its optimum, or

may fluctuate during the process of approaching its optimum — hopefully without getting

trapped in a local optimum. Upon observing Fig. 4.9 as to the fine details of the impact

of inner PDA iterations on the achievable performance of the PDA detector in an uncoded

MIMO system, we find that the convergence behavior of the PDA method belongs to the

second type. This particular convergence behavior of the PDA has not been reported in the

open literature, because in uncoded systems hard decisions are made based on the output

symbol probabilities of the PDA method. Hence the resultant BER performance fluctuation

may remain so trivial that it may be regarded as being unchanged after several inner PDA

iterations. However, as we can see from Fig. 4.9, the BER performance of iti = 1, 2, 3

actually exhibits some degree of fluctuations.

These fluctuations can be further confirmed by tracking the changes of a single symbol’s

probability P (si = am|y) during the inner PDA iterations, as shown in Fig. 4.10. In uncoded

systems, the PDA method is regarded to be converged when the probability changes obey

∆P = |P (current iteration) − P (previous iteration)| < ϵ, where the threshold ϵ is a small

positive real number. In Fig. 4.10 we show how ∆P changes upon increasing the number

of inner PDA iterations in the context of a 4QAM aided uncoded (2 × 2)-element MIMO

system, where we have ϵ = 0.001. Again, although a superficial observation shows that

∆P remains more or less unchanged after two iterations, ∆P actually exhibits a modest
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Figure 4.10: Observation of the fine details of the convergence profile concerning the sym-
bol probability of the symbol-based PDA detector of [234]: the probability gap ∆P between
the previous iteration and the current iteration of a PDA-based detector is measured when
we look at a single symbol’s probability P (si = am|y) in an uncoded MIMO system, where
we have Nt = Nr = 2, and 4QAM is used. We see that ∆P slightly changes upon increasing

the number of inner PDA iterations iti.

fluctuation, because we have both positive and negative values of ∆P during the iterations.

However, the trivial fluctuation at the soft output of the PDA detector module may induce

an augmented BER fluctuation at the output of the FEC-coded system. Let us consider

for example a symbol probability vector of p1 = [0.35, 0.58, 0.06, 0.01], which represents

our belief as regards to si = a1, a2, a3, a4, respectively. In uncoded systems, what we care

about is, which specific probability is the maximum. In this case we will choose si = a2,

and a modest fluctuation from p1 to p2 = [0.38, 0.53, 0.06, 0.01] will not lead to a different

decision. However, in FEC-coded systems, we care about both the amplitude and the sign of

the LLRs. A modest fluctuation in the probability vector p1 may alter some of the resultant

LLRs that are near zero, so that they fluctuate between positive/negative values and hence

might cause more severe decision errors.

iii) The inner PDA iterations degrade the quality of the LLRs output by the AB-Log-PDA.

In Fig. 4.11 we show the impact of the inner PDA iterations on the quality of the LLRs

at the output of the AB-Log-PDA by testing the so-called consistency condition [403] of

these LLRs. As seen from Fig. 4.11, the consistency profile of the LLRs at the output of

the AB-Log-PDA is degraded upon increasing the number of inner PDA iterations. This

observation provides another perspective, confirming that it may in fact be detrimental to

include inner PDA iterations, when a PDA-based IDD receiver is considered in FEC-coded

systems. Therefore, we dispense with inner iterations in the AB-Log-PDA and set iti = 0

in our forthcoming simulations.
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Figure 4.11: The impact of inner PDA iterations iti on the quality of the LLRs output
by the AB-Log-PDA of Fig. 4.7. Nt = Nr = 2, m = 1.0 and 4QAM are used. The LLR
quality is indicated by testing the so-called consistency condition [403] of these LLRs. We
see that the consistency profile of the LLRs at the output of the AB-Log-PDA is degraded

upon increasing iti.

2) Impact of outer iterations

Fig. 4.12 compares the convergence behavior of the proposed AB-Log-PDA based IDD with

iti = 0 and that of the optimal Exact-Log-MAP6 based IDD scheme [75] using EXIT chart

[402] analysis. Referring to Fig. 4.7, for the inner detector, IA,inner is measured between

d2 and a corresponding artificially generated Gaussian distributed a priori LLR vector,

IE,inner is measured between d2 and LE2 ; while for the outer decoder, IA,outer is measured

between c1 and a corresponding artificially generated Gaussian distributed a priori LLR

vector, and IE,outer is measured between c1 and LE1 . We can see that the the EXIT curve

of the AB-Log-PDA is close to that of the Exact-Log-MAP. For example, when the a priori

mutual information is IA,inner = 0, the extrinsic mutual information of the AB-Log-PDA

and of the Exact-Log-MAP is IE,outer = 0.5332 and IE,outer = 0.5596, respectively. This

indicates that the performance of the AB-Log-PDA is close to that of the Exact-Log-MAP

in the scenario considered. Additionally, the detection/decoding trajectories indicate that

both the AB-Log-PDA and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD schemes converge after three

iterations, although the respective performance improvements achieved at each iteration are

different.

The above EXIT chart based performance prediction and the convergence behavior of the

IDD schemes considered are also characterized by the BER performance results of Fig.

4.13, where the Nakagami-m fading parameter is set to m = 1.0, which corresponds to the
6The look-up table based Approximate-Log-MAP detector and the Max-Log-MAP detector are not con-

sidered here because they will induce performance-loss to some extent, though often very small.
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Figure 4.12: EXIT chart analysis of the AB-Log-PDA (iti = 0) based IDD scheme of Fig.
4.7 and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD scheme of [75]. The scenario-dependent simulation
parameters used for obtaining these results are shown in the figure, while other simulation
parameters are given in Table 4.2. We can see that the the EXIT curve of the AB-Log-PDA

is close to that of the Exact-Log-MAP.
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Figure 4.13: Impact of the number of outer iterations ito on the achievable BER of the
AB-Log-PDA (iti = 0) based IDD scheme of Fig. 4.7 and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD
scheme of [75]. The scenario-dependent simulation parameters used for obtaining these
results are shown in the figure, while other simulation parameters are given in Table 4.2.
We see that the performance of both IDD schemes is improved upon increasing ito, but
the attainable improvement gradually becomes smaller and the performance achieved after

three outer iterations becomes almost the same as that of four outer iterations.
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Figure 4.14: Impact of Nakagami-m fading parameter m on the achievable BER of the
AB-Log-PDA (iti = 0) based IDD scheme of Fig. 4.7 and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD
scheme of [75]. The scenario-dependent simulation parameters used for obtaining these
results are shown in the figure, while other simulation parameters are given in Table 4.2.
We see that as m decreases, the achievable performance of both IDD schemes considered is

degraded, since the fading becomes more severe.

Rayleigh fading channel. Observe from Fig. 4.13 that the performance of the AB-Log-PDA

based IDD scheme is improved upon increasing the number of outer iterations ito, where

ito = 0 represents the conventional receiver structure in which the signal detector and

the FEC decoder are serially concatenated, but operate without exchanging soft informa-

tion. However, the attainable improvement gradually becomes smaller and the performance

achieved after three outer iterations becomes almost the same as that of four outer iter-

ations. This implies that the AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme essentially converges after

three outer iterations. A similar convergence profile is also observed for the optimal Exact-

Log-MAP based IDD, although its performance is always marginally better than that of

the corresponding AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme. Notably, both IDD schemes considered

achieve BER = 10−5 at about Eb/N0 = 1 dB after three iterations.

3) Impact of Nakagami-m fading parameter m

Fig. 4.14 shows the impact of different m values on the achievable BER performance of

the IDD schemes considered. As m decreases, the achievable performance of both the

IDD schemes considered is degraded, since the fading becomes more severe. However, the

performance gap between the AB-Log-PDA and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD schemes is

marginal for all values of m considered.

4) Impact of modulation order

Additionally, in Fig. 4.15 we investigate the impact of the modulation order on the achiev-
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Figure 4.15: Impact of the modulation order on the achievable BER of the AB-Log-PDA
(iti = 0) based IDD scheme of Fig. 4.7 and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD scheme of [75].
The scenario-dependent simulation parameters used for obtaining these results are shown in
the figure, while other simulation parameters are given in Table 4.2. It is observed that for
higher-order modulation, for example, 16QAM, the performance gap between the AB-Log-
PDA and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDDs becomes larger. This is because the accuracy of
the Gaussian approximation in the PDA method degrades, when the modulation order is

increased.

able performance of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme. It is observed that for higher-order

modulation, for example, 16QAM, the performance gap between the AB-Log-PDA and the

Exact-Log-MAP based IDDs becomes larger. This is because the accuracy of the Gaus-

sian approximation in the PDA method degrades, when the modulation order is increased.

More specifically, as analyzed in Section 4.3 and shown in Fig. 4.5 as well as Fig. 4.6, the

interference-plus-noise term vi obeys a multimodal Gaussian distribution associated with

MNt−1 Gaussian component-distributions. When M is large, there exist many interfering

Gaussian component-distributions, where the effect of each might be trivial, but their ac-

cumulated effect may render the estimated P (si = am|y) inaccurate, and hence inaccurate

bit-based extrinsic LLRs might be calculated using (4.36).

5) Impact of the number of transmit antennas

The impact of the number of transmit antennas Nt on the achievable performance of the

AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme is shown in Fig. 4.16. On the one hand, upon increasing

Nt (and Nr), an increased diversity gain is obtained, and a more accurate Gaussian approx-

imation is achieved according to the central limit theorem. Hence we observe a significant

performance improvement, when moving from a (2× 2)-element to a (4× 4)-element MIMO

system. On the other hand, however, it is observed that when Nt (and Nr) is increased, the

performance gap between the AB-Log-PDA and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD receivers

is also increased. This is because the achievable diversity gain of the Exact-Log-MAP de-
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Figure 4.16: Impact of the number of transmit antennas on the achievable BER of the
AB-Log-PDA (iti = 0) based IDD scheme of Fig. 4.7 and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD
scheme of [75]. The scenario-dependent simulation parameters used for obtaining these
results are shown in the figure, while other simulation parameters are given in Table 4.2.
we observe a significant performance improvement, when moving from a (2 × 2)-element
to a (4 × 4)-element MIMO system. Additionally, when Nt (and Nr) is increased, the
performance gap between the AB-Log-PDA and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD receivers

is also increased.

tector is higher than that of the AB-Log-PDA detector, although a higher Nt results in an

improved Gaussian approximation quality.

6) Impact of channel-estimation error

Finally, the impact of the channel-estimation errors on the achievable BER performance

of both the AB-Log-PDA and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD schemes is investigated in

Fig. 4.17. The estimated channel matrix is given by Ĥ = ρH +
√

(1.0 − ρ2)∆H, where

0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 indicates the accuracy of channel-estimation. For example, ρ = 1.0 represents

perfect channel-estimation and each entry of ∆H obeys a zero-mean, unit-variance com-

plex Gaussian distribution. It can be observed from Fig. 4.17 that the achievable BER

performance of both IDD schemes is moderately degraded upon increasing the value of ρ

and that the AB-Log-PDA based IDD still achieves a performance similar to that of its

Exact-Log-MAP based IDD counterpart, even when the channel-estimation accuracy is as

low as ρ = 0.97.

4.6.2 Computational Complexity Analysis

Because the turbo codec module is common to both IDD schemes, and since we have shown

that both the AB-Log-PDA and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD schemes converge after
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Figure 4.17: Impact of channel-estimation error on the achievable BER of the AB-Log-
PDA (iti = 0) based IDD scheme of Fig. 4.7 and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD scheme
of [75]. The scenario-dependent simulation parameters used for obtaining these results are
shown in the figure, while other simulation parameters are given in Table 4.2. We see
that the achievable BER performance of both IDD schemes is moderately degraded upon
increasing the value of the channel-estimation accuracy indicator ρ and that the AB-Log-
PDA based IDD still achieves a performance similar to that of its Exact-Log-MAP based

IDD counterpart, even when the channel-estimation accuracy is as low as ρ = 0.97.

three iterations in the scenarios considered, the computational complexity of the proposed

AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme can be evaluated by simply comparing its complexity to

that of the Exact-Log-MAP in a single iteration. As shown in Table 4.1, the major computa-

tional cost of the AB-Log-PDA per transmit symbol is the calculation of Λ−1
i and the matrix

multiplication of (4.19). Direct calculation of Λ−1
i imposes a computational cost of O(8N3

r )

real-valued operations (additions/multiplications), which is still relatively expensive. For-

tunately, by using the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula based “speed-up” techniques

of [219], the computational cost of calculating Λ−1
i can be reduced to O(4N2

r ) real opera-

tions per transmit symbol, or O(4NtN
2
r ) real-valued operations per iteration. Additionally,

the calculation of (4.19) requires O(4MN2
r + 2MNr) real operations per transmit symbol,

or O(4MNtN
2
r + 2MNtNr) real-valued operations per iteration. In summary, the compu-

tational complexity of the AB-Log-PDA method is O(4MNtN
2
r + 2MNtNr) + O(4NtN

2
r )

per iteration.

By comparison, the Exact-Log-MAP algorithm has to calculate the Euclidean distance

∥y − Hs∥2 forMNt times, hence its complexity order is O(MNt). More specifically, ∥y − Hs∥2

requires O(4NrNt+6Nr) real-valued operations. Therefore, the Exact-Log-MAP algorithm

has a computational complexity of O[MNt(4NrNt + 6Nr)] real-valued operations per it-

eration, which is significantly higher than that of the AB-Log-PDA, especially when Nt,

Nr and M have large values. This observation is further confirmed by the results of Fig.
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Figure 4.18: Computational complexity comparison of the AB-Log-PDA (iti = 0) algo-
rithm of Table 4.1 and the Exact-Log-MAP algorithms of [75] in terms of the number of
real-valued operations NRO. The upper surface and the lower surface represent the com-
putational complexity of the Exact-Log-MAP algorithm and of the proposed AB-Log-PDA
algorithm, respectively. Since we assume Nr = Nt, the computational complexity of both
algorithms becomes a function of the number of transmit antennasNt and of the modulation
order M . We observe that upon increasing Nt and/or M , the computational complexity of
the Exact-Log-MAP algorithm increases substantially faster than that of the AB-Log-PDA
algorithm. Additionally, compared to M , Nt plays a more significant role in determining

the computational complexity of the two algorithms.

4.18, where the computational complexity of the two algorithms is compared in terms of

the number of real-valued operations NRO, while considering the scenario of Nr = Nt as an

example. To elaborate a little further, the upper surface and the lower surface represent

the computational complexity of the Exact-Log-MAP algorithm and of the proposed AB-

Log-PDA algorithm, respectively. Since we assume Nr = Nt, the computational complexity

of both algorithms becomes a function of the number of transmit antennas Nt and of the

modulation order M . We can observe from Fig. 4.18 that upon increasing Nt and/or M , the

computational complexity of the Exact-Log-MAP algorithm increases substantially faster

than that of the AB-Log-PDA algorithm. Additionally, compared to M , Nt plays a more

significant role in determining the computational complexity of the two algorithms.

Finally, compared to the popular list sphere decoding (LSD) algorithm [75], which has

an exponential complexity lower bound, especially for low SNR values [61], the proposed

AB-Log-PDA has the distinct advantage of a polynomial-time complexity (roughly a cubic

function of Nt, as shown above) for all SNR values. Although there exist other reduced-

complexity variants of LSD, such as the list fixed-complexity sphere-decoder (LFSD) [82]

and the soft K-best sphere-decoder using an improved “look-ahead path metric” [74], in

general they still have a higher complexity than the AB-Log-PDA algorithm if the SNR
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value is low and/or the problem size (i.e. Nt and M) is large. This is because finding the

closest point in lattices is an NP-hard problem [55]. To be more specific, the computational

complexity of the K-best SD of [74] is indeed reduced, but it remains of similar order to

that of the LFSD. which is on the order of O(M
√
Nt) [83].

4.7 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

We demonstrate that the classic candidate-search based method of calculating bit-based

extrinsic LLRs is not applicable to the family of PDA-based detectors. Additionally, in stark

contrast to the existing literature, we demonstrate that the output symbol probabilities of

the existing PDAs are not the true APPs, they are rather constituted by the normalized

symbol likelihoods. Hence, surprisingly, the classic relationship, where the extrinsic LLRs

are given by subtracting the a priori LLRs from the a posteriori LLRs does not hold for

the existing PDA-based detectors, when the output probabilities of the existing PDAs are

interpreted as APPs to generate a posteriori LLRs. Based on these insights, we conceive the

AB-Log-PDA method and identify the technique of calculating the bit-based extrinsic LLRs

for the AB-Log-PDA, which results in a simplified IDD receiver structure. Additionally,

we demonstrate that we may completely dispense with any inner iterations within the AB-

Log-PDA in the context of IDD receivers. Our complexity analysis and numerical results

recorded for transmission over Nakagami-m fading MIMO channels demonstrate that the

proposed AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme is capable of achieving a comparable performance

to that of the optimal MAP detector based IDD receiver, while imposing a significantly lower

computational complexity in the scenarios considered.



Chapter 5
Exact Bayes’ Theorem Based PDA

for Iterative MIMO Detection and

Channel Decoding

5.1 Introduction

IT was conventionally regarded that the approximate Bayes’ theorem based PDA al-

gorithms output the estimated symbol-wise APPs as soft information [193, 219, 226,

227, 242]. However, in Chapter 4, we demonstrated that these probabilities are not

actually the true APPs in the rigorous mathematical sense, but a type of nominal APPs

that are unsuitable for the classic IDD architecture shown in Fig. 4.4. Naturally, in order

to design PDA-based IDD receivers, there are two possible strategies to choose from. One

of them is to adapt the IDD receiver architecture so that the conventional approximate

Bayes’ theorem based PDA algorithms can be applied in the modified IDD architecture.

This strategy has been studied in Chapter 4, where an AB-Log-PDA based IDD receiver

relying on a simplified IDD architecture of Fig. 4.7 was investigated. The other strategy is

to remain the classic IDD architecture of Fig. 4.4, but appropriately adapt the conventional

PDA algorithm so that it becomes applicable to the classic architecture of IDD receiver

seen in Fig. 4.4. In this chapter, we will investigate the second strategy and elucidate the

relationship between the two strategies.

Since we have revealed in Chapter 4 that the symbol-wise probabilities output by the family

of approximate Bayes’ theorem based PDAs are not the true APPs, the classic relationship

that the extrinsic LLRs may be generated by the subtraction of the a priori LLRs from

the a posteriori LLRs no longer holds for the approximate Bayes’ theorem based PDAs,

including the AB-Log-PDA proposed in Chapter 4.

135
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The potential reasons as to why the output symbol probabilities of the conventional PDA

detectors/equalizers have been widely misinterpreted as true APPs without causing any

notable problems [193,219,226,227,242] are as follows:

1. They qualify as some form of a posteriori estimates based on the a priori known received

signal and the channel matrix, and hence were roughly treated as the true APPs;

2. They are eminently applicable to numerous applications, including the MUD of uncoded

CDMA systems [219], the multi-stream symbol detection of uncoded MIMO systems [41,

226], the soft decision equalization of frequency-selective MIMO channels [193,227,242],

as well as the distributed soft reception in base station cooperation [43];

3. Additionally, the equivalent bit-wise LLRs generated from these probabilities are also

applicable to FEC-coded MIMO systems employing the traditional open loop receiver

architecture, in which the PDA detector is not required to generate bit-wise extrinsic

LLRs [230].

Although the AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme of Fig. 4.7 has been proposed in Chapter 4

upon identifying the above-mentioned misconception, this IDD scheme relies on an irregular

IDD architecture that might be inconvenient in practice. Therefore, it is beneficial to per-

form an in-depth investigation of other alternative PDA designs that are applicable in the

classic IDD architecture of Fig. 4.4. Note that the iterative receiver proposed in [233] was

essentially an MAP detection aided IDD scheme, employing the hard-output PDA detector

for generating the candidate-search list. Since the PDA used in [233] was unable to generate

the true APPs for FEC decoding, it did not solve the problem of interest to us.

Against this background, the main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows.

1. We propose an exact Bayes’ theorem based logarithmic domain PDA (EB-Log-PDA)

approach for the IDD scheme of FEC-coded MIMO systems using arbitrary M -ary mod-

ulation for transmission over fading MIMO channels. As opposed to that of the existing

PDAs based on an approximate version of the Bayes’ theorem [193,219,226,227,242], the

estimated symbol-wise output probabilities of the EB-Log-PDA exhibit similar character-

istics to the true APPs. Hence the bit-wise extrinsic LLRs LE delivered by the proposed

EB-Log-PDA to the outer FEC decoder may be calculated simply by subtracting the

bit-wise a priori LLRs LA from the bit-wise a posteriori LLRs LD, which are generated

from the symbol-wise output APPs of the EB-Log-PDA. Furthermore, in contrast to the

existing probabilistic-domain PDAs [193, 219, 226, 227, 242], the proposed EB-Log-PDA

based detector operates in the logarithmic domain, which results in a better numerical

stability and a higher numerical accuracy in the context of IDD receivers.

2. We investigate the relationship between the EB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme and the

AB-Log-PDA aided IDD scheme proposed in Chapter 4. We demonstrate that the two

schemes achieve a similar performance when dispensing with inner iterations within the

PDAs. However, this does not mean that the extrinsic LLRs output by the two PDAs
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are identical. Actually, the EB-Log-PDA may be viewed as a scheme using the same a

priori information twice in different processing blocks, whereas the AB-Log-PDA utilizes

the corresponding a priori information once. Our analysis of the cumulative distribution

functions (CDFs) and the probability density functions (PDFs) concerning the differences

between the two types of extrinsic LLRs reveal that these two types of extrinsic LLRs

are different, even though they might be similar in certain scenarios.

3. We provide a comparative study of the impact of the inner iterations within both the

AB-Log-PDA and the EB-Log-PDA on the achievable performance of the corresponding

IDD schemes. We will demonstrate that, similar to the case of AB-Log-PDA based IDD

as discussed in Chapter 4, the performance of the EB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme is

also degraded when inner iterations of the EB-Log-PDA are invoked. More specifically,

the performance of the EB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme is consistently degraded as the

number of inner iterations within the EB-Log-PDA is increased. By contrast, the perfor-

mance degradation profile of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme exhibits fluctuations

upon increasing the number of inner iterations within the AB-Log-PDA. The reasons

accounting for these phenomena are discussed as well.

4. When dispensing with inner iterations within both the EB-Log-PDA and the AB-Log-

PDA in the context of their respective IDD architecture, the resultant IDD receiver

exhibits a performance close to that of the optimal MAP-based IDD scheme, while

imposing a significantly lower computational complexity in the scenarios considered.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, the FEC-coded MIMO

system model relying on the classic IDD architecture is detailed. In Section 5.3, the proposed

EB-Log-PDA relying on an external source of a priori soft information is presented. Then,

in Section 5.4, the method of calculating the extrinsic LLRs for the EB-Log-PDA is derived,

and the relationship between the extrinsic LLRs of the EB-Log-PDA and that of the AB-

Log-PDA is elucidated as well. Our simulation results and discussions are provided in

Section 5.5, while our conclusions are offered in Section 5.6.

5.2 System Model

The AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme proposed in Chapter 4 has a non-standard architecture

of Fig. 4.7. In this chapter we consider the FEC-coded SDM-MIMO system that relies

exactly on the classic IDD architecture of Fig. 4.4. To elaborate a little further, the IDD

scheme conceived in this chapter has an architecture of Fig. 5.1, in which the EB-Log-PDA

detector will be detailed in Section 5.3. Since the description of the FEC-coded SDM-MIMO

system considered has been given in Section 4.2, it is omitted here.
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Figure 5.1: FEC-coded MIMO system relying on the EB-Log-PDA method based IDD
receiver. The classic IDD architecture of Fig. 4.4 is used, where we have both LE1 =
LD1 −LA1 and LE2 = LD2 −LA2 . The EB-Log-PDA detector employed will be detailed in
Section 5.3. This schematic is different from that of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme

shown in Fig. 4.7, where LA2 is not subtracted from LD2 .

5.3 The EB-Log-PDA with A Priori Soft Feedback From The

FEC decoder

In contrast to the AB-Log-PDA proposed in Chapter 4, where the so-called non-decoupled

signal model of (4.4) was used, below we use the decoupled signal model in order to fur-

ther reduce the computational complexity. In the non-decoupled signal model, the original

MIMO signal model of (4.1) is directly expanded as y = sihi +
∑
k ̸=i

skhk + n, where hi is

the ith column of H, i, k = 1, 2, · · · , Nt. As will be demonstrated in Section 5.5.4, the

computational complexity of the non-decoupled signal model based PDA method is related

to the modulation order M , to the number of transmit antennas Nt as well as to the number

of receive antennas Nr. By contrast, the computational complexity of the decoupled signal

model based PDA is related only to the modulation order M and the number of the transmit

antennas Nt. This is particularly important for SDM-MIMO systems, where Nr ≥ Nt is

typically required.

When relying on the zero-forcing principle based preprocessing, the received signal model

of (4.1) may be rewritten as

ỹ = s + ñ = siei +
∑
k ̸=i

skek︸ ︷︷ ︸
ui

+ñ ∆= siei + ui + ñ︸ ︷︷ ︸
vi

, (5.1)

where we have ỹ = (HHH)−1HHy, ñ = (HHH)−1HHn, si is the ith element of s, and ei
denotes an (Nt×1)-element vector, whose ith element is equal to one and the other elements

are equal to zero, i, k = 1, 2, · · · , Nt. Note that although the term ui in (5.1) appears as

the sum of (Nt − 1) inter-antenna interference (IAI) components, it is in fact orthogonal to
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the term siei, which implies that ui does not impose interference on si. However, it is the

interference-plus-noise term vi that contaminates the detection of the symbol si.

For uncoded MIMO systems, where no outer source of a priori soft information about the

transmitted symbols is available, the existing PDA methods typically use the received signal

y and the channel matrix H as input quantities, and then generate the estimated symbol-

wise nominal APPs of the transmitted symbols {si}i=1,··· ,Nt
as its output. By contrast, for

FEC-coded MIMO systems, we have an extra input quantity, which is the soft information

feedback gleaned from the outer FEC decoder. In this scenario, because the reliability of

the FEC decoder’s output is typically higher than that of the soft MIMO detector at the

previous stage, some of the key operations of the proposed EB-Log-PDA are implemented in

the logarithmic domain in order to improve the achievable numerical stability and accuracy.

Although the interference-plus-noise term vi obeys a multimodal Gaussian mixture distri-

bution [44, 230], initially it is plausible to obtain a coarse estimate of si by assuming that

vi obeys a single Nt-variate Gaussian distribution. It is worth noting that in the circum-

stances considered each element of vi is the sum of only two scalar random variables for any

Nt ≥ 2, hence, according to the central limit theorem, the Gaussian approximation of vi
does not become more accurate when Nt is increased.1 This trend is different from that of

the non-decoupled signal model based PDA [44]. In order to fully characterize the complex

random vector vi which is not necessarily proper [363,398,399], we specify the mean of

µi , E(vi) =
∑
k ̸=i

E(sk)ek, (5.2)

the covariance of

Υi , C(vi) =
∑
k ̸=i

C(sk)ekeTk + 2σ2(HHH)
−1
, (5.3)

and the pseudo-covariance of

Ωi , Cp(vi) =
∑
k ̸=i

Cp(sk)ekeTk . (5.4)

Note that (5.4) holds, because ñ is a circularly symmetric complex-valued Gaussian noise

vector and hence it is proper [363,398,399].

Considering the IDD architecture of Fig. 4.4, we define an (Nt ×M)-element probability

matrix P(z,z′), whose element P (z,z′)
n,m represents the estimate of the APP that we have sn =

am at the z-th/z′-th outer/inner iteration of the EB-Log-PDA approach. More precisely,

1From another point of view, for a given data symbol sk, the corresponding element of vi has a Gaussian
PDF centered around sk. However, sk itself is a non-Gaussian random variable, which leads to a random
displacement of the Gaussian PDF. As such, the accuracy of the Gaussian assumption for vi does not
improve, when Nt or Nr is increased.
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we have

P (z,z′)
n,m = P (z,z′)

m (sn|ỹ) , P (z,z′)(sn = am|ỹ), (5.5)

where z and z′ are nonnegative integers, n = 1, · · · , Nt and m = 1, · · · ,M . Then we have

E(sk) =
M∑
m=1

amP
(z,z′)
m (sk|ỹ), (5.6)

C(sk) =
M∑
m=1

[am − E(sk)][am − E(sk)]∗P (z,z′)
m (sk|ỹ), (5.7)

and

Cp(sk) =
M∑
m=1

[am − E(sk)]2P (z,z′)
m (sk|ỹ), (5.8)

for (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4), respectively, where the pseudo-covariance of a complex random

vector x is defined as [363,398,399]

Cp(x) , E
[
(x − E(x)) (x − E(x))T

]
. (5.9)

Note that from Eq. (5.2) to Eq. (5.8) we effectively use (Nt − 1) probability vectors of

{P(z,z′)(k, :)}k ̸=i associated with the interference signal {sk}k ̸=i to model vi, where P(z,z′)(k, :

) represents the kth row of the matrix P(z,z′). Since we do not have any outer a priori

knowledge about the distribution of sn|ỹ at the beginning, P (z,z′)
m (sn|ỹ) is initialized using

the uniform distribution of

P (0,0)
m (sn|ỹ) =

1
M
, (5.10)

for ∀n = 1, · · · , Nt and ∀m = 1, · · · ,M .

Based on the assumption that vi obeys the Gaussian distribution, ỹ|si is also Gaussian

distributed. We define

w , ỹ − siei −
∑
k ̸=i

E(sk)ek (5.11)

and

α
(z,z′+1)
i,m , −

[
ℜ(w)

ℑ(w)

]T
Λ−1
i

[
ℜ(w)

ℑ(w)

]
, (5.12)

where the composite covariance matrix Λi is defined as

Λi
∆=

[
ℜ (Υi + Ωi) −ℑ (Υi − Ωi)

ℑ (Υi + Ωi) ℜ (Υi − Ωi)

]
, (5.13)

where ℜ(·) and ℑ(·) represent the real and imaginary part of a complex variable, respectively.
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Then the likelihood function of ỹ|si = am at the (z, z′ + 1)th iteration satisfies

p(z,z′+1)
m (ỹ|si) ∝ exp

(
α

(z,z′+1)
i,m

)
. (5.14)

In the next step, the existing PDA methods employed in uncoded MIMO systems typically

invoked an approximate form of the Bayes’ theorem to estimate the symbol-wise APPs

[41,43,193,219,226], which is

P(z,z′+1)
m (si|ỹ) ≈ p

(z,z′+1)
m (ỹ|si)

M∑
m=1

p
(z,z′+1)
m (ỹ|si)

. (5.15)

However, we argue that (5.15) does not conform to the formal mathematical definition of

the APP in Bayesian statistics,2 which is [400]

P (θ|X) ∝ P (θ)P (X|θ), (5.16)

where the probability P (θ) is an a priori belief of the random variable θ, and P (X|θ) is the

likelihood of the observation X. Therefore, P(z,z′+1)
m (si|ỹ) calculated with the aid of (5.15)

does not represent the true APPs, but instead the normalized likelihoods, which may be

regarded as a type of nominal APPs.3

To obtain the true APP of symbol si at the (z, z′ + 1)th iteration of the PDA-aided IDD

receiver, we advocate to use the exact form of the Bayes’ theorem. Hence the true APP

estimated at the output of the PDA method is given as

P (z,z′+1)
m (si|ỹ)

=
p
(z,z′+1)
m (ỹ|si)P (z,z′)

m (si)
M∑
m=1

p
(z,z′+1)
m (ỹ|si)P (z,z′)

m (si)

=
exp

(
β

(z,z′+1)
i,m − γ

)
M∑
m=1

exp
(
β

(z,z′+1)
i,m − γ

) , (5.17)

where P (z,z′)
m (si) is the a priori probability generated from the extrinsic LLRs fed back by the

soft FEC decoder, and β(z,z′+1)
i,m , α

(z,z′+1)
i,m +ln

(
P

(z,z′)
m (si)

)
. Note that γ , max

m=1,··· ,M
β

(z,z′+1)
i,m

is introduced for further improving the numerical stability and accuracy. For the same

2For the sake of clarity, here we use P() to denote the symbol-wise probabilities estimated using the
approximate Bayes’ formula given by (5.15), while using P () to represent ordinary probabilities otherwise.

3Note that these nominal APPs were invoked in the uncoded systems of [193,219,226,227,242] and in the
coded system of [230] without imposing any notable problems. This is because the calculation of extrinsic
LLRs was not required in those contexts.
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reason, (5.17) is reformulated in the logarithmic domain as

ψ
(z,z′+1)
i,m

, ln
(
P (z,z′+1)
m (si|ỹ)

)
= β̃

(z,z′+1)
i,m − ln

(
M∑
m=1

exp
(
β̃

(z,z′+1)
i,m

))
, (5.18)

where we have β̃(z,z′+1)
i,m , β

(z,z′+1)
i,m −γ, and the second term of the right-hand-side expression

may be computed by invoking the “Jacobian logarithm’ of [75]. When invoking the Max-log

approximation, (5.18) may be further simplified as

ψ
(z,z′+1)
i,m ≈ β̃

(z,z′+1)
i,m − max

m=1,··· ,M
β̃

(z,z′+1)
i,m = β̃

(z,z′+1)
i,m . (5.19)

As a result, the estimated symbol-wise APP of si is given by

P (z,z′+1)
m (si|ỹ) ≈ eψ

(z,z′+1)
i,m , (5.20)

which will be used for replacing the corresponding element P (z,z′)
m (si|ỹ) in the probability

matrix P(z,z′). Based on these updated symbol-wise APPs, the procedure presented above

may be repeated either in the next inner iteration within the PDA or in the next outer

iteration exchanging extrinsic information between the FEC-decoder and the MIMO detector

to obtain new estimates of the symbol-wise APPs. For the sake of clarity, the EB-Log-PDA

algorithm relying on the a priori soft information feedback gleaned from the outer FEC

decoder is summarized in Table 5.1.

5.4 Extrinsic LLR Calculation For EB-Log-PDA

5.4.1 Method of Calculating the Extrinsic LLRs for EB-Log-PDA

For ease of exposition, in the following we will denote the left-hand-side term of (5.15) and

(5.17) as P(si = am|y) and P (si = am|y), respectively. As a beneficial result of replacing

(5.15) by (5.17), the extrinsic LLRs may be calculated according to the classic relationship

by subtracting the a priori LLRs from the a posteriori LLRs that are generated from the
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Table 5.1: Summary of the EB-Log-PDA algorithm

Given the received signal y, the channel matrix H and the modulation constellation

A, make preprocessing on the received signal y to obtain ỹ = (HHH)−1HHy.

Step 1. Set the initial value of the inner iteration index to z′ = 0. If the outer

iteration index z = 0, initialize the values of the symbol-wise APPs as

P
(z,z′)
m (sn|ỹ) = 1/M , for ∀n = 1, 2, · · · , Nt and ∀m = 1, 2, · · · ,M .

Otherwise, initialize the values of P
(z,z′)
m (sn|ỹ) using the a priori probabilities

generated from the feedback extrinsic LLRs of the soft FEC decoder.

Step 2. Based on the values of
n

P(z,z′)(k, :)
o

k ̸=i
, calculate P

(z,z′+1)
m (si|ỹ):

for i = 1 : Nt

calculate the statistics of the interference-plus-noise term vi using (5.2) - (5.8),

as well as the inverse of Λi in (5.13),

for m = 1 : M

calculate P
(z,z′+1)
m (si|ỹ) using (5.11), (5.12), (5.18) and (5.20).

end

end

Step 3. If |P (z,z′+1)
m (si|ỹ)− P (z,z′)

m (si|ỹ)| < ε, ∀i and ∀m, i.e. the

probability-matrix P(z,z′+1) has converged, where ε is a given small positive real

number, or the index z′ has reached a given number of iterations, terminate the

iteration and output P(z,z′+1). Otherwise, let z′ = z′ + 1 and return to Step 2.

estimated symbol-wise APPs of the EB-Log-PDA detector, hence we have

LEBE (bil|y) = LD(bil|y) − LA(bil)

= ln
P (bil = +1|y)
P (bil = −1|y)

− LA(bil)

= ln

∑
∀am∈A+

l

P (si = am|y)∑
∀am∈A−

l

P (si = am|y)

− ln
P (bil = +1)
P (bil = −1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LA(bil)

, (5.21)

where A±l denotes the set of M/2 constellation points whose lth bit is +1 or −1, respectively.

It is noteworthy that (5.21) represents a simpler technique of generating the bit-wise extrinsic

LLRs LEBE (bil|y), as long as the true symbol-wise APPs of P (si = am|y) may be obtained.

By contrast, this approach is not applicable to the conventional approximate Bayes’ theorem

based PDA methods [41, 43, 193, 219, 226, 227, 242]. Our study reveals that the estimated

symbol-wise nominal APPs obtained from (5.15) are unsuitable for generating the correct

extrinsic bit-wise LLRs upon invoking the classic formula (5.21). This hidden fact is cor-

roborated by the simulation results of Fig. 5.2. In the scenarios where the number of outer

iterations ito was set to be higher than zero, it was observed in Fig. 5.2 that the BER re-

sults of the IDD scheme using the AB-Log-PDA and (5.21) became abnormally poor, when
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Figure 5.2: BER of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme, where the nominal symbol-wise
APPs were misinterpreted as the true symbol-wise APPs.

the nominal symbol-wise APPs produced by (5.15) were misinterpreted as true symbol-wise

APPs. More specifically, we can observe from Fig. 5.2 that except for ito = 0, the BER

of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme unexpectedly degrades upon increasing Eb/N0, and

it also deteriorates when ito increases from 1 to 4. The BER curve of the ito = 0 scenario

characterized in Fig. 5.2 exhibits a trend in line with our expectations, because in this

case no soft information is fed back from the FEC decoder and hence the term P
(z,z′)
m (si)

in (5.17) can be eliminated. In other words, (5.15) becomes equivalent to (5.17) in this

scenario. These results further demonstrate that (5.15) should be regarded as a sort of

symbol-wise nominal APP, rather than the symbol-wise true APP, as calculated in (5.17).

As a result, we argue that in order to generate the correct symbol-wise APPs, which are

readily applicable to (5.21), the calculation of P (z,z′+1)
m (si|ỹ) has to rely on (5.17) instead

of (5.15) that is used by the conventional PDA based MIMO detector.

Slightly differently from the above-mentioned M -ary modulation scenarios, there exist two

alternative methods of generating the extrinsic bit-wise LLRs for BPSK modulation aided

MIMO systems. On the one hand, the extrinsic LLR of bil, simplified as bi, may be formu-

lated as

LEBE (bi|y) = LD(bi|y) − LA(bi)

= ln
P (bi = +1|y)
P (bi = −1|y)

− ln
P (bi = +1)
P (bi = −1)

, (5.22)

where P (bi = ±1|y) is the final output of the EB-Log-PDA algorithm for BPSK modulation.
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Alternatively, we have

LD(bi|y) = ln
p(y|bi = +1)
p(y|bi = −1)

+ ln
P (bi = +1)
P (bi = −1)

. (5.23)

Since p(y|bi = ±1) constitutes the intermediate output of the EB-Log-PDA algorithm for

BPSK modulation, we can directly obtain

LEBE (bi|y) = ln
p(y|bi = +1)
p(y|bi = −1)

. (5.24)

5.4.2 On the Relationship Between the Extrinsic LLRs of the EB-Log-

PDA and AB-Log-PDA

According to Conjecture 1 of [44], the bit-wise extrinsic LLRs of the AB-Log-PDA algorithm

relying on (5.15) may be approximated by

LABE (bil|y) ≈ ln

∑
∀am∈A+

l

P(si = am|y)∑
∀am∈A−

l

P(si = am|y)
, (5.25)

where P(si = am|y) is calculated by invoking (5.15). The resultant LABE (bil|y) in (5.25)

was shown to work well in the AB-Log-PDA aided IDD scheme of [44], although the right-

hand-side expression of (5.25) appears to be in the form of LABD (bil|y) compared with (5.21).

Therefore, it is important to investigate the relationship between the extrinsic LLRs of the

EB-Log-PDA formulated in (5.21) and that of the AB-Log-PDA calculated by (5.25).

Theorem 5.1. For a specific bit bil, the extrinsic LLR of the EB-Log-PDA algorithm is

typically different from that of the AB-Log-PDA algorithm.

Proof. Based on bil = +1 or −1, the symbols set A may be divided into the pair of subsets A+
l

and A−l , each hosting half of the constellation symbols. Without loss of generality, we assume

that A+
l = {a1, a2, · · · , aM/2}, and A−l = {aM/2+1, aM/2+2, · · · , aM}. By substituting (5.15)
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into (5.25), we arrive at

LABE (bil|y)

= ln

 ∑
∀am∈A+

l

p(y|si = am)

 /

(
M∑
m=1

p(y|si = am)

)
 ∑
∀am∈A−

l

p(y|si = am)

 /

(
M∑
m=1

p(y|si = am)

)

= ln

∑
∀am∈A+

l

p(y|si = am)∑
∀am∈A−

l

p(y|si = am)
. (5.26)

On the other hand, by substituting (5.17) into (5.21), we have

LEBE (bil|y) = ln

∑
∀am∈A+

l

p(y|si = am)P (si = am)∑
∀am∈A−

l

p(y|si = am)P (si = am)

− ln
P (bil = +1)
P (bil = −1)

= ln

∑
∀am∈A+

l

p(y|si = am)P (si = am)∑
∀am∈A−

l

p(y|si = am)P (si = am)

− ln

∑
∀am∈A+

l

P (si = am)∑
∀am∈A−

l

P (si = am)
. (5.27)

Note that (5.26) and (5.27) are typically not equal to each other, because i) the term

p(y|si = am) in (5.26) and in (5.27) might be different if the number of inner iterations

within the PDAs is higher than zero4; ii) even if the term p(y|si = am) in (5.26) and in

(5.27) would be equal to each other at the same iteration index (z, z′), typically (5.26)

and (5.27) would still be different from each other, except in some specific circumstances,

for example, when P (si = am) in (5.27) has the same value for the different constellation

symbols am.

Apart from the nature of difference between the two types of extrinsic LLRs encapsulated in

Theorem 5.1, the following proposition further characterizes the degree of difference between

the two types of extrinsic LLRs.

Proposition 5.2. Let us consider the difference ∆Lil = LEBE (i, l) − LABE (i, l) between the
4The estimated symbol-wise probabilities which are used for calculating the statistics of the interference-

plus-noise term vi via (5.2) - (5.8) might be different for the AB-Log-PDA and EB-Log-PDA algorithms,
even if the iteration index (z, z′) with z′ > 0 is the same for them.
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Figure 5.3: The role of the a priori information in the AB-Log-PDA and the EB-Log-PDA
algorithms. These two blocks distinguish Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 5.1.

two types of extrinsic LLRs for each specific bit bil, and also the difference between the

hard-decision results sgn[LEBE (i, l)] and sgn[LABE (i, l)] based on the two types of extrinsic

LLRs for each specific bit bil. Then, the bit-wise extrinsic LLRs LEBE (i, l) of the EB-Log-

PDA and LABE (i, l) of the AB-Log-PDA are found to be statistically closest to each other,

when the mutual information (MI) between the bit-sequence output by the interleaver and

the corresponding a priori LLRs fed back by the outer FEC decoder, namely IA(d2,LA2),

approaches either its minimum value of 0.0 or its maximum value of 1.0.

Remarks:

1. This proposition is inferred from the statistical results shown in Table 5.2, Fig. 5.9 and

Fig. 5.10. It can also be verified by comparing (5.26) and (5.27). More specifically,

in the first case, if we have no a priori information about the bit-sequence output by

the interleaver, then IA(d2,LA2) has a minimum value of 0.0, and P (si = am) in (5.27)

becomes a constant for all am. Hence (5.27) may be simplified to the form of (5.26).

Similarly, in the second case, when the reliability of the a priori LLRs fed back by

the outer FEC decoder becomes sufficiently high, namely IA(d2,LA2) approaches its

maximum value of 1.0, then there exists a single dominant probability which approaches

1.0 among the a priori symbol-wise probabilities P (si = am) for all am. In this case,

(5.27) can also be approximated by the form of (5.26), albeit due to the associated

approximation, the number of identical pairs of the two types of extrinsic LLRs becomes

lower than that in the first case, as shown in the second column of Table 5.2.

2. As shown in Fig. 5.3 and (5.15), the AB-Log-PDA has already invoked the a priori

information as the input of the PDA’s inner iteration for generating the symbol-wise
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nominal APPs. By comparison, the EB-Log-PDA invokes the same a priori information

twice: one for the PDA’s inner iteration (similar to the case of AB-Log-PDA), and the

other for invoking the Bayes’ formula. In other words, the same a priori information is

invoked twice for providing different functions in two different processing blocks. This

feature is also distinct from the case of the MAP-based MIMO detection, where the a

priori information is used once and it is uncorrelated with the function of generating the

symbol-vector likelihoods p(y|s). �

5.5 Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, we characterize both the convergence behavior and the achievable perfor-

mance of the proposed EB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme with the aid of both the semi-

analytical extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts [402] and Monte-Carlo simulations.

Furthermore, we investigate the impact of inner PDA iterations on the attainable perfor-

mance of both the EB-Log-PDA and the AB-Log-PDA based IDD schemes, as well as the

relationship between the extrinsic LLRs of the EB-Log-PDA and the AB-Log-PDA. Ad-

ditionally, the complexity of the proposed EB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme is compared

both to that of the AB-Log-PDA and to that of the optimal MAP based IDD schemes,

which demonstrates the attractive performance versus complexity tradeoff achieved by the

proposed EB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme. The turbo code employed uses two constituent

recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) codes concatenated in parallel [365]. The RSC

codes have a constraint length of L = 3 and generator polynomials of (7, 5) expressed in

octal form, where half of the parity bits generated by each of the two RSC codes are punc-

tured, so that the turbo code employed has a coding rate of R = k
n = 1/2. The turbo code

is decoded by the Approximate-Log-MAP algorithm using ittc = 4 inner iterations. The

interleaver employed is a 2400-bit random sequence interleaver. The remaining scenario-

dependent simulation parameters are shown in the respective figures, where the MIMO

arrangement is represented in the form of (Nt ×Nr).

5.5.1 Convergence and Performance of the EB-Log-PDA based IDD

Fig. 5.4 compares the convergence behavior of both the proposed EB-Log-PDA based IDD,

as well as of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD and of the optimal Exact-Log-MAP based IDD

schemes using EXIT chart [402] analysis. It is observed that the EXIT curve of the EB-

Log-PDA is close to that of the Exact-Log-MAP, and almost overlaps with that of the

AB-Log-PDA. More particularly, when the a priori MI is IA,inner = 0, the Exact-Log-MAP

has the highest extrinsic MI of IE,outer = 0.5596, while the EB-Log-PDA has a higher extrin-

sic MI than the the AB-Log-PDA, which is IE,outer = 0.5334 versus IE,outer = 0.5332. This

indicates that the achievable performances of the EB-Log-PDA and of the AB-Log-PDA are
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based IDD schemes.
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IDD scheme.

similar to each other, and both of them are close to that of the optimal Exact-Log-MAP in

the scenario considered. Additionally, the Monte-Carlo simulation based detection/decod-

ing trajectories indicate that the EB-Log-PDA, the AB-Log-PDA and the Exact-Log-MAP

based IDD schemes converge after three iterations. Furthermore, the performance improve-

ments achieved at each iteration by the EB-Log-PDA are more significant than those of the

AB-Log-PDA, but less significant than those of the Exact-Log-MAP.

The above EXIT chart based performance predictions and the convergence behavior of the

IDD schemes considered are also characterized in terms of the BER performance results of
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the EB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme.

Fig. 5.5, where the Nakagami-m fading parameter is set to m = 1.5. Observe from Fig.

5.5 that the performance of the EB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme is improved upon increas-

ing the number of outer iterations ito, where ito = 0 represents the conventional receiver

structure in which the MIMO detector and the FEC decoder are serially concatenated, but

operate without exchanging soft information. However, the attainable improvements be-

come gradually smaller and the performance achieved after three outer iterations in Fig.

5.5 becomes similar to that of four outer iterations. This implies that the EB-Log-PDA

based IDD scheme essentially converges after three outer iterations. A similar convergence

profile is also observed in Fig. 5.5 for the optimal Exact-Log-MAP based IDD, although its

performance is always marginally better than that of the corresponding EB-Log-PDA based

IDD.

5.5.2 Impact of Inner PDA Iterations on the EB-Log-PDA Based IDD

In Fig. 5.6, we investigate the impact of the number of inner iterations of the EB-Log-PDA

on the achievable performance of the IDD scheme. We observe that the performance of the

IDD scheme is degraded as the number of its inner iterations increases, despite its increased

computational complexity.5 This implies that the optimal number of inner iterations of the

EB-Log-PDA conceived for the IDD receiver is iti = z′ = 0. This is because the inner PDA

iterations typically fail to assist the repeated Gaussian approximation process in finding the

global optimum [41]. Hence, when the reliability of the soft information fed back from the

FEC decoder is beyond the reliability limit that the inner iteration aided PDA can achieve,

5This observation was found to be also valid for other system configurations, for example, for Nt = Nr = 4
and ito = 2. However, due to page limitations, these numerical results are not provided here.
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the better-quality feedback of the FEC decoder tends to be degraded towards this limit.

In Fig. 5.7 the impact of the number of inner AB-Log-PDA iterations on the achievable

performance of the IDD scheme is investigated. More specifically, it is observed from Fig.

5.7 that the optimal number of inner PDA iterations of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD is also

iti = 0, but the specific performance degradation experienced upon increasing the number

of inner AB-Log-PDA iterations is slightly different from that of the EB-Log-PDA based

IDD, as shown in Fig. 5.6. This indicates that the numerical stability of the AB-Log-

PDA based IDD scheme incorporating inner PDA iterations is not as good as that of its

counterpart using the EB-Log-PDA. Additionally, it is shown in Fig. 5.7 that the best

achievable performance of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme using iti = 0 is almost

identical to that of the EB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme.

Additionally, in Fig. 5.8 we investigate the intermediate BER evaluated at the output of

the soft MIMO detectors, namely the BER recorded upon applying hard-decision to LD2

for recovering the bits in d2 as shown in Fig. 5.1, when the soft MIMO detector employed

is the EB-Log-PDA and AB-Log-PDA, respectively6. It is observed that the EB-Log-PDA

has a better intermediate BER performance than the AB-Log-PDA. This is because LD2

represents the true a posteriori LLR for the EB-Log-PDA, whereas LD2 is actually its

extrinsic LLR generated in (5.25) for the AB-Log-PDA, where the nominal symbol-wise

APPs are used.

By jointly considering the results of Fig. 5.6 - Fig. 5.8, we conclude that it is not rec-

6Note that this intermediate BER is different from the BER in uncoded systems, because the outer
iterations also contribute to the output of the soft MIMO detectors.
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ommended to incorporate inner iterations into the PDA algorithms, when designing the

PDA-based IDD schemes.

5.5.3 Relationship between Extrinsic LLRs of EB-Log-PDA and AB-Log-

PDA

In Fig. 5.9, the CDFs of the difference between the two types of extrinsic LLRs, defined

as ∆Lil = LEBE (i, l) − LABE (i, l), is presented for scenarios associated with different values
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Table 5.2: Statistical comparison of LEB
E and LAB

E for samples of 240, 000 bits, iti = 0
inner PDA iteration, and m = 1.0.

IA # of min ∆Li max ∆Li min |∆Li| max |∆Li| mean(|∆Li|) mean(∆Li) var(|∆Li|) var(∆Li) # of sgn(LEB
E (i))

∆Li = 0 ̸= sgn(LAB
E (i))

0 132564 -5.3291e-15 7.1054e-15 0 7.1054e-15 2.1777e-16 1.2659e-18 1.0895e-31 1.5637e-31 0

0.1 0 -0.7602 0.5945 1.7764e-15 0.7602 0.0029 -1.0932e-05 1.0259e-04 1.1092e-04 93

0.2 1 -1.2742 1.5731 0 1.5731 0.0087 1.1815e-04 8.2980e-04 9.0512e-04 236

0.3 0 -1.8188 1.9493 1.5099e-14 1.9493 0.0159 5.9897e-05 0.0025 0.0027 453

0.4 0 -2.1574 2.8015 2.6645e-15 2.8015 0.0231 3.7206e-05 0.0049 0.0055 575

0.5 1 -2.7502 3.7835 0 3.7835 0.0296 -6.2531e-05 0.0080 0.0089 738

0.6 0 -3.8543 3.6252 3.5527e-15 3.8543 0.0339 -2.1830e-05 0.0113 0.0124 859

0.7 0 -3.4085 3.1513 5.3291e-15 3.4085 0.0344 -3.9238e-05 0.0132 0.0144 794

0.8 0 -3.4185 5.2725 3.5527e-15 5.2725 0.0300 -8.3517e-05 0.0131 0.0140 685

0.9 3 -4.6007 3.1890 0 4.6007 0.0190 8.8096e-06 0.0088 0.0091 369

1.0 6334 -3.3751e-14 3.0198e-14 0 3.3751e-14 9.3921e-15 -2.6836e-17 4.4944e-29 1.3315e-28 0

of IA(d2,LA2), which represents the MI between the bit-sequence output by the interleaver

and the corresponding a priori LLRs fed back by the outer FEC decoder. For convenience,

IA(d2,LA2) is simply denoted as IA in Fig. 5.9 and Table 5.2. Observed in Fig. 5.9 that

the CDFs may be divided into two groups of functions exhibiting rotational symmetry with

respect to the point of (0, 0.5). The first group represents the CDFs associated with the IA
value spanning from 0 to 0.6, while the other group hosts the CDFs associated with the IA
value ranging from 0.7 to 1.0. Interestingly, the two groups of CDFs exhibit opposite trends,

when increasing the value of IA. More specifically, upon considering the CDF curves falling

within the right half-plane, we notice that when IA increases from 0 to 0.6 with a step size of

0.1, the CDF curves of the first group move along from the point (0, 1) to its right-downwards

direction. By contrast, when IA increases from 0.7 to 1.0 with the step size of 0.1, the CDF

curves of the second group move along in the opposite direction compared to the first group.

Additionally, by zooming in for observing the curve of IA = 0.6 and IA = 0.7, we note that

the two curves almost overlap with each other and hence they serve as the boundary between

the two groups. In line with Proposition 5.2, the above observations clearly show that the

bit-wise extrinsic LLRs of the EB-Log-PDA and of the AB-Log-PDA are statistically closest

to each other, when IA approaches either its minimum value of 0.0 or its maximum value of

1.0, and the difference between the two types of extrinsic LLRs becomes most significant,

when the value of IA is in the middle region, say, between 0.4 to 0.7. These conclusions are

also confirmed by the corresponding PDFs shown in Fig. 5.10, where both the “linear scale”

and the “semilogy7 scale” are used for facilitating accurate observations. Finally, in Table

5.2, the detailed statistical metrics of ∆Lil = LEBE (i, l) − LABE (i, l) are provided, which also

support our conclusions.

7This means only the y-axis is in logarithmic scale.
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Figure 5.10: The probability density functions of ∆Li = LEB
E (i)−LAB

E (i), for samples of
240, 000 bits, iti = 0 inner PDA iteration, and m = 1.0.

5.5.4 Computational Complexity Comparison

The computational complexity of the proposed EB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme may be

evaluated by simply comparing its complexity to those of the AB-Log-PDA and the Exact-

Log-MAP based IDDs in a single (outer) iteration. This is because i) the turbo codec module

is common to all the IDD schemes considered; 2) we have shown that the EB-Log-PDA,

as well as the AB-Log-PDA and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD schemes all converge after

three outer iterations in the scenarios considered; 3) the PDAs’ inner iterations should not

be invoked when designing IDD schemes. As shown in Table 5.1, the major computational
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cost of the EB-Log-PDA per transmit symbol is the calculation of Λ−1
i and the matrix

multiplication of (5.12). Direct calculation of Λ−1
i imposes a computational cost of O(8N3

t )

real-valued operations (additions/multiplications), which is still relatively expensive. Fortu-

nately, by using the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula based complexity-reduction tech-

niques of [219], the computational cost of calculating Λ−1
i can be reduced to O(4N3

t ) real

operations per iteration. Additionally, the calculation of (5.12) requires O(4MN3
t +2MN2

t )

real operations per iteration. In summary, in terms of real operations, the computational

complexity of the decoupled signal model based EB-Log-PDA method is O(4MN3
t +2MN2

t )

+ O(4N3
t ) per outer iteration, which is not related to the number of receive antennas Nr,

as opposed to the IDD scheme using the non-decoupled signal model based AB-Log-PDA,

which has a computational complexity of O(4MNtN
2
r + 2MNtNr) + O(4NtN

2
r ) per outer

iteration [44, 45]. This implies that the decoupled model based EB-Log-PDA has a lower

computational complexity than the non-decoupled model based AB-Log-PDA in the scenario

of Nr > Nt, which is particularly important, because Nr > Nt is a typical configuration for

spatial multiplexing based MIMO systems.

By comparison, the Exact-Log-MAP algorithm has to calculate the Euclidean distance

of ∥y − Hs∥2 MNt times per bit per outer iteration [75], hence its complexity order is

O(MNtNt log2M) per outer iteration. More specifically, the evaluation of ∥y − Hs∥2 re-

quires O(4NrNt + 6Nr) real operations. Therefore, the Exact-Log-MAP algorithm has a

computational complexity of O[MNtNt log2M(4NrNt+6Nr)] real operations per outer iter-

ation. There exist other types of reduced-complexity MAP algorithms, such as the look-up-

table based Approximate-Log-MAP algorithm and the Max-Log-MAP algorithm [75]. Un-

fortunately, although they exhibit some advantages in terms of their DSP implementation,

in essence both of them are still based on the exhaustive search, hence the computational

complexity of calculating the extrinsic LLR for each bit increases exponentially with both

the number of transmit antennas Nt and the constellation size M , because MNt = 2MbNt

hypotheses have to be evaluated for each bit [75]. Therefore, all the three representative

Log-MAP algorithms have a complexity that is significantly higher than that of the EB-

Log-PDA, especially when Nt, Nr and M have large values.

5.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the estimated symbol-wise probabilities output by the existing

approximate Bayes’ theorem based PDA algorithms are not the true APPs, they rather

constitute nominal APPs, which are unsuitable for the classic IDD architecture of MIMO

systems using general M -ary modulations. By contrast, the estimated symbol-wise prob-

abilities at the output of the proposed EB-Log-PDA exhibit similar characteristics to the

true APPs, hence they are readily applicable to the classic IDD architecture of M -ary
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modulation aided MIMO systems. Furthermore, we demonstrated that introducing inner

iterations within both the EB-Log-PDA and the AB-Log-PDA, actually degrades the IDD

receiver’s performance despite significantly increasing the overall computational complexity

of the IDD receiver, which implies that the optimal number of inner iterations of both the

EB-Log-PDA and the AB-Log-PDA is zero when they are invoked in IDD receivers. Addi-

tionally, the relationship between the EB-Log-PDA and the AB-Log-PDA was investigated,

and it was revealed that the bit-wise extrinsic LLRs of the EB-Log-PDA and of the AB-Log-

PDA are statistically closest to each other, when the MI between the bit-sequence output

by the interleaver and the corresponding a priori LLRs fed back by the outer FEC decoder

approaches its minimum value of 0.0 and maximum value of 1.0. The difference between

the two types of extrinsic LLRs becomes most significant, when the value of the MI is in

the middle region of the interval [0, 1.0]. Finally, the IDD scheme based on the proposed

EB-Log-PDA using no inner PDA iterations is shown to achieve a comparable performance

to that of the optimal MAP detector based IDD receiver, while imposing a significantly

lower computational complexity in the scenarios considered.



Chapter 6
Distributed PDA Based Soft

Reception for Base Station

Cooperation in Multiuser Multicell

MIMO Systems

6.1 Introduction

FROM Chapter 2 to Chapter 5, we have investigated the PDA and the SDPR based

MIMO detectors invoked for both the point-to-point MIMO system depicted in

Fig. 1.5 and the single-cell multiple-access MIMO system shown in Fig. 1.6. To

elaborate a little further, Chapters 2 and 3 focused on uncoded systems, while Chapters

4 and 5 considered FEC-coded systems. However, in order to satisfy the growing demand

for high-rate mobile multimedia services, high-spectral-efficiency techniques such as MIMO

and near-unity frequency reuse (FR) are expected to be employed in the next-generation

cellular networks in a more efficient manner. Although the achievable performance gain

of MIMOs is significant in point-to-point links and single-cell multiuser systems [184], it

is predominantly limited by the effect of inter-cell CCI in multiuser multicell MIMO sys-

tems [32–35]. Conventional interference management primarily relies on the radio resource

allocation techniques [404, 405], such as the careful design of FR pattern, accurate power

control and judicious spreading code assignment in order to mitigate the inter-cell CCI. How-

ever, these conventional techniques may reduce the achievable spectral efficiency and/or lead

to inadequate suppression of the inter-cell CCI [36].

Recently, motivated by the information-theoretic capacity analysis of cellular networks

[27–31], advanced receiver techniques using base station (BS) cooperation for exploiting

157
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the potential capacity of cellular systems were advocated [129, 133, 135]. The simplest con-

ceptual approach to BS cooperation is to assume that there is a controller, or central signal

processing unit (CSPU), which coordinates the operation of all BSs [133]. More specifically,

a turbo detection based BS cooperation aided inter-cell interference cancellation scheme

was proposed in [133]. This scheme considered a simple model comprising a BS controller

(BSC), two BSs and two MSs, where each BS and MS has a single antenna as well as a

single interferer. During each iteration of this scheme, the conventional single-user detec-

tion (SUD) was used initially and the soft-bits output by the Max-Log-MAP decoder were

then calculated and exchanged at the BSC to further perform interference cancellation for

each BS. Similarly, the MMSE-SIC based iterative MUD was employed in the CSPU of the

distributed antenna system (DAS) [406]. where a single CSPU controls several access points

(APs) receiving the signals of user equipments (UEs). For this approach, the performance of

different bits-to-symbol mappings was investigated and the set partitioning (SP) scheme was

shown to perform best. However, the CSPU constitutes a single point of potential failure,

thus the entire network is vulnerable. Additionally, since the complexity of MUD is domi-

nated by the number of users, having a CSPU imposes a potentially excessive computational

burden and huge backhaul traffic, thus may become less attractive.

By contrast, distributed processing across a network of interacting BSs was shown to

strike an attractive compromise [129, 134, 135]. A distributed iterative detection (DID)

scheme was proposed for single-antenna aided multiuser systems in [134]. This approach

is a decentralized implementation of the iterative interference cancellation framework used

in [133, 406]. Each BS initially performs either SUD or single-antenna interference cancel-

lation (SAIC) [407–411] implemented as joint maximum likelihood detection (JMLD) for

the strongest MSs. Then the LLRs generated by the FEC decoder are exchanged between

neighboring BSs, followed by a repeated application of SUD at each iteration in order to

reconstruct and subtract the interference imposed by the neighboring BSs. Although this

scheme was shown to strike an attractive compromise, it has an exponentially increased

computational complexity imposed by the computation of the soft information using the

Max-Log-MAP algorithm. Furthermore, the multiple rounds of iterative message exchange

operations between the cooperative BSs may still impose a potentially excessive backhaul

traffic. Additionally, in [134] the DID scheme was shown to be sensitive to the quantization

errors of the exchanged LLRs. On the other hand, the belief propagation (BP) algorithm was

applied to the problem of distributed detection in the single-antenna aided one-dimensional

Wyner model [129], which was thereafter extended to a two-dimensional rectangular grid

based Wyner cellular model in [135]. The distributed BP algorithm performs a chain-like

message passing between all the BSs and provides a globally near-optimum solution, where

none of the received signals is deemed to be interference, instead it is exploited to increase

the achievable diversity gain in the single-antenna aided Gaussian multiple access channel.

However, the BP algorithm relies on network-wide optimum information exchange, which
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unfortunately results in a potentially excessive backhaul traffic and latency, especially for a

star-like architecture routinely used for interconnecting the BSs [134].

As regards to the single-antenna aided multiuser system considered in [133,135], the impair-

ments imposed by the interference on the attainable detection performance of the individual

MSs are limited to those of the co-channel MSs roaming in the interfering cells. Neverthe-

less, for multi-antenna aided multiple access systems, where each interfering sub-channel is

not a scalar- but a matrix-channel, the inter-antenna interference should also be considered

by each MS, in addition to the inter-cell CCI.

As pointed out in Section 1.8.5 and seen in Chapters 2, 4 and 5, the PDA based MIMO

detector represents a low-complexity SISO detection approach that has a self-iterative struc-

ture. Taking into account this attractive property, in this chapter we propose an effective

low-complexity soft combining (SC) technique aided distributed PDA soft-reception scheme

designed for the uplink of multiuser multicell MIMO systems. The proposed scheme is

capable of mitigating the prohibitive computational complexity and the huge amount of

backhaul traffic faced by multicell processing that relies on BS cooperation. More specif-

ically, a realistic 19-cell hexagonal cellular MIMO-aided network model relying on either

perfect or imperfect channel estimation is considered. In this model, the entire channel con-

sists of multiple matrix sub-channels, rather than of scalar/vector sub-channels considered

in [129, 133–135, 406]. SC is used at each BS to generate the final soft-decision informa-

tion, which indicates that the fundamental philosophy of the proposed method is not that

of “interference cancellation” but “knowledge sharing and data fusion”. Additionally, we

investigate the impact of quantization on both the backhaul traffic and the BER perfor-

mance of the proposed scheme. Since in practice only the index of the possible discrete

value of the converged soft information has to be exchanged for SC operation, the pro-

posed scheme is relatively robust to quantization errors of the soft information exchanged,

which dramatically reduces the backhaul traffic at a negligible performance degradation. We

also considered the challenging rank-deficient scenario, where the number of transmitters is

higher than that of the receivers. Despite its significant performance gain over the conven-

tional non-cooperative MUD schemes, the proposed distributed PDA aided SC (DPDA-SC)

approach imposes a modest complexity that increases cubically as a function of the number

of concurrent streams processed, while maintaining a low backhaul traffic. Low complexity

is achieved as a benefit of the PDA algorithm’s rapid convergence, as well as of the fact that

only the converged soft-information is exchanged amongst the BSs of the specific cooperative

BS-cluster, requiring a single action.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the topology of the

MIMO-aided multiuser multicell network considered. In Section 6.3.1 the uplink received

signal model is detailed for both perfect and imperfect channel state information (CSI) sce-

narios. Subsequently, the proposed DPDA-SC scheme for both full-rank and rank-deficient
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Figure 6.1: An example setup showing a 19-cell hexagonal cellular model with inter-cell
CCI and unity FR. In this model, the number of effective interferers with respect to each
user may be different. For instance, when the signal of MS0 is expected to be detected by
its home BS, namely by BS0, only MS2, MS3 and MS4, which are emphasized as bold, are
the effective interferers. By contrast, for MS7, MS10 and MS11, the number of interferers

is two, one and zero, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6.2.

scenarios is discussed in Section 6.3.2-6.3.4, which is followed by the complexity analysis

in Section 6.3.5. In Section 6.4 a comprehensive set of numerical results are presented

for characterizing the performance of the proposed DPDA-SC scheme in both perfect and

imperfect CSI scenarios, as well as in both the full-rank and rank-deficient scenarios. Fur-

thermore, the computational complexity, the convergence properties, as well as the impact

of the quantization errors on the achievable performance and the backhaul traffic of the pro-

posed DPDA-SC scheme are numerically investigated. Finally, our conclusions are offered

in Section 6.5.

6.2 Hexagonal Cellular Network Model

Consider a hexagonal cellular network model, where both the BSs and MSs are equipped

with multiple antennas. Therefore, instead of having a conventional point-to-point channel

impulse response (CIR) between each BS and MS [134, 135], we have a CIR matrix, where
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the interference imposed on each MS stems not only from other MSs, but also from their

own multiple antennas. Channel quality information (CQI) based frequency allocation may

be applied for the MSs’ uplink transmissions, in order to allow for optimum opportunistic re-

source scheduling. A unity FR is employed for all the cells and an orthogonal multiple access

technique such as for example TDMA [99], orthogonal frequency-division multiple-access

(OFDMA) [412], or single-carrier frequency-division multiple-access (SC-FDMA) [413] sug-

gested for the LTE uplink may be applied, in order to create orthogonal signatures for all

the different MSs roaming in the same cell. Therefore, the intra-cell interference is assumed

to be negligible, while the inter-cell CCI imposed by MSs of the interfering cells is dominant.

Let us consider the topology shown in Fig. 6.1 as an example, which constitutes a snapshot

of the dynamic network at a specific scheduling interval. Assume that there are Nb BSs

and Nu MSs in this network (for the sake of comparability with classic cellular networks,

Nb is set to 19 in Fig. 6.1), and Ki MSs in each cell, i = 1, 2, · · · , Nb. Although in practice

each BS and MS may have a different number of activated antennas at different traffic

loads, for simplicity of analysis we assume that each of them is equipped with Mb and Mu

activated antennas, respectively. The position of each network entity is represented by its

dynamically updated polar coordinates with respect to the specific serving BS. This dynamic

coordinate system naturally lends itself to distributed processing. For example, if the central

cell (Cell0) of Fig. 6.1 is considered, the point at BS0 may be defined as the origin and the

BS in the upper-right adjacent cell of Cell0 may be described as BS1=(R, π/6), where R is

the distance between two immediate neighbor BSs.

Let us assume that the available frequency band is dynamically allocated to the MSs ac-

cording to their uplink CQI evaluated by each BS, where the CQI metric may be the SNR

of each link. For simplicity of graphical illustration, the same frequency slot is tentatively

assigned to the MSs situated at the same relative position in their corresponding home cell,

as shown in Fig. 6.11. For example, MS0, MS1, MS2, · · · , MS18 in the lower-right corner of

each cell are all the co-channel users. When invoking dynamic frequency allocation, not all

the co-channel users but only those located within the detectable range (DR) of a specific

BS are considered to be interfering with the desired user. Hence the number of effective

interferers with respect to each user may be different. For instance, when the signal of MS0

is expected to be detected by its home BS, namely by BS0, only MS2, MS3 and MS4, which

are emphasized as bold, are the effective interferers. By contrast, the other co-channel users,

such as MS1, MS5 and MS6 are not deemed to be effective interferers, since they are outside

the disk that is centered at BS0 and has a radius of R. More explicitly, they are outside

the DR of BS0. Similarly, for MS1 there are also three effective interferers shown as MS8,

MS2, MS0, whereas for MS7, MS10 and MS11, the number of interferers is two, one and

zero, respectively, although they are all at the boundary of the network. For the sake of

1Note that this does not mean the dynamical nature of the network and the adaptive frequency allocation
scheme are ignored.
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Figure 6.2: Various types of location-dependent interferer distributions for a specific MS
roaming in the cellular network of Fig. 6.1.

explicit clarity, these various location-dependent interferer distributions corresponding to a

specific MS are illustrated in Fig. 6.2. We emphasize that the interfering MSs contaminat-

ing the reception of each MS may be different in the next scheduling interval owing to the

dynamic nature of the network, since MSs may move to other positions at a certain speed,

leading to time-variant traffic density in different areas of the network. On the other hand,

the signal of MS0 may also be adequately received at BS1, BS5 and BS6, which therefore

have the potential to act as the serving BSs of MS0. Similarly, the number of adjacent BSs

supporting each MS may be different as well. We assume in general that for each served

MS there are Cu such effective co-channel MSs and Cb adjacent serving BSs, respectively.

Then the four-tuple (Mb,Mu, Cb, Cu) may be used to represent the cooperating BS-cluster,

which is dynamically changing for the different served MSs.

Remark: The strong interference that is decodable is explicitly considered in this model,

while the weak interference is treated implicitly as noise. This strategy is supported by

the recent results of information theory on the properties of the interference channel. From

the perspective of information theory, the fundamental underlying principle of distributed

decoding and MUD is that the interference is sufficiently strong for it to become decodable.

This also explains, why the classic Wyner model only considers the immediate neighboring

cells and why the strongest layer is cancelled first in the SIC technique. The related capacity

results on the “very strong interference” scenario [120] and on the “strong interference”

[121, 122] scenario theoretically validate our decoding/detection strategy. On the other

hand, if the interference is weak, then the interfering signal should be treated as noise and

hence employing single-user decoding would suffice. Treating the weak interference as noise

is natural in practice. Very recently, this arrangement was shown to be the optimal scheme

in the weak interference regime, and it was also found that introducing structure into the

weak interfering signals is not beneficial [128,414–416].
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6.3 Cooperative Distributed Soft Reception

6.3.1 Signal Model

Based on the hexagonal topology of Fig. 6.1, we consider an idealized synchronous uplink

where the signal received at BSk is modeled as

yk = Hk
kx

k +
∑
αi ̸=k

Hk
αi

xαi + nk = Hk
kx

k + Nk + nk, (6.1)

where xαi is the length-Mu vector of symbols transmitted from MSαi in Cellαi, and each

symbol is from the modulation constellation A = {a1, a2, · · · , aM} with cardinality M . Still

referring to Eq. (6.1), Hk
αi

is the (Mb ×Mu)-element channel matrix between MSαi and

BSk, i = 1, 2, · · · , Cu, k = 1, 2, · · · , Nb, while nk is the length-Mb complex-valued circular

symmetric Gaussian noise vector2 with zero mean and covariance matrix N0IMb
at BSk,

where IMb
is an (Mb ×Mb)-element identity matrix.

Let us now define the interference intensity as the channel gain ratio of the interfering users

over that of the local desired user, namely as

ρkαi
=
∥∥∥Hk

αi

∥∥∥
F

/∥∥∥Hk
k

∥∥∥
F
, 0 ≤ ρkαi

≤ 1, (6.2)

where ∥·∥F represents the Frobenius norm of a matrix.

As opposed to conventional non-cooperative detection, the distributed detection of xk carried

out with the aid of BS cooperation detects the desired user’s signal not only in the local cell,

but rather jointly detects all the co-channel users’ signals over-heard from the neighboring

cells. More explicitly, the co-channel users’ signals are no longer considered as detrimental

interference, we rather consider these co-channel users’ soft decision information as useful

source of further information to be exploited by cooperative processing via message passing

amongst the BSs. To this end, the received signal model of Eq. (6.1) may be reformulated

as a virtual or distributed MIMO model, where the cooperating BSs may be viewed as

MIMO elements, yielding

yk = Gksk + nk, (6.3)

where we have Gk =
[
Hk
k,H

k
α1
, · · · ,Hk

αCu

]
, sk =

[
(xk)T , (xα1)T , · · · , (xαCu )T

]T and the

elements of sk are denoted as skt , t = 1, 2, · · · ,Mu (Cu + 1). For the sake of generality, the

constraint of Mu (Cu + 1) ≤Mb is not assumed here.

In the case of imperfect channel knowledge, the estimated channel matrix Ĥk
k and Ĥk

αi

associated with the channel-estimation error matrices Ek and Eαi may be deemed to obey
2Note that the noise considered here consists of both the ordinary channel noise and weak interference

that is not decodable. Treating the weak interference as noise has been recently proved optimal in the weak
interference regime [416].
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the standard Gaussian distribution of CN (0, 1). They can be written as

Ĥk
k = βkHk

k +
√

1 − β2
kEk (6.4)

and

Ĥk
αi

= βαiH
k
αi

+
√

1 − β2
αi

Eαi , (6.5)

respectively [417], where βk and βαi indicate the channel estimation quality and may be

assumed to be close to 1, but not higher than 1. Thus the received signal models of Eq.

(6.1) and Eq. (6.3) may be rewritten as

yk = Ĥk
kx

k +
∑
αi ̸=k

Ĥk
αi

xαi + nk (6.6)

and

yk = Ĝksk + nk, (6.7)

respectively, where we have Ĝk =
[
Ĥk
k, Ĥ

k
α1
, · · · , Ĥk

αCu

]
, or

Ĝk = β̄kG +
√

1 − β̄2
kĒk (6.8)

with β̄k and Ēk being the composite-channel estimation error indicators. Note that when

we have βk = βαi = 1, the signal model under imperfect CSI transforms into that of perfect

CSI.

Without loss of generality, below we will continue by considering perfect channel estimation

while presenting the proposed DPDA-SC scheme. The case of imperfect channel knowledge

may be readily considered by the substitution of the corresponding perfect channels with

the estimated channels.

6.3.2 Parallel Detection Using the PDA Algorithm

The first action of the DPDA-SC scheme is that the BSs perform parallel detection em-

ploying the PDA algorithm as a low complexity solution, in order to estimate the decision

probability of each transmitted symbol without carrying out an exhaustive search in the

space of all possible symbol combinations. Each BS jointly detects the signals of multiple

users, including both the local user and other cells’ users roaming close to this BS, which

would be termed as interfering users in conventional non-cooperative systems. For example,

BS0 jointly detects MS0, MS2, MS3 and MS4; BS1 jointly detects MS1, MS8, MS2, MS0;

similarly, all the other BSs carry out an analogous task. For ease of exposition, we consider

detection at BSk as an example and omit the BS index k in our forthcoming exposition.

i) When we haveMu (Cu + 1) ≤Mb, for the sake of computational efficiency the decorrelated
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signal model of [234] is adopted, and hence Eq. (6.3) may be further formulated as

ỹ = s + ñ = stet +
∑
l ̸=t

slel + ñ ∆= stet + vt, (6.9)

where ỹ =
(
GHG

)−1 GHy, ñ is a colored Gaussian noise with a zero mean and covariance

of N0

(
GHG

)−1, el is a column vector with 1 in the lth position and 0 elsewhere, and vt
denotes the interference plus noise term for symbol st, for t, l = 1, 2, · · · ,Mu (Cu + 1).

For the symbol vector s, we define an Mu(Cu+1)×M probability matrix P(z) whose (t,m)th

element P (z)(st = am|y) is the estimate of the APP that st = am at the zth iteration,

where m = 1, 2, · · · ,M , with am being the mth element of the modulation constellation

A. The key philosophy of the PDA algorithm is to approximate vt obeying the multimodal

Gaussian mixture distribution as a single multivariate colored Gaussian distributed random

vector [219] with an updated mean of

µt , E (vt) =
∑
l ̸=t

E(sl)el, (6.10)

covariance of

Υt , C (vt) =
∑
l ̸=t

C {sl} eleTl +N0

(
GHG

)−1
, (6.11)

and pseudo-covariance [363] of

Ωt , Cp (vt) =
∑
l ̸=t

Cp {sl} eleTl , (6.12)

where

E(sl) =
M∑
m=1

amP
(z)(sl = am|y), (6.13)

C(sl) =
M∑
m=1

[am − E(sl)][am − E(sl)]∗P (z)(sl = am|y), (6.14)

Cp(sl) =
M∑
m=1

[am − E(sl)][am − E(sl)]TP z(sl = am|y). (6.15)

Here P (z)(sl = am|y) is initialized as a uniform distribution and will be replaced with an

updated probability at (z + 1)th iteration of the PDA algorithm.

Let

w(t)
m = ỹ − a(t)

m et − µt, (6.16)
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and

p(z+1)(y|st = am) ∝ φ(z+1)
m (st)

∆= exp

−

(
ℜ(w(t)

m )

ℑ(w(t)
m )

)T
Λ−1
t

(
ℜ(w(t)

m )

ℑ(w(t)
m )

) , (6.17)

where we have

Λt
∆=

(
ℜ (Υt + Ωt) −ℑ (Υt − Ωt)

ℑ (Υt + Ωt) ℜ (Υt − Ωt)

)
, (6.18)

while a(t)
m indicates that am is assigned to st, and ℜ(·) as well as ℑ(·) represent the real and

imaginary part of a complex variable, respectively.

Then, the APP that we have st = am is estimated as

P (z+1)(st = am|y) ≈ p(z+1)(y|st = am)
M∑
m=1

p(z+1)(y|st = am)
=

φm(st)
M∑
m=1

φm(st)
. (6.19)

In summary, the symbol-based PDA algorithm considered proceeds as follows.

1) Initialization: set the initial values of the symbol probabilities P (st = am|y) using a

uniform distribution for ∀t = 1, 2, · · · ,Mu (Cu + 1), ∀m = 1, 2, · · · ,M , i.e. P (st = am|y) =

1/M ; set the iteration counter to z = 0.

2) Set the symbol index to t = 1.

3) Based on the current values of
{
P(z)(l, :)

}
l ̸=t, compute P (z+1)(st = am|y) via Eq. (6.13)

∼ Eq. (6.19), which will replace the (t,m)th element of P(z).

4) If t < Mu (Cu + 1), let t = t+ 1 and go to step 3). Otherwise, go to step 5).

5) If P has converged, or the iteration index z has reached its maximum, terminate the

iteration. Otherwise, let z = z + 1 and return to step 2).

ii) When we have Mu (Cu + 1) > Mb, the appropriately modified version of the PDA

method [220] may be applied to the current problem. Alternatively, the non-decorrelated

signal model of [230] may be applied, which yields an equivalent performance to that of the

decorrelated signal model based PDA [235] when Mu (Cu + 1) ≤ Mb. In the case of the

non-decorrelated model, Eq. (6.3) may be expanded as

y = gtst +
∑
l ̸=t

glsl + n ∆= gtst + ut, (6.20)

where gl is the lth column of Gk. Then the PDA algorithm is obtained using a similar

derivation to that of its counterpart in case (i), as outlined throughout Eq. (6.13) ∼ Eq.

(6.19).
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6.3.3 Parallel Message Exchange via Unified-Client-Server Mode

The effective neighboring BSs incorporated in the same cooperative BS-cluster will then ex-

change their soft decision information produced by the PDA algorithm in parallel, assuming

the presence of an idealized optical fibre backbone. The impairments of a realistic optical

fibre were quantified in [418]. It is emphasized that each BS plays the role of both client

and server. In other words, each BS operates in a unified-client-server(UCS) mode. As a

server, it helps detect the signals of all co-channel users at all the cooperating cells, and then

the soft decision information is sent to each user’s home BS. This message passing action

substantially benefits the signal detection process in neighboring cells. As a client, each BS

receives multiple copies of soft decision information for its own desired user’s signal. The

exchange of soft information is carried out with the aid of BS cooperation. For example,

BS0 estimates the APP of its own user MS0, and additionally forwards the APPs of MS2,

MS3 and MS4 to the corresponding sites of BS2, BS3 and BS4, respectively. On the other

hand, in order to aid the detection of MS0, the surrounding BS0, BS1, BS5 and BS6 out-

put P
(
s0t = am|y0

)
, P
(
s0t = am|y1

)
, P
(
s0t = am|y5

)
, P
(
s0t = am|y6

)
, respectively, and all

these probabilities will be forwarded to BS0, namely to the home BS of MS0. Therefore,

BS0, BS1, BS5 and BS6 assist in the detection of MS0.

6.3.4 Soft Combining (SC) and Final Decision

Based on the aggregated soft decision information, each BS individually performs SC of all

the copies of its own desired user’s soft information according to

P (st = am|ycoop) = P (st = am|yk)
Cb∏
j=1

P (st = am|yβj ), (6.21)

where ycoop stands for the received signal used for BS cooperation, i.e. yk and yβj , j =

1, · · · , Cb. P (st = am|ycoop) represents the composite soft decision information3. Again, let

us consider the detection of MS0’s signal as an example, where the composite soft decision in-

formation is P
(
s0t = am|ycoop

)
= P

(
s0t = am|y0

)
P
(
s0t = am|y1

)
P
(
s0t = am|y5

)
P
(
s0t = am|y6

)
.

Note that for the sake of numerical stability, the soft information should be further normal-

ized as

P (st = am|ycoop)norm =
P (st = am|ycoop)∑
m
P (st = am|ycoop)

. (6.22)

Finally, make a decision for each transmitted symbol st, yielding ŝt = am′ at each corre-

3Equation (6.21) may also be interpreted as the sum of bit LLRs, where “multiplication” is converted to
“addition” in the logarithmic domain.
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sponding BS, where

m′ = arg max
d=1,2,··· ,M

{P (st = ad|ycoop)norm} . (6.23)

6.3.5 Complexity Analysis

The proposed DPDA-SC scheme has a worst-case complexity at each BS per iteration, which

is on the order of O
[
(Mu (Cu + 1))3

]
, provided that the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury for-

mula is applied for the computation of Λ−1
t [219]. No exhaustive network-wide informa-

tion exchange is applied, since this would impose an excessive complexity. As a reduced-

complexity alternative, the converged APPs are exchanged among the adjacent BSs in the

cooperative BS-cluster only once, namely after the PDA detection was completed at each of

the participating BSs. Furthermore, SC requires only a few simple arithmetic operations,

as seen in Eq. (6.21). Hence both the complexity and the backhaul traffic imposed by the

associated message exchange and SC remain modest, as will be demonstrated by the numer-

ical complexity comparison results of Fig. 6.8 in Section 6.4. With respect to the backhaul

traffic, in the entire reception process of a symbol vector, only CuM messages are passed

from each cooperating BS to the others, and it can be further reduced by transferring the

index of the quantized soft information instead of the soft information itself. As will be seen

in Fig. 6.5 of Section 6.4, the uniform quantization using even just a single bit imposes only

a negligible performance loss.

6.4 Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, we characterize the achievable performance of the proposed DPDA-SC ap-

proach using Monte Carlo simulations in the hexagonal cellular network of Fig. 6.1 con-

sisting of 19 cells. As mentioned before, since the decorrelated model based PDA and

the non-decorrelated model based PDA exhibit an equivalent performance, but the former

imposes a lower computational complexity when Mu (Cu + 1) ≤ Mb, we use the decorre-

lated model based DPDA-SC for the scenario of Mu (Cu + 1) ≤ Mb. Additionally, the

non-decorrelated model aided DPDA-SC is used for the scenario of Mu (Cu + 1) > Mb

where the decorrelated PDA model is no longer applicable. QPSK modulation is used and

the knowledge of the average equivalent SNR per receive antenna formulated as SNR ∆=

10 log10

(
E
{
∥Gs∥2

}/
E
{
∥n∥2

})
= 10 log10 [Mu(Cu + 1)/N0] is exploited at each BS. Flat

Rayleigh fading channels are considered, i.e. the entries of each sub-channel matrix between

an MS and a BS are chosen as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), zero mean,

unit-variance complex-valued Gaussian random variables. A new realization of each chan-

nel matrix is drawn for each data burst consisting of 1000 transmitted symbol vectors, and

each element of the noise vector nk is i.i.d. CN (0, N0). We set (Mu = 2,Mb = 8) and
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Figure 6.3: BER performance comparison of DPDA-SC, ML JD, SCSU LZF, SU ML
bound and SU PDA bound under perfect CSI and different interference intensity ρ, which
is defined in (6.2). Each individual BS may have a BER record for its own MS, and without
loss of generality, the BER shown here is recorded at BS0 for MS0. QPSK modulation is

used at each MS.

(Mu = 4,Mb = 8) for the scenarios of Mu (Cu + 1) ≤ Mb and Mu (Cu + 1) > Mb, respec-

tively. For simplicity, we consider MS0 in the following investigation where Cu = 3, without

loss of generality. Since the PDA algorithm typically converges within 3 ∼ 5 iterations [219],

we set the maximum number of iterations to I = 5.

6.4.1 Perfect CSI

In the case of perfect CSI, Fig. 6.3 compares the BER performance of 9 different setups,

including the PDA and the ML single-user bounds recorded at BS0 for MS0, where ρ rep-

resents the interference intensity ρkαi
defined in (6.2). To be specific, each ρkαi

value may be

different, but for simplicity, an identical interference intensity was assumed for the interfer-

ing MSs. This is justified because all the MSs imposing interference on each of the desired

MSs are situated in the neighboring cells and have similar distances from the desired MS’s

home BS.

The “SCSU LZF” scheme refers to the linear zero-forcing (LZF) based single-cell SUD

invoked at each BS, where the co-channel users’ signals arriving from the other cells are

simply treated as background noise. Naturally, this low-complexity SUD leads to a poor

performance. The “MMSE-OSIC JD”, the “PDA JD” and the “ML JD” refer to the joint

detection (JD) of multiple co-channel MSs at each BS using the MMSE-OSIC, the PDA

and the ML approaches, respectively, where again, no SC is invoked. The ML detector
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is implemented with the aid of a reduced-complexity sphere decoder [54], where the sphere

radius is adaptively adjusted according to the prevalent SNR-level, in order to avoid a search

failure. All the JD setups require knowledge of all the channel matrices between the co-

channel users and the local BS for mitigating the CCI, but they do not share soft decision

information with other cells, since no message exchange and no SC is used. Nonetheless, a

substantial BER improvement is shown in comparison to the SCSU LZF, especially when ρ

is small.

The dashed curves represent the proposed DPDA-SC scheme operating under ρ = 0.5 and

ρ = 0.8. Observe in Fig. 6.3 that a significant further BER improvement is achieved, which

is attributed to the spatial diversity gain provided by joint cooperative BS processing. The

PDA and the ML single-user bounds, namely the “SU PDA bound” and “SU ML bound”, are

obtained by setting ρ = 0, which implies that the CCI vanishes. This scenario is equivalent

to a single-user (2×8)-element spatial multiplexing MIMO system. It is observed in Fig. 6.3

that the PDA bound is extremely close to the ML bound. The results recorded in Fig. 6.3

for different ρ values characterize the impact of ρ on the attainable reception performance.

It may be concluded from Fig. 6.3 that the interference intensity ρ is the key factor limiting

the achievable performance of cellular MIMO networks.

Observe furthermore in Fig. 6.3 that the cooperative DPDA-SC reception scheme exploiting

the knowledge of the matrix sub-channels substantially improves the BER performance, but

still fails to approach the single-user bound in the presence of strong interference, which

is a direct consequence of the inter-layer interference of the matrix sub-channel4. More

explicitly, let us consider the equivalent post-channel signal power at BS0:

E
{
∥Gs∥2

}
= E


∥∥∥∥∥∥
Mu(Cu+1)∑

t=1

gtst

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

=
Mu∑
t=1

E
{
∥gt∥2

}
+
Mu(Cu+1)∑
t=Mu+1

E
{
∥gt∥2

}
,

(6.24)

where gt, the tth column of G, t = 1, · · · ,Mu, corresponds to the specific sub-channel

of the desired user, and gt, t = Mu + 1, · · · ,Mu (Cu + 1), corresponds to that of the co-

channel users. We may randomly select one element gt,i, i = 1, · · · ,Mb, from each gt, t =

1, · · · ,Mu (Cu + 1) to form a sample channel gain vector. When ρ is increased for example

from 0.5 to 0.8, the power vector corresponding to the sample channel gain vector varies from

[1, 1, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25] to [1, 1, 0.64, 0.64, 0.64, 0.64, 0.64, 0.64] for MS0, when we

have Mu = 2 and Mb = 8. Hence, although the increased interference power may benefit

the reception quality of the distant MSs roaming in the cooperative cells, it still degrades

the reception performance of MS0.

4For spatial multiplexing aided MIMO systems interference exists among all the layers at the transmitter
side, which is also known as multiple-stream interference (MSI).
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Figure 6.4: Performance comparison of different reception schemes under different levels
of channel estimation quality β = 0.98 and β = 0.99, and a given interference intensity

ρ = 0.8, using QPSK modulation.

6.4.2 Imperfect CSI

When considering the more practical imperfect CSI scenario, Fig. 6.4 compares the per-

formance of the proposed DPDA-SC scheme to the MMSE-OSIC JD, the ML JD and the

PDA JD schemes at different levels of channel estimation quality of β = 0.98 and β = 0.99,

and a given interference intensity of ρ = 0.8. It is observed in Fig. 6.4 that the achievable

performance of all the schemes considered is dramatically degraded by the channel estima-

tion error. Basically, different error floors are observed for these schemes, because the fixed

level of relatively strong interference plays a dominant role, when the SNR is high. More

specifically, in the imperfect CSI scenario of Fig. 6.4 the PDA JD scheme only marginally

outperforms the MMSE-OSIC JD scheme, although it enjoys a notable advantage in the

perfect CSI scenario. In other words, the PDA JD scheme is more sensitive to the chan-

nel estimation error than the MMSE-OSIC JD scheme. This is because the MMSE-OSIC

JD is a hard-decision method, while the PDA JD vitally relies on an iterative soft infor-

mation update process. In general, the accuracy of the soft information is a key factor in

determining the success of soft information based algorithms. Therefore, we can further

observe in Fig. 6.4 that the DPDA-SC scheme has a substantial performance advantage

over that of the PDA JD, because the spatial diversity originating from BS cooperation

using SC considerably improves the accuracy of the soft information. Compared to the ML

JD, the DPDA-SC is remarkably superior in the moderate-SNR region of practical interest,

although its advantage erodes in the high-SNR region of Fig. 6.4. This phenomenon is

a consequence of the different sensitivity of soft information based and hard information
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Figure 6.5: Uniform quantization impact on the performance of DPDA-SC under perfect
CSI and a given interference intensity ρ = 0.8, using QPSK modulation.

based methods. Therefore, we conclude that the BS cooperation aided DPDA-SC scheme is

capable of mitigating the effects of the error floor imposed by imperfect CSI by exploiting

that the strong interference becomes a useful source of increased signal energy as a benefit of

the more sophisticated distributed processing. Note that although the error floor is not very

obvious for the ML JD in the SNR range considered in Fig. 6.4, it is expected to become

more evident at higher SNRs.

6.4.3 Impact of Quantization on the Backhaul Traffic and Performance

The backhaul traffic is a significant challenge that has to be addressed before the BS co-

operation aided distributed processing can be implemented in the practical applications.

Therefore, it is of practical interest to investigate the cost of backhaul traffic in the parallel

message exchange stage using the UCS mode in the proposed DPDA-SC scheme. Instead

of transferring the quantized probability value itself, the index of each probability value

is transferred between the cooperative BSs, where a quantized probability lookup table is

pre-stored. When considering the perfect CSI scenario, where the interference intensity is

ρ = 0.8, Fig. 6.5 illustrates the performance of the DPDA-SC employing uniform quantiza-

tion, which is performed on the converged probabilities before they are transferred to the

cooperative BSs. It is shown that the performance loss due to the different quantization

levels in uniform quantization is marginal in the proposed DPDA-SC scheme. This perfor-

mance loss diminishes as the SNR increases, and completely vanishes at high SNRs. This is

because the converged soft information has been obtained individually using the PDA algo-

rithm at each BS before the parallel message exchange stage, and the SC aided final decision
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lation.

relies on which probability is the highest, rather than on the exact values of the probabilities

themselves. By comparison, the soft information is obtained via multiple iterations between

BSs in [134], where the performance is more sensitive to the quantization loss. Based on our

results, if the QL = 2 uniform quantization scheme is used, only M log2QL = 4 bits will be

transferred from each BS to one of the cooperating BSs, when QPSK is used.

6.4.4 Rank-Deficient Scenario

Fig. 6.6 presents the performance of the proposed DPDA-SC scheme in the scenario of

Mu (Cu + 1) > Mb, where Mu = 4, Mb = 8, Cu = 3. The non-decorrelated signal model

is applied in both the PDA JD and the DPDA-SC schemes. We observed in Fig. 6.6 that

the DPDA-SC is still superior to the PDA-JD, although both of them suffered a significant

performance loss due to the much stronger inter-layer interference compared to the scenario

of Mu (Cu + 1) > Mb.

6.4.5 Convergence Property

In Fig. 6.7 we characterize the convergence performance of the proposed DPDA-SC scheme

under both perfect and imperfect CSI conditions. It may be observed in Fig. 6.7 that

the DPDA-SC converges within a few iterations, which is a contributing factor of the low

complexity of the DPDA-SC, as shown in Fig. 6.8.
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6.4.6 Complexity Comparison

Finally, the complexity comparison between the DPDA-SC, the PDA JD, the MMSE-OSIC

JD and the ML JD is provided in Fig. 6.8. The complexity is quantified in terms of the

number of equivalent additions required for decoding a single bit. We may observe that as

the number of concurrent transmissions increases, the complexity of ML JD increases rapidly,

while the other three maintain a near-constant normalized complexity. Furthermore, the
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complexity of the proposed DPDA-SC is marginally higher (contributed by SC) than that

of the conventional PDA JD, but significantly lower than that of ML JD (about 1% when

the number of concurrent transmissions is 8). Although the relatively coarse complexity

analysis using O(·) function shows that the DPDA-SC approach enjoys the same O(L3)

order of complexity as the SIC based algorithm, the numerical results show that the DPDA-

SC is about five times more complex than the MMSE-OSIC JD scheme.

6.5 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

We proposed a DPDA-SC scheme for BS cooperation in the uplink of multiuser multicell

MIMO systems. The realistic hexagonal cellular model relying on unity frequency reuse was

considered. The DPDA-SC scheme was shown to converge in few iterations, hence it consti-

tutes a low-complexity solution for jointly estimating the initial soft decision information at

each BS. Each BS shares the MSs’ soft information with the aid of their message exchange

and generates the final soft decision information with the aid of SC. The simulation re-

sults as well as our complexity analysis demonstrate that the proposed scheme significantly

outperforms the conventional non-cooperative schemes, while imposing a modest additional

complexity and backhaul traffic. We also investigated the performance of the proposed

DPDA-SC scheme in the more practical imperfect CSI scenario and demonstrated that the

DPDA-SC scheme succeeds in mitigating the system’s error floor. The impact of quantiza-

tion on both the backhaul traffic and the achievable performance was also investigated, and

it was shown that even when using single-bit uniform quantization the performance loss is

trivial, while leading to a low backhaul traffic.





Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Research

THIS thesis has studied the challenging MIMO detection problem, which is of cen-

tral importance for both wireless and wireline communication systems aiming for

striking an attractive compromise between the achievable spectrum-efficiency and

energy-efficiency. For example, a new type of digital subscriber line (DSL) technology (gi-

gabit DSL) [419] has been proposed based on the binder MIMO channels of [420]. Although

the MIMO detection problem has been studied since the late 1960s [146], the interests in this

challenging fundamental problem revive again and again during the evolution of telecom-

munications. As a retrospective of this thesis, its inherent logical structure depicted in Fig.

1.14 may be interpreted from the following two perspectives.

• Firstly, in terms of the fundamental detection algorithm improvement, both the PDA

and the SDPR based MIMO detectors highlighted in Fig. 1.11 were improved by using a

virtually antipodal (VA) model transformation technique, which was conceived for MIMO

systems employing the family of rectangular M -ary QAM constellations. As a rigorous

mathematical approach of describing the bit vector to symbol vector mapping process that

takes place at the transmitter of MIMO systems, the VA technique is capable of explicitly

transforming the symbol-based MIMO system model into a BPSK-like model, and hence

providing an increased flexibility in terms of designing MIMO detection algorithms. For a

given MIMO system, the VA transformation matrix is determined by three factors, which

are the number of transmit antennas, the size of the rectangular QAM constellations

and the bit-to-symbol mapping rule. Hence, the VA techniques advocated are applicable

to all symbol-based MIMO detection algorithms in principle. As application examples,

we considered the PDA and the SDPR detectors employing our VA techniques, and

demonstrated that either their achievable performance is improved or their computational

complexity is reduced, as compared to their symbol-based counterparts. The evidence of

these statements was presented in Chapters 2 and 3.

• Secondly, in terms of the evolution of the application context of MIMO detection, on the

177
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one hand, both the uncoded and FEC-coded MIMO systems were considered; on the other

hand, the point-to-point MIMO systems, the uplink of single-cell multiuser MIMO sys-

tems and the multicell multiuser MIMO systems were all investigated. More specifically,

the VA-aided detection of high-order rectangular QAM in uncoded MIMO systems was

conceived in Chapters 2 and 3, and then the PDA-based IDD design of an FEC-coded

MIMO system was detailed in Chapters 4 and 5. The system models considered through-

out Chapters 2 to 5 implicitly include both point-to-point MIMO systems and the uplink

of single-cell multiuser MIMO systems, while the system model considered in Chapter

6 is the multicell multiuser MIMO system that relies on both distributed transmitters

and distributed receivers. Therefore, the representative MIMO system models depicted

in Fig. 1.5, Fig. 1.6, and Fig. 1.8 have been studied. Note that since MIMO detection

is rarely used in the downlink of MIMO systems, the MIMO broadcast channel shown in

Fig. 1.7 is not considered in this thesis.

The remainder of this concluding chapter is organized as follows. First, the summary and

major conclusions of this thesis are presented in Section 7.1. Second, several key challenges

and open problems concerning MIMO detection are identified for future research in Section

7.2.

7.1 Summary and Conclusions

The summary and major conclusions of this thesis are as follows.

• Chapter 1:

In Chapter 1, we provided a comprehensive overview of the generic MIMO detection

problem and discussed a variety of representative MIMO detectors. More specifically,

in Section 1.1 we elucidated the nature and essence of CCI from both theoretic and en-

gineering practice perspectives. In Section 1.2, we clarified the concept and generality

of MIMO detection techniques from the perspective of physical-layer CCI management.

Then, a more rigorous formal definition of the MIMO detection problem was given in

Section 1.3. Additionally, from Section 1.4 to Section 1.6, several frequently used MIMO

system models were described, including that of the linear memoryless channels, as well

as of the dispersive channels exhibiting memory. The relationship between the complex-

valued and the real-valued MIMO system models was also detailed. Furthermore, the

historical development and the state-of-the-art of the representative MIMO detectors, as

shown in Fig. 1.10 and Fig. 1.11, were reviewed in Section 1.8, including the optimal

ML/MAP based detector, the family of linear detectors, the family of interference can-

cellation based detectors, the tree-search based detectors, the PDA based detectors and

the SDPR based detectors. The milestones in the development of these MIMO detectors
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were summarized from Table 1.1 to Table 1.8, respectively. Finally, the organization and

novel contributions of this thesis were briefly presented in Section 1.9.

• Chapter 2: [40,41]

In Chapter 2, a unified B-PDA detection approach was investigated in uncoded MIMO

systems employing high-order rectangular QAM. The proposed novel approach trans-

forms the symbol detection process of QAM to a bit-based process by introducing a

unified matrix representation (UMR) of QAM. With the aid of simulation results given

in Fig. 2.9 to Fig. 2.12, we demonstrated that the linear natural mapping based B-PDA

approach typically attained an improved detection performance (measured in terms of

both BER and SER) in comparison to the conventional symbol-based PDA aided MIMO

detector, despite its dramatically reduced computational complexity as shown in Section

2.5.4 and Fig. 2.6. The only exception is that at low SNRs, the linear natural mapping

based B-PDA is slightly inferior in terms of its BER to the conventional symbol-based

PDA using binary reflected Gray mapping. Furthermore, the simulation results of Fig.

2.9 to Fig. 2.12 showed that the linear natural mapping based B-PDA MIMO detector

may approach the best-case performance provided by the nonlinear binary reflected Gray

mapping based B-PDA MIMO detector under ideal conditions. Additionally, as shown in

Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, the implementation of the B-PDA MIMO detector is shown

to be much simpler in the case of the linear natural mapping. Based on these two points,

we conclude that in the context of the uncoded B-PDA MIMO detector it is preferable

to use the linear natural bit-to-symbol mapping, rather than the nonlinear Gray mapping.

More specifically, the UMR of the linear natural mapping based scenario was derived in

Section 2.3, where the (Nt = 2)-aided SDM-MIMO systems employing BPSK, 4-QAM,

8-QAM, 16-QAM, 32-QAM and 64-QAM were first considered as examples, followed by

the generic UMR formulae derived for rectangular M -QAM in Section 2.3.3. Note that

the linear natural mapping is defined as a mapping that satisfies (2.3) with a single unique

solution. Therefore, for linear natural mapping aided MIMO systems, the relationship

between the transmitted bit vector b and the symbol vector s can be characterized by

s = Wb, where W is the transformation matrix. Additionally, the UMR of the nonlinear

binary reflected Gray mapping based scenario was derived in Section 2.4, where both

16-QAM and 64-QAM were first considered as examples, and then the generic method of

obtaining the UMR for rectangular M -QAM was outlined in Section 2.4.3. It was shown,

for example in Table 2.4, that the UMR of Gray mapping depends on the pattern of

the transmitted bits, and hence the relationship between the transmitted bit vector and

symbol vector is characterized by s = W(b)b in the Gray mapping scenario, rather than

s = Wb. However, since the linear natural mapping and the Gray mapping are identical

for 4-QAM, the transformation matrices of 4-QAM under both mappings are the same,

which is an exception compared to other higher-order rectangular QAM constellations.
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After obtaining the UMR for both linear natural mapping and nonlinear Gray mapping

scenarios, a novel B-PDA detector was derived in Section 2.5, followed by an example of

the proposed B-PDA in Section 2.5.2. Then, both the positive and negative impacts of

the UMR based operation were discussed in Section 2.5.3.1, where the iterative Gaussian

approximation processes of both the conventional symbol-based PDA and the proposed

B-PDA were visualized in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 respectively for intuitively illuminating

why the proposed B-PDA detector may achieve a better performance than the conven-

tional symbol-based PDA detector. Additionally, the impact of constellations labelling

on the BER and/or SER performance of both symbol-based detectors and bit-based de-

tectors were elucidated in Section 2.5.3.2 for uncoded systems, and the insights obtained

here were beneficial for interpreting the simulation results of Section 2.6. Furthermore,

the practical feasibility of the proposed UMR for Gray mapping was discussed in Section

2.5.3.3, which answers the question as to why the B-PDA detector becomes impractical

when it is based on the UMR derived in Section 2.4 for the Gray mapping scenario. How-

ever, in order to provide a benchmark, in the simulations of Section 2.6 we assumed that

the transformation matrix W(b) of the Gray mapping scenario is perfectly known to the

receiver. As a result, in Fig. 2.9 to Fig. 2.12, the simulation results associated with the

B-PDA of Gray mapping scenario serves only as a theoretical performance benchmark for

the linear natural mapping based B-PDA.

In Section 2.5.4, the complexity of the proposed B-PDA was analyzed. It was shown

that the complexity of B-PDA is significantly lower than that of the conventional symbol-

based PDA detector when the constellation size M is far greater than 4. This conclusion

is supported by the FLOP-based complexity results of Fig. 2.6. Additionally, Fig. 2.7

evaluates the complexity of the proposed B-PDA detector for different SNR values. It can

be seen from Fig. 2.7 that the B-PDA has a near-constant complexity for different SNR

values. This near-constant complexity may be regarded as another merit of the B-PDA

detector, especially in the context of circuit-based implementation. By comparison, some

other reduced-complexity MIMO detectors, for example the tree-search based methods,

typically have a complexity that is quite sensitive to the SNR values encountered.

Finally, in Section 2.6, a range of simulation results were provided for evaluating the per-

formance of the proposed B-PDA detector against other representative MIMO detectors.

To elaborate a little further, Fig. 2.8 compared the impact of the number of iterations on

the achievable performance of both the B-PDA and the conventional symbol-based PDA.

It was shown that both of them exhibit quite a good convergence, since they typically

converge within 3 to 5 iterations. Furthermore, from Fig. 2.9 to Fig. 2.12, the BER and

SER performances of the proposed B-PDA are compared with that of the conventional

symbol-based PDA, the MMSE-OSIC and the ML detectors, while using both the linear

natural mapping and nonlinear Gray mapping in the context of rectangular 16-QAM and

64-QAM. Apart from the aforementioned major conclusions regarding the performance
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of the B-PDA and the conventional symbol-based PDA, we observed that the achievable

performance of the proposed B-PDA is better than of the MMSE-OSIC detector, but

inferior to that of the ML detector in the context considered.

• Chapter 3: [48,49]

In Chapter 3, an efficient generalized SDPR based VA detection approach was proposed

for Gray-coded high-order rectangular QAM signalling over MIMO channels. As shown

in Chapter 2, albeit the decomposition of symbol-based detection to a bit-based one is

desirable owing to its reduced complexity and increased flexibility, Gray-mapping is non-

linear, and hence the direct bit-based detection of MIMO systems employing Gray-coded

rectangular QAM constitutes a challenging problem. In Section 3.4, we further conceived

a way of exploiting the structural regularity of Gray-coded high-order rectangular QAM,

and transforms the classic symbol-based MIMO detection model to a low-complexity bit-

based detection model. As an appealing benefit, the conventional three-step “signal-to-

symbols-to-bits” decision process can be substituted by a simpler “signal-to-bits” decision

process for the classic Gray-mapping aided high-order rectangular QAM in practice, and

hence any bit-based detection method becomes potentially applicable. As an application

example, in Section 3.5 we proposed a direct-bit-based VA-SDPR (DVA-SDPR) MIMO

detector, which is capable of directly making binary decisions concerning the individ-

ual information bits of the ubiquitous Gray-mapping aided high-order rectangular QAM,

while dispensing with symbol-based detection. Furthermore, the proposed model trans-

formation method facilitates the exploitation of the UEP property of high-order QAM

with the aid of the low-complexity bit-flipping based “hill climbing” method, as seen

in Section 3.5.3 and Fig. 3.7. As a result, the proposed DVA-SDPR detector achieves

the best BER performance among the known SDPR-based MIMO detectors in the con-

text considered, while still maintaining the lowest-possible worst-case complexity order

of O
[
(Nt log2M + 1)3.5

]
.

In order to make the thesis more self-contained, the essential mathematical foundation

of the SDPR based detectors was briefly introduced in Section 3.2. More specifically, in

Section 3.2.1 the basic concepts of convex sets, convex functions and convex optimization

models were first introduced, and then several frequently used techniques for identifying

convex functions were presented. Additionally, the basic framework of solving math-

ematical optimization problems using convex optimization was illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

Furthermore, in Section 3.2.2, we presented three widely used forms of the SDP model

and clarified the relationship between them. The three forms are the inequality form, the

LMI standard form (with equality constraints) and the standard form. It is possible to

convert from one form to another, although the conversion might not be straightforward.

Additionally, an example of the SDP problem was provided, and the Lagrangian dual

problem of the standard-form SDP was formulated as well.
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Subsequently, in Section 3.3, the basic concept of the existing IVA-SDPR detector, which

is used as a benchmark of the proposed DVA-SDPR detector, was highlighted. Then, in

Section 3.4 the structure of the Gray mapping based rectangular QAM constellations was

revisited, and a novel XOR-operation based transformation approach was conceived for

explicitly characterizing the relationship between the Gray-coded symbol and the corre-

sponding information bits. To elaborate another step further, the Gray-coded rectangular

16-QAM and 64-QAM were considered as examples, and the generic transformation for-

mulae were obtained for even higher-order Gray-coded rectangular QAM constellations,

as summarized in Table 3.1. In contrast to the transformation approach proposed in

Section 2.4, that conceived in Section 3.4 is readily applicable in nonlinear Gray mapping

scenario in practice, because the latter approach does not rely on a transformation matrix

that is dependent on the transmitted bit vector. Based on the transformation approach

of Section 3.4, the DVA-SDPR detector is capable of directly making decisions on the

information bits of a Gray-coded symbol vector, as formulated in Section 3.5.1. A modi-

fied version of the efficient primal-dual interior-point algorithm was presented in Section

3.5.2. Since the transformation approach proposed in Table 3.1 of Section 3.4 facilitates

the exploitation of the UEP property of QAM bits, a bit-flipping technique was conceived

in Section 3.5.3 for improving the performance of the DVA-SDPR detector. Furthermore,

the complexity of the proposed DVA-SDPR detector was analyzed in Section 3.5.4, where

it was shown that the worst-case complexity of recovering the original information bit

vector by using the DVA-SDPR detector is on the order of O
[
(Nt log2M + 1)3.5

]
.

Finally, our simulation results and discussions were offered in Section 3.6 for character-

izing the proposed DVA-SDPR detector’s achievable performance and its computational

complexity. To elaborate a little further, Fig. 3.5 quantified the impact of the conver-

gence tolerance of ϵ = 10−k on the performance of the DVA-SDPR detector. It was shown

that the DVA-SDPR detector converges for k = 8 or 9. We observed from Fig. 3.6 that

the complexity of the DVA-SDPR detector increased almost linearly upon increasing the

value of k. Fig. 3.7 showed the UEP characteristics of the proposed DVA-SDPR detector.

It was observed that the first and the third bits (resp. the second and the fourth bits)

of a single 16-QAM symbol exhibit an identical BER performance, which is better (resp.

worse) than the overall average BER performance. Fig. 3.8 showed that the DVA-SDPR

detector has a performance better than the MMSE-OSIC, but worse than the SD relying

on an adaptive sphere radius. Additionally, it was shown in Fig. 3.8 that bit-flipping is

capable of improving the performance of the DVA-SDPR detector. However, when bit-

flipping is not invoked, the DVA-SDPR has a similar performance to the IVA-SDPR. We

observed from Fig. 3.9 that as usual, the SD imposed a significantly higher complexity

in the low-SNR region than in the high-SNR region. By comparison, the complexities

of the DVA-SDPR and of the IVA-SDPR are almost identical and near-constant, and

they are considerably lower than that of the SD across the entire SNR region considered.
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Nonetheless, observe in Fig. 3.9 that the complexity of all the SDPR based detectors is

still higher than that of the MMSE-OSIC detector. Furthermore, Fig. 3.10 compared the

complexity of the DVA-SDPR, of the classic SD as well as of the FCSD detectors in the

context of “massive MIMO” systems [25, 384], where the number of transmit antennas

Nt can be extremely high. The results of Fig. 3.10 imply that although the SD based

detectors are competitive in the relatively low-throughput MIMO systems associated with

moderate values of Nt, it might be difficult to use them in the massive MIMO systems,

where the DVA-SDPR detector might be more promising.

• Chapter 4: [44,45]

Having considered the MIMO detection problem in uncoded MIMO systems in Chapters

2 and 3, in Chapter 4, the issue of designing an IDD aided receiver relying on the low-

complexity PDA method is addressed for turbo-coded MIMO systems using generalM -ary

modulations. We demonstrated in Section 4.5.1 that the classic candidate-search aided

bit-based extrinsic LLR calculation method is not applicable to the family of PDA-based

detectors. Additionally, in Section 4.5.2 we revealed that in contrast to the interpretation

in the existing literature, the output symbol probabilities of existing PDA algorithms are

not the true APPs, but rather the normalized symbol likelihoods. Therefore, the classic

relationship, where the extrinsic LLRs are given by subtracting the a priori LLRs from

the a posteriori LLRs does not hold for the existing PDA-based detectors. Motivated by

these revelations, we proposed a new AB-Log-PDA method in Section 4.4 and unveiled

the technique of calculating bit-based extrinsic LLRs for the AB-Log-PDA in Section

4.5.2, which facilitates the employment of the AB-Log-PDA in a simplified IDD receiver

structure, as shown in Fig. 4.7. Additionally, in Section 4.6.1 numerous numerical results

were provided to evaluate the performance of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD. In particular,

it was demonstrated that we may dispense with inner iterations within the AB-Log-PDA

in the context of IDD receivers. Furthermore, the complexity of the AB-Log-PDA based

IDD was analyzed and compared with other benchmark IDDs in Section 4.6.2, which,

together with the numerical results recorded in Section 4.6.1, demonstrated that the pro-

posed AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme is capable of achieving a comparable performance

to that of the optimal MAP detector based IDD receiver, while imposing a significantly

lower computational complexity in the scenarios considered.

More specifically, in order to provide more insights into the fundamental principle under-

lying the PDA based methods, an interference-plus-noise distribution analysis was pro-

vided in Section 4.3. It was shown that the interference-plus-noise term typically obeys

a multimodal Gaussian mixture distribution, whose parameters are updated by the PDA

iterations. This process was visualized in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 by considering two examples

that correspond to the effects both before and after using the PDA iterations, respectively.

Subsequently, in Section 4.4, the AB-Log-PDA detector was derived and the algorithm
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was summarized in Table 4.1, while in Section 4.5, the challenges of calculating extrin-

sic LLRs from the output of the family of PDA based methods were analyzed. It was

demonstrated in Proposition 4.1 of Section 4.5.2 that for all PDA algorithms which output

the probabilities P (si|y), or the likelihood functions p(y|si), the bit-based extrinsic LLR

LE(bk|y) cannot be calculated using the candidate-search method that relies on p(y|b)

or p(y|s). Additionally, it was pointed out in Section 4.5.2 that the conventional inter-

pretation of the nature of the estimated symbol probabilities output by the approximate

Bayes’ theorem based PDA methods is incorrect. In fact, they are not the true APPs,

but rather the normalized symbol likelihoods. Based on this insight, a simple approach

of calculating the extrinsic LLRs from the output symbol probabilities of AB-Log-PDA

was given in Conjecture 1 of Section 4.5.2.

Finally, in Section 4.6.1 a range of simulation results were provided for evaluating the

impact of various design parameters on the achievable performance of the AB-Log-PDA

based IDD. These results include the impact of inner PDA iterations (Fig. 4.8 to 4.11),

the impact of outer iterations (Fig. 4.12 and 4.13), the impact of the Nakagami-m fading

parameter m (Fig. 4.14), the influence of the modulation order (Fig. 4.15), the impact of

the number of transmit antennas (Fig. 4.16) and the effect of channel-estimation errors

(Fig. 4.17). In particular, it was shown in Fig. 4.8 that the performance of the AB-

Log-PDA based IDD is degraded upon increasing the number of inner iterations of the

AB-Log-PDA, despite the fact that the computational complexity increases dramatically.

Therefore, the AB-Log-PDA based IDD should not invoke any inner PDA iteration. The

reasons as to why the inner PDA iterations fail to provide BER improvements were

investigated from three different perspectives, as shown in Fig. 4.9 to 4.11. Additionally,

the complexity analysis of Section 4.6.2 showed that the computational complexity of the

proposed AB-Log-PDA based IDD is significantly lower than that of the Exact-Log-MAP

based IDD, of the fixed-complexity list SD based IDD, and of the soft K-best SD using an

improved “look-ahead path metric”. This conclusion was also confirmed by the numerical

result of Fig. 4.18.

• Chapter 5: [46,47]

As a further extension of Chapter 4, in Chapter 5 we provided another design alterna-

tive for the PDA-based IDD receiver of MIMO systems. Since the AB-Log-PDA based

IDD proposed in Chapter 4 is still based on the approximate Bayes’ theorem, the sym-

bol probabilities estimated by the AB-Log-PDA are not the true APPs in the rigorous

mathematical sense, but a type of nominal APPs, which are unsuitable for the classic

architecture of IDD aided receivers. To circumvent this predicament, in Chapter 5.3 we

proposed a novel EB-Log-PDA method, whose output has similar characteristics to the

true APPs, and hence it is readily applicable to the classic IDD architecture of MIMO

systems using arbitrary M -ary memoryless modulation. Additionally, in Section 5.4, the

method of calculating the extrinsic LLRs for the EB-Log-PDA was derived, and the re-
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lationship between the extrinsic LLRs of the EB-Log-PDA and the AB-Log-PDA was

analyzed. Furthermore, in Section 5.5 a range of simulation results and their interpre-

tations were provided for evaluating the EB-Log-PDA based IDD receiver’s convergence

property, its achievable performance and its computational complexity, and for illumi-

nating the relationship between the EB-Log-PDA based IDD and other benchmark IDD

schemes.

More specifically, the EB-Log-PDA algorithm derived in Section 5.3 was summarized in

Table 5.1. The methods of calculating the extrinsic LLRs for the proposed EB-Log-PDA

in the context of both high-order M -ary modulation as well as BPSK modulation was

detailed in Section 5.4.1. Additionally, the relationship between the extrinsic LLRs of

the EB-Log-PDA and of the AB-Log-PDA was analyzed in Section 5.4.2, where Theorem

5.1 demonstrated that for a specific bit bil, the extrinsic LLR of the EB-Log-PDA algo-

rithm is typically different from that of the AB-Log-PDA algorithm. As a further result,

Proposition 5.2 characterized the degree of difference between the two types of extrinsic

LLRs. In order to provide more insights on the relationship between the AB-Log-PDA

and the EB-Log-PDA, Fig. 5.2 showed the BER of the AB-Log-PDA based IDD scheme

for the scenario where the nominal symbol APPs were deliberately misinterpreted as the

true symbol APPs. More explicitly, Fig. 5.3 illuminated the role of the a priori informa-

tion in the AB-Log-PDA and the EB-Log-PDA algorithms, which indicated the essential

difference between the two PDA algorithms.

In Fig. 5.4 of Section 5.5.1, the convergence behavior of the EB-Log-PDA, the AB-Log-

PDA and the Exact-Log-MAP based IDD schemes were compared with the aid of the

EXIT chart analysis. Explicitly, it was shown in Fig. 5.4 that all the them converge after

three outer iterations. This conclusion was also supported by the numerical results of

Fig. 5.5, which characterized the impact of the number of outer iterations on the BER

performance of the EB-Log-PDA. Additionally, in Section 5.5.2 the impact of the EB-Log-

PDA algorithm’s inner iteration on the design of EB-Log-PDA aided IDD receiver was also

investigated, as shown in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7. We demonstrated that introducing inner

iterations into the EB-Log-PDA scheme, which is common practice in conventional-PDA

aided uncoded MIMO systems, would actually degrade the IDD receiver’s performance,

despite significantly increasing the overall computational complexity of the IDD receiver.

This observation may be deemed to be somewhat similar to the scenario of the AB-Log-

PDA based IDD, as shown in Fig. 4.8. In order to show the difference between the

AB-Log-PDA and the EB-Log-PDA more explicitly, Fig. 5.8 depicted the intermediate

BER evaluated at the output of the two PDA detectors in the context of FEC-coded

MIMO systems. It may be observed that the EB-Log-PDA has a better intermediate

BER performance than the AB-Log-PDA. Furthermore, in Section 5.5.3 we investigated

the relationship between the extrinsic LLRs of the proposed EB-Log-PDA and of the

AB-Log-PDA by examining the CDFs and PDFs of the difference between the two types
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of extrinsic LLRs. The CDF and PDF results were provided in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10,

respectively, while a variety of statistical data concerning the difference between the two

types of extrinsic LLRs were provided in Table 5.2. These numerical results coincide with

the analytical results of Proposition 5.2, which points out the condition when the bit-wise

extrinsic LLRs of the EB-Log-PDA and of the AB-Log-PDA are statistically closest to

each other, and the condition when the difference between the two types of extrinsic LLRs

becomes most significant. Finally, in Section 5.5.4 the complexity of the EB-Log-PDA

based IDD was analytically compared to that of the AB-Log-PDA and to that of the family

of Log-MAP based IDD schemes. It was shown that the decoupled model based EB-Log-

PDA has a lower complexity than the non-decoupled model based AB-Log-PDA when

the number of receive antennas is higher than that of transmit antennas. By comparing

the results of Fig. 5.5, Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 4.18, we showed that although the IDD

schemes employing the EB-Log-PDA and the AB-Log-PDA without incorporating any

inner PDA iterations have a similar achievable performance close to that of the optimal

MAP detector based IDD receiver, the PDA-based IDD schemes impose a significantly

lower computational complexity in the scenarios considered.

• Chapter 6: [42,43]

The MIMO detectors studied in Chapter 2 to Chapter 5 are equally applicable both to

single-user MIMO systems and to the uplink of multiuser MIMO systems. By contrast,

in Chapter 6, we considered the MIMO detection problem in the uplink of a multicell

multiuser MIMO system, where a DPDA-SC scheme was proposed for the sake of exploit-

ing the CCI. A realistic 19-cell hexagonal cellular model relying on unity frequency reuse

was considered, as seen in Fig. 6.1 of Section 6.2, where both the BSs and the MSs are

equipped with multiple antennas. Therefore, the performance of the system is limited by

the CCI, including not only the traditional inter-cell and/or intra-cell interference, but

also the inter-antenna interference. As seen in Section 6.3, cooperative joint processing of

the uplink signals received from multiple co-channel MSs roaming within both the serving

cell and the interfering cells is performed by introducing a so-called unified-client-server

mode at the BSs. Local cooperation based message passing was used instead of a global

message passing chain for the sake of reducing the backhaul traffic. The classic symbol-

based PDA algorithm that had been used as a benchmark in Chapter 2 was employed as a

low complexity solution for producing soft information, which facilitates the employment

of SC at the individual BSs in order to generate the final soft decision metric. The simula-

tions and discussions provided in Section 6.4 demonstrated that despite its low additional

complexity and modest backhaul traffic, the proposed DPDA-SC reception scheme signif-

icantly outperforms the conventional non-cooperative benchmarkers. Furthermore, since

only the index of the possible discrete value of the quantized converged soft information

has to be exchanged for SC in practice, the proposed DPDA-SC scheme is relatively

robust to the quantization errors of the soft information exchanged. As a beneficial re-
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sult, the backhaul traffic is dramatically reduced at a negligible performance degradation.

More specifically, in Section 6.2, the realistic 19-cell hexagonal cellular network model

relying on the unity frequency reuse principle was described in detail, where both the

BSs and MSs are equipped with multiple antennas. A snapshot of the dynamic network

topology considered was depicted in Fig. 6.1, where each individual BS may serve mul-

tiple co-channel MSs located in different neighboring cells, and may also be assisted by

another set of neighboring cells. For each BS, the two sets of neighboring cells, namely

the sets of neighboring cells assisting or to be assisted by this particular BS, may have

different set-size and different entries owing to the geographical distribution of co-channel

MSs, which is a realistic situation rarely considered by existing literature [24]. Based

on the topology of Fig. 6.1, the corresponding virtual MIMO uplink signal model was

presented in Section 6.3.1, where both the perfect and imperfect CSI scenarios were con-

sidered. In Section 6.3.2, we described the first action of the DPDA-SC scheme, namely

performing parallel detection using the classic symbol-based PDA algorithm discussed in

Chapter 2 at each BS. Both the non-overloaded and overloaded scenarios were character-

ized. Then, the parallel message passing and sharing process, which is the second action

of the DPDA-SC scheme, was described in Section 6.3.3. In Section 6.3.4, the SC and our

final decision technique, namely the third action of the DPDA-SC scheme, was detailed.

Having described the procedures of the DPDA-SC scheme, the complexity analysis of the

DPDA-SC scheme was provided in Section 6.3.5, which demonstrated that at each BS the

DPDA-SC has a low complexity increasing cubically with the number of simultaneously

transmitted data streams in the uplink.

In Section 6.4, a comprehensive set of simulation results were provided for evaluating both

the performance and the complexity of the proposed DPDA-SC scheme. To elaborate a

little further, in the case of perfect CSI, the BER performance of the DPDA-SC and

of several non-cooperative single-cell MUD schemes was compared in Fig. 6.3. It was

observed that the BS cooperation aided DPDA-SC scheme of Section 6.3 substantially

outperforms other benchmark receivers, including the optimal single-cell ML based MUD.

Additionally, Fig. 6.4 compared the performance of the proposed DPDA-SC to that of

several representative benchmark receivers in a realistic imperfect CSI scenario. It was

observed in Fig. 6.4 that in the low-SNR region the DPDA-SC performs better than

all the benchmark schemes considered, while in the high-SNR region, where the CCI

plays a dominant role, all schemes considered suffer from different degrees of error floor

due to the impact of channel estimation error. However, in Fig. 6.4 the DPDA-SC

scheme was still seen to perform better than most of the benchmark schemes, except

for the ML based MUD. Since the backhaul traffic constitutes a significant challenge

faced by BS cooperation aided distributed processing, Fig. 6.5 investigated the impact

of uniform quantization on the backhaul traffic and on the overall performance of the

proposed DPDA-SC scheme, where uniform quantization of the converged probabilities
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was performed and only the index of each probability value was transferred between the

cooperative BSs. As a beneficial result, the backhaul traffic of the DPDA-SC scheme was

significantly reduced. Additionally, it was shown in Fig. 6.5 that the performance loss due

to the different number of quantization levels used for uniform quantization is marginal

in the proposed DPDA-SC scheme. Furthermore, Fig. 6.6 characterized the performance

of the DPDA-SC scheme in an overloaded rank-deficient scenario. It was observed in Fig.

6.6 that the DPDA-SC scheme’s performance is still superior to that of the PDA based

single-cell MUD, but both of them suffer from a significant performance loss due to the

much stronger multi-stream interference. Fig. 6.7 characterized the convergence behavior

of the proposed DPDA-SC scheme under both perfect and imperfect CSI conditions. It

was observed in Fig. 6.7 that the DPDA-SC converges within a few iterations, which

is another factor contributing to the low complexity of the DPDA-SC. Finally, in Fig.

6.8 the complexity of the DPDA-SC was numerically compared to that of three single-

cell MUD schemes. It was shown in Fig. 6.8 that the complexity of the DPDA-SC is

significantly lower than that of the ML based single-cell MUD, but marginally higher

than that of the PDA and MMSE-OSIC based single-cell MUDs.

7.2 Future Work

In this section, a number of future research ideas concerning MIMO detection are discussed.

• Performance Analysis of PDA-Based MIMO Detectors

The family of PDA-based detectors, such as those studied in Chapters 2, 4, 5 and 6, have

an iterative structure and the accuracy of the Gaussian approximation invoked in each

iteration depends on the specific system parameters, including the number of transmit

antennas, the size of modulation constellations and the operating SNR etc. Therefore,

most of the existing contributions on PDA-based MIMO detectors rely on Monte Carlo

simulations, rather than on rigorous mathematical analysis. However, in order to deepen

our understanding of the PDA-based MIMO detectors, the rigorous analysis of their

exact BER performance, diversity of order, convergence behavior and optimality condi-

tion should be the subject of future research, although these problems are particularly

challenging. Furthermore, since the Gaussian approximation invoked in the PDA-based

detectors becomes more accurate in large-scale systems [232,421], it would be interesting

to investigate the performance of the family of PDA-based detectors in “massive MIMO”

systems [25], where the interference imposed on each user or each antenna tends to be

Gaussian distributed. In this context, using large-system analysis techniques such as

random matrix theory might be essential.

• Performance Analysis of SDPR-Based MIMO Detectors in High-Order M-ary

Modulation
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Most of the existing studies concerning the SDPR-based MIMO detectors, including our

contributions in Chapter 3, are based on simulations and numerical results. Some an-

alytical results on SDPR detectors are available in the limited context of BPSK/QPSK

modulation [248,249]. For example, in [248] the first analytical study of the SDPR detec-

tor was provided for BPSK-aided MIMO systems. It was shown that the SDPR detector

is capable of achieving the same BER performance as that of the ML detector in high-SNR

scenarios, while at the low-SNR region, the SDPR detector serves as a constant-factor

approximation of the ML detector in large systems. Additionally, it was analytically

demonstrated in [249] that the SDPR based detector is capable of achieving the full re-

ceive diversity order in BPSK-aided real-valued MIMO channels. However, the diversity

order and performance bound of the SDPR detector in high-order M -ary modulation sce-

narios are unknown. Therefore, it would be valuable to provide the theoretical analysis

of the SDPR detector in the context of high-order M -ary modulation scenarios.

• Design of Near-Optimal SDPR-Based MIMO Detectors for High-Order M-ary

Modulation

The family of SDPR-based MIMO detection methods investigated in Chapter 3 have an

attractive “polynomial-time” worst-case computational complexity. Both simulation and

analytical results have shown that the SDPR-based MIMO detector may achieve a near-

optimal performance in BPSK/QPSK scenario [248,249]. However, as shown in [250–256]

and in Chapter 3, the existing SDPR detectors suffer from a significant performance loss

in high-order M -ary modulation scenarios. Therefore, two important questions have to

be answered. Firstly, is it possible to design SDPR-based MIMO detectors capable of

achieving near-optimal performance in the high-order M -ary modulation scenario, while

still maintaining a low computational complexity? Secondly, if the answer to the first

question is yes, then how can we design the near-optimal SDPR-based MIMO detectors

for high-order M -ary modulation?

• Design of SDPR-Based Soft Multi-Symbol Differential Detector

Most of the SDPR-based MIMO detectors proposed in the existing literature [245–247,

250–256, 373] and in Chapter 3 are coherent detectors, which rely on the knowledge

of the CSI of the MIMO channel considered. It is known that [422–426] the sphere

decoder can be used for both coherent MIMO detection and non-coherent multi-symbol

differential detection (MSDD). Similar to the case of a sphere decoder, the MSDD can

also be implemented with the SDPR technique. For example, in [427] a SDPR-based

MSDD scheme was proposed for a single-antenna aided system that uses differential QPSK

(DQPSK) modulation. However, the scheme proposed in [427] is a hard-decision based

scheme. Hence, it is beneficial to investigate how to design a soft-decision based SDPR-

MSDD scheme. Additionally, the scheme proposed in [427] is only applicable to a single-

antenna aided system. Therefore, it is promising to investigate how to design both the

hard-decision and soft-decision based SDPR-MSDD schemes for MIMO systems.

• Transceiver Design for “massive MIMO” systems
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In the emerging “massive MIMO” system [25], the BS might be equipped with numerous

antennas to serve dozens of users. In the uplink of this system, the number of transmit

antennas might be significantly lower than that of the receive antennas. Therefore, a

potentially enormous receive diversity gain becomes available at the receiver, and the

performance gap between the various detectors of the traditional small-scale MIMO sys-

tems might be compensated by the receive diversity gain. In other words, if a detector

has a worse performance and a lower complexity than another in traditional small-scale

MIMO systems, it is possible that the former becomes more attractive in the uplink of

massive MIMO systems. This is because in this context both detectors may achieve a

similar performance, but the former will have a significantly lower computational com-

plexity. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the specific behavior of an entire suite of

MIMO detectors in large-scale MIMO systems.

On the other hand, in the downlink of massive MIMO systems, it is expected that sophis-

ticated precoding and beamforming techniques will be employed, and it is possible that

some of the transmit antennas might not be activated if sophisticated antenna selection is

used. Then the joint optimization of the transmitter and the receiver for massive MIMO

systems constitutes an interesting and important problem. Additionally, if no precoding

is used in the downlink, the downlink receiver faces a severely overloaded rank-deficient

MIMO detection problem, which is very challenging. This is because the number of

transmit antennas is significantly higher than that of the receive antennas, and hence the

channel’s covariance matrix becomes rank-deficient.
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